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From the Director
The (SAC) year 2009-10 has been an eventful one for SPL in its strides towards the pinnacle. While the
VFLHQWLÀFUHVHDUFKKDVEHHQVKLQLQJZLWKQHZdiscoveries from planetary sciences down to climate implications of
aerosols on Earth and the experimental front with “ÀUVWRILWVNLQGV” on rockets and balloons, the WHFKQRORJLFDO
meliorationsKDYHEHHQVWUHQJWKHQLQJ63/·VH[SHULPHQWDOFDSDELOLWLHVDQGPRGHOLQJHIIRUWVKDYHVWDUWHG\LHOGLQJ
IUXLWV1HZH[SHULPHQWVDQGÀHOGFDPSDLJQVKDYHEHHQFRQFHLYHGDQGH[HFXWHG63/DOVRDWWDLQHGWKHGLVWLQFWLRQ
RIPDNLQJLWVPDUNRQDOOWKHWKUHHSROHVWKH$QWDUFWLFWKH$UWLFDQGWKHWRSRI+LPDOD\DV¶WKHWKLUGSROH·7KH
JURZWKKDVEHHQSKHQRPHQDOLQDOOGLPHQVLRQV7KH\HDUDOVRZLWQHVVHGWKHXQH[SHFWHGDQGWUDJLFGHPLVHRIRQH
of the SPL family member, Dr. Sudha Ravindran.

*ODQFLQJDWRXUDFFRPSOLVKPHQWV63/SOD\HGDFRPPHQGDEOHUROHLQWKH´6RRU\DJUDKDQµFDPSDLJQ
RI966&E\RUJDQL]LQJDQH[KDXVWLYHÀHOGH[SHULPHQWWRLQYHVWLJDWHWKHPDQLIHVWDWLRQVULJKWIURPWKHVXUIDFH
RI WKH (DUWK WKURXJK WKH GLIIHUHQW DWPRVSKHULF OD\HUV XS WR WKH LRQRVSKHUH DQG SODVPDVSKHUH XVLQJ URFNHW
ERUQHDQGEDOORRQERUQHSD\ORDGVVXSSOHPHQWHGE\DVXLWRIVWDWHRIWKHDUWLQVWUXPHQWVPDNLQJFRQFXUUHQW
PHDVXUHPHQWVIURPWKHJURXQG6HYHUDOQHZÀQGLQJVDUHHPHUJLQJ7KHKLJKOLJKWVLQFOXGH L VXGGHQUHGXFWLRQ
LQWKHFRQFHQWUDWLRQRIVXUIDFHR]RQH, FROODSVHRIWKHDWPRVSKHULFERXQGDU\OD\HUZHDNHQLQJRIWKHVHDEUHH]H
UHGXFWLRQLQVHQVLEOHKHDWÁX[FKDQJHVLQWKHVKDSHDQGYHUWLFDOPL[LQJRIDHURVROV in the boundary layer, (ii)
VLJQLÀFDQWGHFUHDVHLQWKHWHPSHUDWXUHVRIWKHWURSRVSKHUHDQGVWUDWRVSKHUHORZHULQJRIWKHWURSRSDXVHUDSLG
GHFUHDVHLQWKHVWUDWRVSKHULFR]RQHFRQFHQWUDWLRQDQGDGHFUHDVHLQLWVSHDNDOWLWXGH, in the middle atmosphere.
This produced JUDYLW\ZDYHVLQPLGGOHDWPRVSKHUHsudden UHYHUVDORIPHVRSDXVHZLQGVDUDLVHE\!.
LQPHVRVSDXVHWHPSHUDWXUHDQGVWURQJZLQGVKHDUVLQWKH0/7UHJLRQ,QWKHLRQRVSKHUHWKHVHOHGWRVWURQJ
YHUWLFDOVKHDUVLQQHXWUDOZLQGVLQWKH(UHJLRQOLIWLQJRIWKHDOWLWXGHRISHDNHOHFWURMHWGULIWZHDNHQLQJRIWKH
HOHFWULFÀHOGGURSLQHOHFWURQGHQVLW\DQGQHDUVLPXOWDQHRXVRFFXUUHQFHRIDVWURQJEODQNHWLQJ(VDWaNP
altitude.
&RPLQJWRWKHLQGLYLGXDOEUDQFKHVDQGSURMHFWVWKHGLVFRYHULHVRI L Dmini-magnetosphereRQPRRQ
LL VSXWWHULQJRIKLJKHQHUJ\+\GURJHQDWRPVIURPWKH/XQDU5HJROLWKE\VRODUSURWRQVDQG LLL ÀUVWGLUHFW
PHDVXUHPHQWVRI+2DQGRWKHUVSHFLHVLQWKHGD\WLPHOXQDUDWPRVSKHUHKDYHEHHQSDWKEUHDNLQJUHVXOWVIRUP



WKHSODQHWDU\VFLHQFHEUDQFKWKDWKDYHFKDQJHGRXUSHUFHSWLRQDERXWWKHPRRQ1HZLQVLJKWVLQWRWKH&DPHURQ
EDQGHPLVVLRQVDQG;UD\VIURP6DWXUQKDYHDOVREHHQEURXJKWRXW
GenerationIRUWKHÀUVWWLPHVWDWLRQWRPRJUDPVRIWKHLRQRVSKHUHDQGXVLQJLWWRVWXG\WKHFKDQJHVLQ
SODVPDG\QDPLFVGXULQJDPDMRUVSDFHZHDWKHUHYHQWKLJKOLJKWHGWKHDFWLYLWLHVRIWKHLRQRVSKHUHWKHUPRVSKHUH
PDJQHWRVSKHUHEUDQFK7KH5DGLR2FFXOWDWLRQLQYHVWLJDWLRQV (from Chandrayaan) have indicated the SUHVHQFH
RIDOXQDULRQRVSKHUH, which needs to be pursued further. Observation of TXDVLSHULRGLFHFKRHVKDVEURXJKWLQ
QHZHULQVLJKWVLQWKHLQWHUSOD\EHWZHHQJUDYLW\ZDYHVDQG.+LQVWDELOLWLHVLQWKH0/7UHJLRQ


)RFXVLQJ RQ WKHPDWLF LQYHVWLJDWLRQV RQ VWUDWRVSKHUHWURSRVSKHUH H[FKDQJHV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK GHHS

FRQYHFWLRQV DQG F\FORQHV G\QDPLFDO QDWXUH RI WKH VSDWLDO SDWWHUQ RI WKH WURSLFDO WURSRSDXVH OD\HU DQG WKH
FORXGVLQWKH77/GLVWLQFWLYHLPSDFWVRIPLJUDWLQJDQGQRQPLJUDWLQJWLGHVRYHUWKHWURSLFVPDNLQJH[WHQVLYH
XVHRIVDWHOOLWHGDWDIRUPWKHKLJKOLJKWVRIWKHPLGGOHDWPRVSKHULFUHVHDUFK63/·V6.L<0(7UDGDUGDWDKDYHEHHQ
XVHGWRFKDUDFWHUL]HWKHSODQHWDU\ZDYHIRUFLQJWRPHDQÁRZDFFHOHUDWLRQRIWKH0/7UHJLRQDQGWRGHOLQHDWHWKH
TXDVLGD\RVFLOODWLRQVLQWKHPHVRSDXVHZLQGV.

The PRGHOLQJDFWLYLW\RI%/3$0EUDQFKPDGHDQLPSDFWZLWKWKHDQDO\VLVRIWKHHIIHFWVRIWKHVWUHQJWK
DQGSRVLWLRQRIWKH$UDELDQ6HD:DUP3RRORYHUWKH,QGLDQ6XPPHU0RQVRRQ and the delineation of PRQVRRQ
LQWKHXSSHUWURSRVSKHULFKXPLGLW\7KHH[SHULPHQWDOIURQWKDVEHHQPDUNHGE\H[WHQVLYHVWXGLHVRQWKH$%/
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRYHU%R%GXULQJZLQWHUXVLQJWKH:,&$5%GDWDDVZHOODVWKHFKDQJHVLQ$%/FKDUDFWHULVWLFV
in response to the onset of monsoon, under the 02.6+$ FDPSDLJQ 5HJXODU ZHDWKHU IRUHFDVWV KDYH EHHQ
SURYLGHGIRUWKH*6/9DQG36/9ODXQFKHVIURP6+$5

7KHGHOLQHDWLRQDQGFKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQRIWKHHOHYDWHGDHURVROOD\HUVRYHU7ULYDQGUXPXVLQJWKH03/GDWD
WKHLUVHDVRQDOYDULDWLRQVLQWHUPVRILQWHQVLW\DQGGHSORDUL]DWLRQDQGDVVRFLDWLRQZLWKORQJUDQJHWUDQVSRUWRI
GXVWIRUPHGWKHKLJKOLJKWRI$$&&5EUDQFK$UHJLRQDOV\QWKHVLVRIWKHDHURVROÁX[HVDFURVVQRUWKZHVW$UDELDQ
6HDLQFRUSRUDWLQJWUDQVSRUWG\QDPLFVVKRZHGDQHWHDVWZDUGDHURVROÁX[DWKLJKHUOHYHOV7KHGRPLQDWLQJUROH
RIPHVRVFDOHPHWHRURORJ\RYHUSKRWRFKHPLVWU\LQSURGXFLQJWHPSRUDOFKDQJHVLQWKHWUDFHJDVFRQFHQWUDWLRQV
KDVEHHQEURXJKWRXW


:LWKWKHVXFFHVVIXOFRPPLVVLRQLQJRIWKHK\SHUVSHFWUDOPLFURZDYHUDGLRPHWHUSURÀOHUWKHPLFURZDYH

VWXGLHVLQ63/KDYHWDNHQDQHZGLPHQVLRQ7KLVEHVLGHVFRPSOHWLQJWKHWK)<3SURMHFWLRQVKDYHSURYHQWR
EHYHUVDWLOHWRROIRUFKDUDFWHUL]LQJFORXGVDQGOLTXLGZDWHU, especially from the perspective of 0HJKD7URSLTXHV
0LVVLRQ (PSOR\LQJ D SRODUL]DWLRQ LQGH[ PHWKRG WKH XWLOLW\ RI PLFURZDYH UHPRWHVHQVLQJ WR GHOLQHDWH ODQG
VXUIDFHFODVVHVDQGWRTXDQWLI\ÁRRGDIIHFWHG areas has been demonstrated.


63/LVWKHLPSOHPHQWLQJLQVWLWXWLRQIRU$5), $HURVRO5DGLDWLYH)RUFLQJRYHU,QGLD LQFOXGLQJ5$:(;
5HJLRQDO $HURVRO :DUPLQJ ([SHULPHQW  ,&$5% LQWHJUDWHG FDPSDLJQ IRU DHURVROV JDVHV DQG 5DGLDWLRQ
%XGJHW  DQG $WPRVSKHULF %RXQGDU\ /D\HU 1HWZRUN DQG &KDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ $%/1 &  SURMHFWV RI ,652B*%3
First ever VSDWLDOV\QWKHVLVRIKLJKUHVROXWLRQ,&$5%GDWDKDYHVKRZQWKDWUHJLRQVRIKLJKUDGLDWLYHIRUFLQJ
DQGKLJKUDGLDWLYHIRUFLQJHIÀFLHQF\DUHGLVWLQFWO\GLIIHUHQWWKHUHE\EULQJLQJLQWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIWKHVSDWLDO
and vertical distribution of aerosol types. The importance RIlayer heatingDQGWKHQHHGIRUDFFXUDWHNQRZOHGJH
of YHUWLFDOSURÀOHVRIDHURVROVLQHVWLPDWLQJLWKDVEHHQHPSKDVL]HG1HZHULQVLJKWVZHUHEURXJKWLQRQWKHUROH
of natural processes; with the VWUDWRVSKHULF4%2VLJQLÀFDQWO\PRGXODWLQJ$2'VDWLQWHUDQQXDOVFDOHVQRWRQO\
RYHU WURSLFV EXW RYHU H[WUDWURSLFV WRR WKURXJK H[FKDQJH SURFHVVHV DQG G\QDPLFDO FRXSOLQJ DGGLQJ DQRWKHU
GLPHQVLRQ WR WKH DHURVROFOLPDWH LPSOLFDWLRQV  ,QLWLDWLQJ WKH 5$:(; activities, ÀUVW WLPH YHUWLFDO SURÀOLQJ RI
DHURVRODEVRUSWLRQZDVFDUULHGRXWXSWRNPXVLQJVSHFLDOSD\ORDGV RQKLJKDOWLWXGHEDOORRQV7KH$5),
REVHUYDWRU\DW+DQOHKDVsuccessfully completedRQH\HDUand provided a unique dataset$5),KDVDOVRVSUHDG
LWV ZLQJV WR WKH $UFWLF ZLWK WKH ÀUVW H[SHGLWLRQ MXVW FRPSOHWHG The data compilation and archival has been
QHDULQJ FRPSOHWLRQDQGWKH ARFI website ZRXOGEHWKURZQ RSHQVKRUWO\ The ABLN&C has made its stride
towards a national network, with stations setup at 3RUW%ODLU6KLOORQJ$QDQWDSXUDQG5DQFKLand several new
stations in the pipeline


7KH $WPRVSKHULF 7HFKQRORJ\ 'LYLVLRQ VXSSRUWV WKH HQWLUH H[SHULPHQWDO DFWLYLWLHV RI 63/ %HVLGHV

GHYHORSLQJQHZH[SHULPHQWVDQGLPSOHPHQWLQJQHZWHFKQRORJLHVLWDOVRPDLQWDLQVWKHRQJRLQJDFWLYLWLHVZLWK
UHJXODU XSJUDGDWLRQ DQG DXJPHQWDWLRQ 'HVLJQ DQG GHYHORSPHQW RI WKH (1:L URFNHW SD\ORDGV a unique
FRPELQDWLRQ IRU PHDVXUHPHQW RI QHXWUDO ZLQG DQG HOHFWURQGHQVLW\ GXULQJ WKH VRODU HFOLSVH 'HVLJQ DQG
GHYHORSPHQWRIKLJKDOWLWXGH%&DHWKDORPHWHU payload for balloon measurements under RAWEX, and initiation
RI GHYHORSPHQW RI SD\ORDGV IRU SODQHWDU\ H[SORUDWLRQV DUH DPRQJVW WKH VLJQLÀFDQW GHYHORSPHQWV GXULQJ WKH
FXUUHQW\HDU$7'KDVEHHQFDUU\LQJRXUPDMRUDXJPHQWDWLRQDQGDXWRPDWLRQRILQVWUXPHQWVXQGHUWKH$5),
DQG$%/1 &QHWZRUNLQFOXGLQJLPSRUWVXEVWLWXWLRQ.
Societal applicationsDUHWKH\DUGVWLFNVRIWKHXWLOLW\RIVFLHQWLÀFRXWFRPHVIURPDSSOLHGUHVHDUFK. SPL has carved
RXW LWV SODFH LQ WKLV IURQW WKURXJK $5), DQG *$*$1 SURMHFWV 7KH VSHFWUDO $2' GDWD IURP $5), QHWZRUN
since 2010 has now been supplied to the 6RODU(QHUJ\&HQWUHRI0LQLVWU\RI1HZDQG5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\ for

DSSOLFDWLRQLQQDWLRQDOVRODUHQHUJ\PLVVLRQZKLOH63/GHYHORSHG ,6527(& model has been proven VXSHULRUWR
WKHFRPPHUFLDOPRGHOVDQGLVXQGHUJRLQJÀQDOHYDOXDWLRQVEHIRUHEHLQJLQFRUSRUDWHGLQWRRSHUDWLRQDOSURJUDPV
63/H[WHQVLYHO\FROODERUDWHVZLWKRWKHUVFLHQFHGHSDUWPHQWVDQGFRQWULEXWHVWRWKHVFLHQFHSURJUDPVVXFKDVWKH
&7&=RI'67WKH&$,3((;RI0R(6DQGWKH3RODU5HVHDUFKRIWKH1DWLRQDO&HQWUHIRU$QWDUFWLFDQG2FHDQ
5HVHDUFK:HKDYHDYHU\VWURQJDQGYLEUDQWUHVHDUFKIHOORZVKLSSURJUDPOHDGLQJWRFDSDFLW\GHYHORSPHQW63/
DOVRFRQWULEXWHVWRWKHVRFLHWDOQHHGVE\JXLGLQJWKHSURMHFWZRUNRI%7HFK07HFK06FDQG03KLOVWXGHQWV
DQGVXSSRUWWKHFXUULFXOXPUHTXLUHPHQWRI,,67
SPL has made its own share in VSSC’s R&D activities'XULQJWKHFXUUHQW\HDUZHKDYHEHHQLQYROYHG
in GHVLJQ DQG GHYHORSPHQW RI VRODU FRQFHQWUDWRU IRU WKH VRODU +\GURJHQ 3URMHFW VFLHQFH EDVHG UDGLDWLRQ
FRUUHFWLRQIRUWKH966&GHYHORSHG'U3LVKDURW\6RQGHVand HQGWRHQGDQDO\VLVIRUWKHEDOORRQERUQHlidar.
3XEOLFDWLRQV LQ SHHUUHYLHZHG LPSDFW IDFWRU MRXUQDOV RI UHSXWH DUH WKH XOWLPDWH EHQFKPDUNV RI WKH VFLHQWLÀF
DFFRPSOLVKPHQWVRIDQ\VFLHQFHODERUDWRU\,WKDVEHHQJUDWLI\LQJWRQRWHWKDW63/KDVEHHQFRQVLVWHQWO\GRLQJ
well in this front.
Naturally, SPL scientists have been bestowed ZLWKDZDUGVDQGUHFRJQLWLRQV; perhaps the KLJKHVWQXPEHUWKLV
\HDU. That the spectrum of awardees span from VHQLRUVFLHQWLVWVWR\RXQJUHVHDUFKDVVRFLDWHV shows the depth of
innovative research. The HQJLQHHUVWRRKDYHEHHQDZDUGHGDQGKRQRXUHGIRULQQRYDWLRQVLQFOXGLQJWKHSDWHQW
IRUWKHVXQWUDFNLQJUDGLRPHWHUEHLQJDFFHSWHGE\WKH&KHQQDLSDWHQWRIÀFHWKHÀUVWRILWVNLQGDFKLHYHPHQW
IURP63/.

,QWKHLQIUDVWUXFWXUHGHYHORSPHQWWKHQHZ$5),ODERUDWRU\ is nearly complete in TERLS, while the ZRUN
RUGHUIRUWKH1HZ63/EXLOGLQJLVDERXWWREHUHOHDVHG
&RPSO\LQJZLWKWKHUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVRIWKH6$&ODVW\HDUSUHOLPLQDU\ZRUNVKDYHEHHQFRPSOHWHGWRKRVW63/
LQWKHLQWHUQHW. Actions have also been initiated to have an 63/GDWDDUFKLYHWRDUFKLYHWKHYDVWGDWDJHQHUDWHG
E\63/VFLHQWLVWVIRUWKHIXWXUHJHQHUDWLRQ
,Q VKRUW ODVW \HDU KDV EHHQ RQH RI DOO URXQG SHUIRUPDQFH ,W LV P\ SOHDVXUH WR SUHVHQW WKLV UHSRUW RQ 63/·V
DFFRPSOLVKPHQWVGXULQJWKHODVWRQH\HDUWRWKH6$&

$XJXVW
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Awards and Honours
1.

Dr. Anil Bhardwaj
Elected Member, International Astronomical Union, 2009
Elected Fellow, Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi, 2010

2.

Dr. Suresh Babu S.
International SCOPUS Young Scientist Award from Elsevier Sciences, 2009
National Academy of Sciences, India (NASI) Platinum Jubilee Young Scientist Award, 2009

3.

Dr. Kishore Kumar K.
INSA Young Scientist Medal -2010, Indian National Science Academy.

4.

Shri. Mohankumar S. V., Anil Bhardwaj, and M.B. Dhanya
SRO Team Excellence Award for Chandrayaan-1 Science and Mission, for the year 2008.
Dr. Siddarth Shankar Das
Asia-Pacific Radio Science Young Scientist Award-2010 from International Union of Radio
Science (URSI)
Dr. Uma K. N.
Asia-Pacific Radio Science Young Scientist Award-2010 from International Union of Radio
Science (URSI)
Dr. Vijayakumar S Nair
Young Associate of the Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore, 2010

5.

6.

7.

Recognitions
Anil Bhardwaj
Nominated as Member of the Editorial Board of European Journal Space Science Reviews (a
Springer publication), for 2010-2013.
Nominated as Member, International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) Working Group on Planetary
and Lunar Exploration.

Patents Accepted
First Patent from Space Physics Lab : A joint patent application (No: 1216/CHE/2009 dt 26-05-09) on
the development of a “Sun tracking Radioneter” submitted by Shri Pradeepkumar Padannayil and Dr.
.ULVKQDVZDP\.ULVKQDPRRUWK\RI63/ZDVDFFHSWHGE\WKH,QGLDQSDWHQWRI¿FH

7

PhD. Awarded
1.

Susan George K., “Chemical composition of atmospheric aerosol on geographically distinct environments” Nov. 2009,
Faculty of Sciences, Department of Physics, University of Kerela (Thesis Supervisor Dr. Prabha R Nair).

2.

K. N. Uma, ‘A Study on Vertical Air Motion and its Variability during Fair Weather and Convection with a VHF Wind
Profiler’, Sri Venkateswara University, AP (Thesis Supervisor Dr. T. N. Rao, NARL)

3.

Vijayakumar S Nair
Nair, “Radiative Forcing due to Atmospheric Aerosols over the Oceanic Regions Surrounding Indian
Subcontinent”, June 2010; Faculty of Sciences, Department of Physics, University of Kerala (Thesis Supervisor Dr.
K. Krishnamoorthy).

4.

V. Sreeja, “Investigations of the Equatorial Ionosphere Thermosphere Response to Different Solar and Geophysical
Conditions”, 2010, Faculty of Sciences, Department of Physics, University of Kerala (Thesis Supervisor Dr. Sudha
Ravindran).

Contributing to Projects and activities of ISRO & VSSC
•

Physics based radiation correction to Dr. Pisharoty Sonde

•
•

Short-term weather forecasting for launch vehicle applications
Design and development of Solar Concentrator for the Solar Hydrogen Project

Contributing to Societal Applications
•

•

Spectral Aerosol Optical Depth data from the ARFI network stations, since 2000, have been provided to
the Solar Energy Center under the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy with a view to generating
accurate solar energy information for the country.
The ISRO-TEC model, developed by SPL for GAGAN applications in the Indian region has been

•

proven better than standard TEC models (used by Raytheon) for this region and is currently undergoing
evaluation runs
Providinig inputs to the HQ for preparing answers for Parliament Questions on Climate change and solar
eclipse manifestations.
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From the Director
The (SAC) year 2009-10 has been an eventful one for SPL in its strides towards the pinnacle. While the
VFLHQWLÀFUHVHDUFKKDVEHHQVKLQLQJZLWKQHZdiscoveries from planetary sciences down to climate implications of
aerosols on Earth and the experimental front with “ÀUVWRILWVNLQGV” on rockets and balloons, the WHFKQRORJLFDO
meliorationsKDYHEHHQVWUHQJWKHQLQJ63/·VH[SHULPHQWDOFDSDELOLWLHVDQGPRGHOLQJHIIRUWVKDYHVWDUWHG\LHOGLQJ
IUXLWV1HZH[SHULPHQWVDQGÀHOGFDPSDLJQVKDYHEHHQFRQFHLYHGDQGH[HFXWHG63/DOVRDWWDLQHGWKHGLVWLQFWLRQ
RIPDNLQJLWVPDUNRQDOOWKHWKUHHSROHVWKH$QWDUFWLFWKH$UWLFDQGWKHWRSRI+LPDOD\DV¶WKHWKLUGSROH·7KH
JURZWKKDVEHHQSKHQRPHQDOLQDOOGLPHQVLRQV7KH\HDUDOVRZLWQHVVHGWKHXQH[SHFWHGDQGWUDJLFGHPLVHRIRQH
of the SPL family member, Dr. Sudha Ravindran.

*ODQFLQJDWRXUDFFRPSOLVKPHQWV63/SOD\HGDFRPPHQGDEOHUROHLQWKH´6RRU\DJUDKDQµFDPSDLJQ
RI966&E\RUJDQL]LQJDQH[KDXVWLYHÀHOGH[SHULPHQWWRLQYHVWLJDWHWKHPDQLIHVWDWLRQVULJKWIURPWKHVXUIDFH
RI WKH (DUWK WKURXJK WKH GLIIHUHQW DWPRVSKHULF OD\HUV XS WR WKH LRQRVSKHUH DQG SODVPDVSKHUH XVLQJ URFNHW
ERUQHDQGEDOORRQERUQHSD\ORDGVVXSSOHPHQWHGE\DVXLWRIVWDWHRIWKHDUWLQVWUXPHQWVPDNLQJFRQFXUUHQW
PHDVXUHPHQWVIURPWKHJURXQG6HYHUDOQHZÀQGLQJVDUHHPHUJLQJ7KHKLJKOLJKWVLQFOXGH L VXGGHQUHGXFWLRQ
LQWKHFRQFHQWUDWLRQRIVXUIDFHR]RQH, FROODSVHRIWKHDWPRVSKHULFERXQGDU\OD\HUZHDNHQLQJRIWKHVHDEUHH]H
UHGXFWLRQLQVHQVLEOHKHDWÁX[FKDQJHVLQWKHVKDSHDQGYHUWLFDOPL[LQJRIDHURVROV in the boundary layer, (ii)
VLJQLÀFDQWGHFUHDVHLQWKHWHPSHUDWXUHVRIWKHWURSRVSKHUHDQGVWUDWRVSKHUHORZHULQJRIWKHWURSRSDXVHUDSLG
GHFUHDVHLQWKHVWUDWRVSKHULFR]RQHFRQFHQWUDWLRQDQGDGHFUHDVHLQLWVSHDNDOWLWXGH, in the middle atmosphere.
This produced JUDYLW\ZDYHVLQPLGGOHDWPRVSKHUHsudden UHYHUVDORIPHVRSDXVHZLQGVDUDLVHE\!.
LQPHVRVSDXVHWHPSHUDWXUHDQGVWURQJZLQGVKHDUVLQWKH0/7UHJLRQ,QWKHLRQRVSKHUHWKHVHOHGWRVWURQJ
YHUWLFDOVKHDUVLQQHXWUDOZLQGVLQWKH(UHJLRQOLIWLQJRIWKHDOWLWXGHRISHDNHOHFWURMHWGULIWZHDNHQLQJRIWKH
HOHFWULFÀHOGGURSLQHOHFWURQGHQVLW\DQGQHDUVLPXOWDQHRXVRFFXUUHQFHRIDVWURQJEODQNHWLQJ(VDWaNP
altitude.
&RPLQJWRWKHLQGLYLGXDOEUDQFKHVDQGSURMHFWVWKHGLVFRYHULHVRI L Dmini-magnetosphereRQPRRQ
LL VSXWWHULQJRIKLJKHQHUJ\+\GURJHQDWRPVIURPWKH/XQDU5HJROLWKE\VRODUSURWRQVDQG LLL ÀUVWGLUHFW
PHDVXUHPHQWVRI+2DQGRWKHUVSHFLHVLQWKHGD\WLPHOXQDUDWPRVSKHUHKDYHEHHQSDWKEUHDNLQJUHVXOWVIRUP



WKHSODQHWDU\VFLHQFHEUDQFKWKDWKDYHFKDQJHGRXUSHUFHSWLRQDERXWWKHPRRQ1HZLQVLJKWVLQWRWKH&DPHURQ
EDQGHPLVVLRQVDQG;UD\VIURP6DWXUQKDYHDOVREHHQEURXJKWRXW
GenerationIRUWKHÀUVWWLPHVWDWLRQWRPRJUDPVRIWKHLRQRVSKHUHDQGXVLQJLWWRVWXG\WKHFKDQJHVLQ
SODVPDG\QDPLFVGXULQJDPDMRUVSDFHZHDWKHUHYHQWKLJKOLJKWHGWKHDFWLYLWLHVRIWKHLRQRVSKHUHWKHUPRVSKHUH
PDJQHWRVSKHUHEUDQFK7KH5DGLR2FFXOWDWLRQLQYHVWLJDWLRQV (from Chandrayaan) have indicated the SUHVHQFH
RIDOXQDULRQRVSKHUH, which needs to be pursued further. Observation of TXDVLSHULRGLFHFKRHVKDVEURXJKWLQ
QHZHULQVLJKWVLQWKHLQWHUSOD\EHWZHHQJUDYLW\ZDYHVDQG.+LQVWDELOLWLHVLQWKH0/7UHJLRQ


)RFXVLQJ RQ WKHPDWLF LQYHVWLJDWLRQV RQ VWUDWRVSKHUHWURSRVSKHUH H[FKDQJHV DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK GHHS

FRQYHFWLRQV DQG F\FORQHV G\QDPLFDO QDWXUH RI WKH VSDWLDO SDWWHUQ RI WKH WURSLFDO WURSRSDXVH OD\HU DQG WKH
FORXGVLQWKH77/GLVWLQFWLYHLPSDFWVRIPLJUDWLQJDQGQRQPLJUDWLQJWLGHVRYHUWKHWURSLFVPDNLQJH[WHQVLYH
XVHRIVDWHOOLWHGDWDIRUPWKHKLJKOLJKWVRIWKHPLGGOHDWPRVSKHULFUHVHDUFK63/·V6.L<0(7UDGDUGDWDKDYHEHHQ
XVHGWRFKDUDFWHUL]HWKHSODQHWDU\ZDYHIRUFLQJWRPHDQÁRZDFFHOHUDWLRQRIWKH0/7UHJLRQDQGWRGHOLQHDWHWKH
TXDVLGD\RVFLOODWLRQVLQWKHPHVRSDXVHZLQGV.

The PRGHOLQJDFWLYLW\RI%/3$0EUDQFKPDGHDQLPSDFWZLWKWKHDQDO\VLVRIWKHHIIHFWVRIWKHVWUHQJWK
DQGSRVLWLRQRIWKH$UDELDQ6HD:DUP3RRORYHUWKH,QGLDQ6XPPHU0RQVRRQ and the delineation of PRQVRRQ
LQWKHXSSHUWURSRVSKHULFKXPLGLW\7KHH[SHULPHQWDOIURQWKDVEHHQPDUNHGE\H[WHQVLYHVWXGLHVRQWKH$%/
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRYHU%R%GXULQJZLQWHUXVLQJWKH:,&$5%GDWDDVZHOODVWKHFKDQJHVLQ$%/FKDUDFWHULVWLFV
in response to the onset of monsoon, under the 02.6+$ FDPSDLJQ 5HJXODU ZHDWKHU IRUHFDVWV KDYH EHHQ
SURYLGHGIRUWKH*6/9DQG36/9ODXQFKHVIURP6+$5

7KHGHOLQHDWLRQDQGFKDUDFWHUL]DWLRQRIWKHHOHYDWHGDHURVROOD\HUVRYHU7ULYDQGUXPXVLQJWKH03/GDWD
WKHLUVHDVRQDOYDULDWLRQVLQWHUPVRILQWHQVLW\DQGGHSORDUL]DWLRQDQGDVVRFLDWLRQZLWKORQJUDQJHWUDQVSRUWRI
GXVWIRUPHGWKHKLJKOLJKWRI$$&&5EUDQFK$UHJLRQDOV\QWKHVLVRIWKHDHURVROÁX[HVDFURVVQRUWKZHVW$UDELDQ
6HDLQFRUSRUDWLQJWUDQVSRUWG\QDPLFVVKRZHGDQHWHDVWZDUGDHURVROÁX[DWKLJKHUOHYHOV7KHGRPLQDWLQJUROH
RIPHVRVFDOHPHWHRURORJ\RYHUSKRWRFKHPLVWU\LQSURGXFLQJWHPSRUDOFKDQJHVLQWKHWUDFHJDVFRQFHQWUDWLRQV
KDVEHHQEURXJKWRXW


:LWKWKHVXFFHVVIXOFRPPLVVLRQLQJRIWKHK\SHUVSHFWUDOPLFURZDYHUDGLRPHWHUSURÀOHUWKHPLFURZDYH

VWXGLHVLQ63/KDYHWDNHQDQHZGLPHQVLRQ7KLVEHVLGHVFRPSOHWLQJWKHWK)<3SURMHFWLRQVKDYHSURYHQWR
EHYHUVDWLOHWRROIRUFKDUDFWHUL]LQJFORXGVDQGOLTXLGZDWHU, especially from the perspective of 0HJKD7URSLTXHV
0LVVLRQ (PSOR\LQJ D SRODUL]DWLRQ LQGH[ PHWKRG WKH XWLOLW\ RI PLFURZDYH UHPRWHVHQVLQJ WR GHOLQHDWH ODQG
VXUIDFHFODVVHVDQGWRTXDQWLI\ÁRRGDIIHFWHG areas has been demonstrated.


63/LVWKHLPSOHPHQWLQJLQVWLWXWLRQIRU$5), $HURVRO5DGLDWLYH)RUFLQJRYHU,QGLD LQFOXGLQJ5$:(;
5HJLRQDO $HURVRO :DUPLQJ ([SHULPHQW  ,&$5% LQWHJUDWHG FDPSDLJQ IRU DHURVROV JDVHV DQG 5DGLDWLRQ
%XGJHW  DQG $WPRVSKHULF %RXQGDU\ /D\HU 1HWZRUN DQG &KDUDFWHUL]DWLRQ $%/1 &  SURMHFWV RI ,652B*%3
First ever VSDWLDOV\QWKHVLVRIKLJKUHVROXWLRQ,&$5%GDWDKDYHVKRZQWKDWUHJLRQVRIKLJKUDGLDWLYHIRUFLQJ
DQGKLJKUDGLDWLYHIRUFLQJHIÀFLHQF\DUHGLVWLQFWO\GLIIHUHQWWKHUHE\EULQJLQJLQWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIWKHVSDWLDO
and vertical distribution of aerosol types. The importance RIlayer heatingDQGWKHQHHGIRUDFFXUDWHNQRZOHGJH
of YHUWLFDOSURÀOHVRIDHURVROVLQHVWLPDWLQJLWKDVEHHQHPSKDVL]HG1HZHULQVLJKWVZHUHEURXJKWLQRQWKHUROH
of natural processes; with the VWUDWRVSKHULF4%2VLJQLÀFDQWO\PRGXODWLQJ$2'VDWLQWHUDQQXDOVFDOHVQRWRQO\
RYHU WURSLFV EXW RYHU H[WUDWURSLFV WRR WKURXJK H[FKDQJH SURFHVVHV DQG G\QDPLFDO FRXSOLQJ DGGLQJ DQRWKHU
GLPHQVLRQ WR WKH DHURVROFOLPDWH LPSOLFDWLRQV  ,QLWLDWLQJ WKH 5$:(; activities, ÀUVW WLPH YHUWLFDO SURÀOLQJ RI
DHURVRODEVRUSWLRQZDVFDUULHGRXWXSWRNPXVLQJVSHFLDOSD\ORDGV RQKLJKDOWLWXGHEDOORRQV7KH$5),
REVHUYDWRU\DW+DQOHKDVsuccessfully completedRQH\HDUand provided a unique dataset$5),KDVDOVRVSUHDG
LWV ZLQJV WR WKH $UFWLF ZLWK WKH ÀUVW H[SHGLWLRQ MXVW FRPSOHWHG The data compilation and archival has been
QHDULQJ FRPSOHWLRQDQGWKH ARFI website ZRXOGEHWKURZQ RSHQVKRUWO\ The ABLN&C has made its stride
towards a national network, with stations setup at 3RUW%ODLU6KLOORQJ$QDQWDSXUDQG5DQFKLand several new
stations in the pipeline


7KH $WPRVSKHULF 7HFKQRORJ\ 'LYLVLRQ VXSSRUWV WKH HQWLUH H[SHULPHQWDO DFWLYLWLHV RI 63/ %HVLGHV

GHYHORSLQJQHZH[SHULPHQWVDQGLPSOHPHQWLQJQHZWHFKQRORJLHVLWDOVRPDLQWDLQVWKHRQJRLQJDFWLYLWLHVZLWK
UHJXODU XSJUDGDWLRQ DQG DXJPHQWDWLRQ 'HVLJQ DQG GHYHORSPHQW RI WKH (1:L URFNHW SD\ORDGV a unique
FRPELQDWLRQ IRU PHDVXUHPHQW RI QHXWUDO ZLQG DQG HOHFWURQGHQVLW\ GXULQJ WKH VRODU HFOLSVH 'HVLJQ DQG
GHYHORSPHQWRIKLJKDOWLWXGH%&DHWKDORPHWHU payload for balloon measurements under RAWEX, and initiation
RI GHYHORSPHQW RI SD\ORDGV IRU SODQHWDU\ H[SORUDWLRQV DUH DPRQJVW WKH VLJQLÀFDQW GHYHORSPHQWV GXULQJ WKH
FXUUHQW\HDU$7'KDVEHHQFDUU\LQJRXUPDMRUDXJPHQWDWLRQDQGDXWRPDWLRQRILQVWUXPHQWVXQGHUWKH$5),
DQG$%/1 &QHWZRUNLQFOXGLQJLPSRUWVXEVWLWXWLRQ.
Societal applicationsDUHWKH\DUGVWLFNVRIWKHXWLOLW\RIVFLHQWLÀFRXWFRPHVIURPDSSOLHGUHVHDUFK. SPL has carved
RXW LWV SODFH LQ WKLV IURQW WKURXJK $5), DQG *$*$1 SURMHFWV 7KH VSHFWUDO $2' GDWD IURP $5), QHWZRUN
since 2010 has now been supplied to the 6RODU(QHUJ\&HQWUHRI0LQLVWU\RI1HZDQG5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\ for

DSSOLFDWLRQLQQDWLRQDOVRODUHQHUJ\PLVVLRQZKLOH63/GHYHORSHG ,6527(& model has been proven VXSHULRUWR
WKHFRPPHUFLDOPRGHOVDQGLVXQGHUJRLQJÀQDOHYDOXDWLRQVEHIRUHEHLQJLQFRUSRUDWHGLQWRRSHUDWLRQDOSURJUDPV
63/H[WHQVLYHO\FROODERUDWHVZLWKRWKHUVFLHQFHGHSDUWPHQWVDQGFRQWULEXWHVWRWKHVFLHQFHSURJUDPVVXFKDVWKH
&7&=RI'67WKH&$,3((;RI0R(6DQGWKH3RODU5HVHDUFKRIWKH1DWLRQDO&HQWUHIRU$QWDUFWLFDQG2FHDQ
5HVHDUFK:HKDYHDYHU\VWURQJDQGYLEUDQWUHVHDUFKIHOORZVKLSSURJUDPOHDGLQJWRFDSDFLW\GHYHORSPHQW63/
DOVRFRQWULEXWHVWRWKHVRFLHWDOQHHGVE\JXLGLQJWKHSURMHFWZRUNRI%7HFK07HFK06FDQG03KLOVWXGHQWV
DQGVXSSRUWWKHFXUULFXOXPUHTXLUHPHQWRI,,67
SPL has made its own share in VSSC’s R&D activities'XULQJWKHFXUUHQW\HDUZHKDYHEHHQLQYROYHG
in GHVLJQ DQG GHYHORSPHQW RI VRODU FRQFHQWUDWRU IRU WKH VRODU +\GURJHQ 3URMHFW VFLHQFH EDVHG UDGLDWLRQ
FRUUHFWLRQIRUWKH966&GHYHORSHG'U3LVKDURW\6RQGHVand HQGWRHQGDQDO\VLVIRUWKHEDOORRQERUQHlidar.
3XEOLFDWLRQV LQ SHHUUHYLHZHG LPSDFW IDFWRU MRXUQDOV RI UHSXWH DUH WKH XOWLPDWH EHQFKPDUNV RI WKH VFLHQWLÀF
DFFRPSOLVKPHQWVRIDQ\VFLHQFHODERUDWRU\,WKDVEHHQJUDWLI\LQJWRQRWHWKDW63/KDVEHHQFRQVLVWHQWO\GRLQJ
well in this front.
Naturally, SPL scientists have been bestowed ZLWKDZDUGVDQGUHFRJQLWLRQV; perhaps the KLJKHVWQXPEHUWKLV
\HDU. That the spectrum of awardees span from VHQLRUVFLHQWLVWVWR\RXQJUHVHDUFKDVVRFLDWHV shows the depth of
innovative research. The HQJLQHHUVWRRKDYHEHHQDZDUGHGDQGKRQRXUHGIRULQQRYDWLRQVLQFOXGLQJWKHSDWHQW
IRUWKHVXQWUDFNLQJUDGLRPHWHUEHLQJDFFHSWHGE\WKH&KHQQDLSDWHQWRIÀFHWKHÀUVWRILWVNLQGDFKLHYHPHQW
IURP63/.

,QWKHLQIUDVWUXFWXUHGHYHORSPHQWWKHQHZ$5),ODERUDWRU\ is nearly complete in TERLS, while the ZRUN
RUGHUIRUWKH1HZ63/EXLOGLQJLVDERXWWREHUHOHDVHG
&RPSO\LQJZLWKWKHUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVRIWKH6$&ODVW\HDUSUHOLPLQDU\ZRUNVKDYHEHHQFRPSOHWHGWRKRVW63/
LQWKHLQWHUQHW. Actions have also been initiated to have an 63/GDWDDUFKLYHWRDUFKLYHWKHYDVWGDWDJHQHUDWHG
E\63/VFLHQWLVWVIRUWKHIXWXUHJHQHUDWLRQ
,Q VKRUW ODVW \HDU KDV EHHQ RQH RI DOO URXQG SHUIRUPDQFH ,W LV P\ SOHDVXUH WR SUHVHQW WKLV UHSRUW RQ 63/·V
DFFRPSOLVKPHQWVGXULQJWKHODVWRQH\HDUWRWKH6$&

$XJXVW
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Awards and Honours
1.

Dr. Anil Bhardwaj
Elected Member, International Astronomical Union, 2009
Elected Fellow, Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi, 2010

2.

Dr. Suresh Babu S.
International SCOPUS Young Scientist Award from Elsevier Sciences, 2009
National Academy of Sciences, India (NASI) Platinum Jubilee Young Scientist Award, 2009

3.

Dr. Kishore Kumar K.
INSA Young Scientist Medal -2010, Indian National Science Academy.

4.

Shri. Mohankumar S. V., Anil Bhardwaj, and M.B. Dhanya
SRO Team Excellence Award for Chandrayaan-1 Science and Mission, for the year 2008.
Dr. Siddarth Shankar Das
Asia-Pacific Radio Science Young Scientist Award-2010 from International Union of Radio
Science (URSI)
Dr. Uma K. N.
Asia-Pacific Radio Science Young Scientist Award-2010 from International Union of Radio
Science (URSI)
Dr. Vijayakumar S Nair
Young Associate of the Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore, 2010

5.

6.

7.

Recognitions
Anil Bhardwaj
Nominated as Member of the Editorial Board of European Journal Space Science Reviews (a
Springer publication), for 2010-2013.
Nominated as Member, International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) Working Group on Planetary
and Lunar Exploration.

Patents Accepted
First Patent from Space Physics Lab : A joint patent application (No: 1216/CHE/2009 dt 26-05-09) on
the development of a “Sun tracking Radioneter” submitted by Shri Pradeepkumar Padannayil and Dr.
.ULVKQDVZDP\.ULVKQDPRRUWK\RI63/ZDVDFFHSWHGE\WKH,QGLDQSDWHQWRI¿FH
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PhD. Awarded
1.

Susan George K., “Chemical composition of atmospheric aerosol on geographically distinct environments” Nov. 2009,
Faculty of Sciences, Department of Physics, University of Kerela (Thesis Supervisor Dr. Prabha R Nair).

2.

K. N. Uma, ‘A Study on Vertical Air Motion and its Variability during Fair Weather and Convection with a VHF Wind
Profiler’, Sri Venkateswara University, AP (Thesis Supervisor Dr. T. N. Rao, NARL)

3.

Vijayakumar S Nair
Nair, “Radiative Forcing due to Atmospheric Aerosols over the Oceanic Regions Surrounding Indian
Subcontinent”, June 2010; Faculty of Sciences, Department of Physics, University of Kerala (Thesis Supervisor Dr.
K. Krishnamoorthy).

4.

V. Sreeja, “Investigations of the Equatorial Ionosphere Thermosphere Response to Different Solar and Geophysical
Conditions”, 2010, Faculty of Sciences, Department of Physics, University of Kerala (Thesis Supervisor Dr. Sudha
Ravindran).

Contributing to Projects and activities of ISRO & VSSC
•

Physics based radiation correction to Dr. Pisharoty Sonde

•
•

Short-term weather forecasting for launch vehicle applications
Design and development of Solar Concentrator for the Solar Hydrogen Project

Contributing to Societal Applications
•

•

Spectral Aerosol Optical Depth data from the ARFI network stations, since 2000, have been provided to
the Solar Energy Center under the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy with a view to generating
accurate solar energy information for the country.
The ISRO-TEC model, developed by SPL for GAGAN applications in the Indian region has been

•

proven better than standard TEC models (used by Raytheon) for this region and is currently undergoing
evaluation runs
Providinig inputs to the HQ for preparing answers for Parliament Questions on Climate change and solar
eclipse manifestations.
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The increased convective activity and
subsequent increase in the amount of
convective outflow in the upper troposphere
leads to an increase in the concentration
of particulates in the UT region. Due to
the influence of strong convection and
the consequent overshooting above the
cold point tropopause, a pocket of high
Wp is observed in the lower stratosphere
(18-21 km) over the IGP 20-25 qN (Fig.
14b) during summer (May-September)
period. This feature is almost absent in the
southern hemisphere. This hemispheric
difference is the characteristic for Indian

Figure 14: Contour plot showing the latitudinal dependence of the annual variation
RI2p obtained from SAGE II data in the altitude regions 12-16 km (UT), 18-21 km (LS1)
and 21-30 km (LS2) from 30°S to 30°N averaged for the longitude region 70 to 90°E
for the period 1998-2003.

region. While the latitude variation of
Wp in the altitude region 18-21 km shows
relatively low values on either side of equator up to r15q, it showed high values in the upper regime of 21-30 km (Fig.
14c) confirming the existence of a tropical stratospheric aerosol reservoir (TSR) on either side of the equator. The
spatial features are attributed to advection in the altitude region 18-21km from the equatorial region and lofting to
higher altitudes.

Erµ(KÌ}vvEKÆd]ÀvµuWZ}o}(u}ovÇv}o
u}}o}P]o(µ
Meteorology plays an important role in the formation, dispersion and transport of ozone and its precursors especially
in the lower region of the atmosphere. The influence of meteorological parameters on surface ozone and its precursors
give a better understanding of the local and regional causes of air pollution.

a) Effect of Sea Breeze (SB) and Land Breeze (LB) on the diurnal variation of ozone
Photochemical production from precursor gases like NOX, CH4, non-methane hydrocarbons and many Volatile Organic
Compounds is the major source of Ozone in the troposphere. As a result, near surface ozone concentration increases
with sunrise, peaks during
noon time and starts
decreasing by evening
reaching minimum during
nighttime. On the other
hand, NOx (precursor of
ozone) shows nighttime
high and daytime low. At
the tropical coastal site
Trivandrum, the diurnal
pattern of Ozone and NOx
are strongly influenced by
the mesoscale circulations
(sea/land breeze) also. At
Trivandrum, onset of SB
occurs ~0900-1130 hr and
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Figure 15: 'LXUQDOYDULDWLRQVRIZLQGGLUHFWLRQQHDUVXUIDFHR]RQHDQG12[RQWKUHHGD\VZLWK
different wind pattern.
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lasts till 1900-2000 hr when LB sets in. A close association is observed between diurnal variation of ozone and SB/LB
activity. During daytime, when photochemical production of ozone is strong, SB prevails over the site, and consequently
the daytime high in ozone extends to late evening/night till LB sets in. Fig. 15 shows the diurnal variations in Ozone
and NO2 and NOx along with wind direction on three days representing three typical cases of LB onsets viz. (1) early
at ~1800 hr, (2) normal, at~1900 hr and (3) late 2300 hr. On all these days the evening decrease in Ozone and increase
in NO2 and NOx coincides with onset of LB. The major destruction of Ozone is the titration by NOx. LB favours
advection of pollutants like NOx over to the site from more polluted inland which then initiate gas phase destruction
of Ozone. The high concentration of NOx during night is also attributed to the nighttime shallow boundary layer.

b) Effect of synoptic features on the seasonal variation of ozone and NOx
Fig. 16 shows the seasonal mean daytime ozone concentration (red)
along with that of nighttime NOx (blue). Based on the synoptic
meteorological features at this location, the year is divided in to four
seasons namely winter (December, January and February), summer
(March to May), summer-monsoon (June to August) and winter
monsoon/post-monsoon (September to November).
The seasonal mean ozone concentration is found to be highest during
winter 2008-09, reaching values as high as 40 to 50ppb with the
nighttime level of NOx being 4 to 8 ppb. The lowest concentration has
been observed in the monsoon months with daytime peak values of ~20
ppb for O3 and 2 to 3 ppb for NOx. It may be noted that the nighttime
ozone concentrations are comparable in all seasons.. It is seen that in
the post-monsoon season there is a sudden increase in the concentration
of NOx to ~3 to 6 ppb. However, the daytime concentration of NOx
is ~1 ppb and comparable for all seasons as in the case of nighttime
Ozone. The seasonal mean daytime (0900-1655 hr) ozone concentration
along with that of nighttime (1700-0855 hr) NOx is shown in Fig. 17.
It is evident that the daytime ozone concentration as well as nighttime

Figure 16: The seasonal mean diurnal patterns
of surface ozone (red) and NO[ (blue).

NOx peak in post-monsoon/winter months.
The seasonal variations are associated
with changes in synoptic wind pattern/
airmass type and seasonal differences
in solar irradiance. During winter the
airflow is north easterly and 7 day air
mass trajectories originate from northeast bringing the polluted continental air
over to the site which leads to increase in
nighttime NOx and subsequently ozone
during the daytime. Moreover convective
activities and turbulent mixing are minimal
during winter which leads to confinement
Figure 17: 7KHVHDVRQDOPHDQGD\WLPHR]RQHFRQFHQWUDWLRQDQGQLJKWWLPH12[
concentration.

of pollutants near to surface thus increasing
their concentration levels. During summer
though back trajectories originate over
marine environments and traverses less
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landmass, solar irradiance is higher and photochemistry is stronger. The observed ozone concentration can be attributed
to photochemistry but strong convective activity lifts ozone and precursors to higher levels thereby causing dilution near
the surface. During monsoon when the winds are strong, westerly/south westerly and trajectories are of oceanic origin
and marine airmass prevails leading to lowest levels of both ozone and NOx. In addition, the cloudy conditions reduce
solar irradiance, decrease the day-night contrast in temperature, suppress the photochemistry and causes washout.

Z}o}(^^dvµ(Á]v}vÀPv]vPµovPo}µ]v
Earlier studies have revealed that, in general, the frequency
of occurrence of clouds (FT) over the oceanic regions
increases with sea surface temperature (SST), upto an SST
of 29qC. Further increase in SST results in a reduction of FT.
A robust physical explanation for this phenomenon is still
lacking. However, a detailed analysis carried out regionally
and seasonally shows that the decrease in FT with increase
in SST above ~29 qC is not global. In the present study, the
variation of cloudiness with SST over the oceanic regions
around the Indian subcontinent is investigated using the
values of FT derived from NOAA-AVHRR data and the
NOAA Optimum Interpolated SST (OI-SST) for the period
of 1996-2008. Fig. 18 shows the variations of FT, cloud top
brightness temperature (CTBT), frequency of occurrence
of high altitude clouds (FH) and the CTBT of high-altitude
clouds with SST over the Arabian Sea longitude sector
during May and the Bay of Bengal longitude sector during
June-August. These plots clearly show that FT and FH
significantly increase with SST even up to 30.2qC over the
Arabian Sea sector in May. The corresponding values of

Figure 18: Variations in the mean values of (a) FT, (b) CTBT
of total clouds, (c) FH, and (d) CTBT of high-altitude clouds
versus SST over the Arabian Sea sector in May and Bay of
Bengal sector during June-August (JJA). The vertical bars
indicate the corresponding standard deviations.

CTBT show a monotonic decrease with increase in SST,
indicating an increase in cloud top altitude. In contrast,
during June-August, the values of FT and FH show a decrease
with SST above 28.7qC, while the mean CTBT is more-orless invariant for SST >28.7qC. The above observations
are attributed mainly to the influence of the surface wind
convergence (SWC) in regulating cloudiness, as is evident
from Fig. 19, which shows the scatter plots of FT, FH and
their respective values of CTBT with SWC. The values of
FT and FH increase significantly with increase in SWC up
to about 3x10-6 s-1. A further increase in wind convergence
does not produce any significant increase in cloudiness. The
CTBT of total clouds decreased with SWC up to about 3x106 -1

s and remains nearly steady thereafter . The contours of
surface wind divergence and SST overlaid on the image of

FT in May is shown in Fig. 20. The northwestern parts of the
‘Arabian Sea Warm Pool’ with SST>30qC is characterized by
significant surface wind divergence leading to a substantial
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Figure 19: Scatter plot of the surface wind convergence
versus (a) FT, (b) CTBT of total clouds, (c) FH, and (d) CTBT
of high-altitude clouds for the whole period over the Arabian
Sea, Bay of Bengal and tropical Indian Ocean. The mean
YDOXHVRIWKHVHSDUDPHWHUVDW6:&LQWHUYDOVRI[-6 s-1 are
also shown by white solid circles. The vertical bars indicate
the corresponding standard deviations.
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to derive the monthly mean land emissivity, which is further used to compute the TB for the successive even days of the
same month. These simulated TB are then compared with the actual TB observations from SSM/I channels for the same
days at 19, 36, and 85 GHz (Fig. 21, a, b, & c, respectively). The statistical analysis showed mean absolute difference of
about 3 K at 19 and 37 GHz and ~6 K for 85 GHz with good correlation (>0.85) for all the frequencies.

Figure 21: Validation of the retrieved emissivity by comparing TB simulated using the emissivity and the satellite observed TB (a) 19 GHz, (b)
37 GHz, and (c) 85 GHz. The validation of 22 GHz is not carried out as it water vapor channel which is more affected by the water vapor.

F 'HOLQHDWLQJÁRRGHGDUHDRYHU*DQJD%UDKPDSXWUDEDVLQ$FDVHVWXG\
The potential of microwave observation
for delineating flooded areas during cloudy
weather conditions, which allows observing

(a)

(b)

the continual process of flooding dynamically,
is examined. The flood affected areas in the
basins of Brahmaputra River, the Ganges
River and their tributaries during the Indian
summer monsoon period, 2008, have been
examined. The emissivity image (Fig. 22 a)
shows pronounced swelling of the Ganges
and its tributaries with clearly demarcated low
value of emissivity (0 < 0.8, as the blackest in
gray scale), which corresponded well with the
MODIS image (Fig. 22 b).

Figure 22: The microwave emissivity map of September at 19 GHz showing
the inundated regions of Ganges and its tributaries (a) and the same areas with
VWDQGLQJÀRRGZDWHULGHQWL¿HGIURP02',6$TXDDQG7HUUDVDWHOOLWHLPDJHU\
(b) collected from 1 to 8 September 2008 (picture courtesy www.unosat.org.)

A polarization ratio index, PRI19, (ratio of
difference in emissivity values at V & H
polarizations to their sum) for 19 GHz, has been
derived. A scheme to assess the extent of soil
wetness from the PRI19 has been evolved with
PRI19>4 exhibits flooding or water logged area
and <2 indicates dry soil. The PRI19, derived for
the January (dry period) and September (flood
period) over the flooded region, are shown in
Fig. 23. The low values of the PRI19 (Fig. 23a)
during January indicates that the river was
flowing in its normal course and in September
the PRI19 (Fig. 23b) values increases beyond 4
indicating the swelling of the rivers.
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Figure 23: (a) PRI19 HVWLPDWHG RYHU WKH ÀRRGHG UHJLRQ RI *DQJD
basin and its tributaries for the January and (b) September.
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In order to quantify the spatial extent of
the flooded region, the histogram of 19
GHz emissivity over the Ganga basin
(Fig. 24 a) and the Bhramaputra river
area (Fig. 24 b) are examined. The 19
GHz emissivity value over Ganga basin
ranges from 0.78 to 0.98 in January
with the pixel distribution maximizing
at the higher emissivity, while during
September there is a significant decrease
in the overall emissivity. The peak in
the distribution shifted to 0.73 - 0.92
emissivity range. Over Brahmaputra
basin also significant decrease in

Figure 24: A flooding effect estimated from 19 GHz emissivity histogram comparison of
January and September over the Ganga Basin (a) and Bhramaputra (b). In both the figXUHVWKHUHLVDQRYHUDOOLQFUHDVHLQWKHQXPEHURISL[HOVLQWKHORZHUHPLVVLYLW\  
from January to September, which confirms the swelling of the river due to flood as the
water from the river seeped into the land and the emissivity for every grid is decreased

emissivity is observed in September
(0.71 to 0.95) from that in January (0.78 to 0.97). The area where the emissivity decrease is an index for flooding,
estimated to be ~45000 sq km for Ganga basin and ~25000 sq km for Brahmaputra basin. This study demonstrates the
potential of microwave emissivity to quantify the extent of large-scale floods.

,Çr^oD]}ÁÀZ]}uW}.o
In view of the forthcoming Megha-Tropiques Mission and
augmenting the microwave research activities at SPL hyperspectral Microwave Radiometer Profiler (MRP) has been
commissioned in March 2010, which is of its first kind in
tropics. As the system essentially requires a clear line-of-site
visibility, free from interference of other microwave emitting
sources including buildings/trees in-between ~1 km in the low
elevation angle, it is installed on the top of the multi-storied
building in VRC area (Fig. 25). The radiometer makes use of
the thermal emissions by atmospheric constituents primarily
the Oxygen, water vapor and cloud liquid water in the K-band
(22-30 GHz) and V-band (50-60 GHz). In addition, the Infrared
radiometer attached to the microwave profiler provides the
information on cloud base and the weather sensors provide
the information on the surface weather parameters. Other

Figure 25: Hyper Spectral Microwave Radiometer Profiler and
D7ULSOHIUHTXHQF\*36V\VWHPDORQJZLWKVXUIDFHPHWVHQVRU
over the MSB, VRC, VSSC, Trivandrum.

than pursuing state of the art scientific research in the emerging area of microwave radiometry, the data from this
equipment could be used as ground truth data for Megha Tropique Satellite.
The radiometer provides the altitude profiles of atmospheric temperature, water vapor and cloud liquid water (CLW)
content up to 10 km with very high temporal and vertical resolution (50 m in the lower atmosphere and 250 m in high
altitude). The system which is aligned in the North-South direction makes elevation scan in the East-West vertical
plane. This provides the opportunity to scan the atmosphere over the land (in the east) at 15o over the sea (in the west)
at 165o and also in the zenith (at 90o). The Neural Network (NN), trained for the atmosphere conditions prevailing
over Trivandrum, is being used to retrieve the altitude profiles of atmosphere parameters and CLW. Preliminary
observations of a few events are given below.
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a) Pre-monsoon convective event
The temporal variations of relative humidity and cloud liquid
water in the atmosphere over the land (top panel) and over the
ocean (bottom panel) during a convective event on 29th March
2010 shown in Fig. 26. Over the land the high relative humidity
(>80%) was mostly confined to altitude <3 km except during
the convection period between 1000 hr & 1100 hr UTC. During
this period more water vapor is pumped into higher altitude
exceeding 8 km by strong convection. In context, during this
period over the ocean the convection remained rather weak,
and it developed half an hour later. Two more weak convective
events are observed over the sea late in the night.
The Fig. 27 depicts the cloud liquid water content during the
same event. The convection over the land was very deep, intense
and formed around 1000 hr UTC which lasted for half an hour

Figure 26: MRP observation over the land area correspond to 15 elevation scan (top panel), that over the sea
region correspond to 165 degree elevation scan (bottom
panel) a summer convective event day, 29 March 2010

with large cloud liquid water amount even at altitudes as high
as around 5 km. These deep convective clouds gradually moved
seawards and passed over the system zenith around 1030 hr
UTC and precipitated (shown by the bottom red lines). The
water bearing convective clouds appeared much later over the
sea. This shows that the convection events initiated in the east
over the land and propagated toward west. It got weakened
substantially and fragmented as it passed over the radiometer
system about one hour after its formation. The precipitation
over the system is shown by the red lines in the bottom

Figure 27:  &ORXG /LTXLG :DWHU &/:  YDULDWLRQ UHVSHFtively, over the land, zenith and over the sea during the
FRQYHFWLYHHYHQW ;D[LV7LPHLVLQ87& 

b) Feature during the summer monsoon
The Fig. 28 shows the MRP observation during the
active phase of Indian summer monsoon period for
three days (10th to 12th of June, 2010). In contrast to
convective system, the relative humidity remained above
70% upto ~6 km (middle panel), a prime condition for
sustained active spell. In addition, the monsoon spell is
also associated with periodic deep convective overshoots

Figure 28: Thermal and humid condition of tropical atmosphere during the Indian summer monsoon period observed
E\053 ;D[LV7LPHLVLQ87& 
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which pump humidity to higher altitudes above 10 km
(middle panel) as in case of the summer convective event
and correspondingly the cloud liquid water content also
increases (bottom panel). The top panel shows the thermal
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condition during these monsoon days. The variations in the atmospheric temperatures are clear indicators of the latent
heat release during these periodic convective events.

u}Z]^µ]µ]vP'W^
a) Periodic oscillations in the atmosphere with latitude
Sub-daily variations, intra-seasonal oscillations, and planetary waves, observed in the GPS derived Tropospheric Zenith
Delay (ZTD) from two near equatorial Indian IGS (International GPS Service) stations (Bangalore and Hyderaba)
were reported in our earlier study. This study is further extended for the entire latitude ~7oS to ~70oN in the continental
sector of 50oE – 120oE longitude. High resolution (5 min) GPS data from 13 IGS stations spread over the above
geographical region are used for this purpose. The mean diurnal variations of ZTD in each month for different locations
are examined.

Figure
29:
Latitudinal
variation of the amplitudes
of annual mean diurnal (a)
and semidiurnal (b) tidal oscillations. Vertical bars indicate the amount of monthto-month variability of these
amplitudes. The magnitude
of semidiurnal amplitude is
half to that of diurnal.

The diurnal and semi-diurnal components of ZTD are further characterized by subjecting to Fourier analysis. The
latitudinal variation of the mean amplitude of these components are shown in Fig. 30 a and b. In general, the amplitudes
decrease with increase in latitude although superimposed with troughs around the equator, 30oN and 60oN. These dips
are mainly due to significant decrease
in the atmospheric water vapor content
at these locations. The amplitude of
the semi-diurnal variation is much
less than (~50 %) that of the diurnal
variation. This analysis also shows
that even though the contribution of
atmospheric water vapor to ZTD is less
than 10 %, the temporal and spatial
variability of ZTD is mostly governed
by the variability in perceptible water
vapour (PW).
The mean annual variation of ZTD
for a fixed local standard time (1500
hr) for few selected IGS stations
are presented in Fig. 30 along with
corresponding surface pressure (PS)
and PW. As can be seen from this
figure the annual variation of ZTD is
mainly governed by the variations in

Figure 30: 0RQWKO\PHDQDQGDWLPHVHULHVRI=7'YDOXHVIRUDIL[HGORFDOVWDQGDUG
time (1500 hr) for 6 selected IGS stations. Corresponding mean of atmosphere surface
pressure and precipitable water vapor obtained from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data close
to this time is also plotted.
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PW through the non-hydrostatic component (ZWD) of zenith delay. As can be seen, the annual component of Ps is
opposite in phase to that of PW and this inverse variation of PS suppresses the PW contribution to a certain extent.
This effect is more significant for stations located close to arid and Arctic’s regions (at ~30, 62 & 69oN) where the PW
is relatively small. The annual variation in PW and PS are minimal near the equator station (7.27oS) and increases
with increase in latitude (for stations from 17 oN (Hyderabad) to 42.7 oN (Kyrghyzstan)). During the period when the
atmospheric water vapor is quite significant, the diurnal variation is prominent. This suggests that ZTD is a potential
tool for studying the intra-seasonal oscillation in the atmosphere which is mainly governed by PW.

b) Intra Seasonal Oscillations and Planetary waves
The ZTD data from all these
IGS sites for one year period are
subjected to wavelet analysis,
using Morlett Mother Wavelet
and the results are presented in
Fig. 31. Long period components
(Intra-Seasonal Oscillations or
ISO) with different periodicities
such as 30-90 days, 40-50 days,
and 20-25 days are prominently
seen in the low latitude regions.
The ISO is rather weak over the
polar region stations (located from
52-69 oN) and is seen only during
the summer months (April-July).
In addition to these ISOs other
periodicities such as 27 days,
quasi-16 days and 5-10 days are
also observed in all these IGS
sites. Based on their periodicity it
can be inferred that they could be
due to planetary scale waves. The

Figure 31: shows time variations in spectral power (m2) for each wave modes for
different periods of the year.

quasi-16 days periods are prominent during the winter season in the near-equatorial and sub-tropical stations, where as
it is present throughout the year in all other mid-latitude stations. The high latitude and polar stations show quasi-16
days oscillations only in the summer season. It is interesting to see that these planetary scale waves and ISOs are in
general mutually exclusive in all locations, except the Polar Regions.
Future Projection for planetary studies: A proposal STEM (Surface Temperature Estimation on Moon) has been
submitted for Chandrayaan-II mission for the in-situ measurement of Lunar surface regolith temperature from the
Rover Platform.
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Practicals for IIST Students
Students from the Indian Institute of Space Science and Technology (IIST) carried out practical training on
x

Micropulse Lidar system

x

Spectroradiometer and

x

UV photometric Ozone Analyzer
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The interannual variation of monsoon was also
traced in the UTH. Fig. 2 shows time series of rainfall
averaged over 70–90°E, 10–30°N and UTH averaged
over 50–80°E, 10–30°N (note that the variability of
UTH is maximum over the Northern AS as seen in Fig.
1). The interannual variations of UTH corresponded
well with those of rainfall showing a clear reduction in
2002 and 2009. The spatial maps of anomalies of two
good monsoon years (2001 and 2007) and two drought
years (2002 and 2009) are shown in the bottom panel
of Fig. 2. Particularly worth mentioning is the drying
of the upper troposphere over the AS in 2002, which
was a result of an unusually long monsoon break from
end of June to mid-July. In contrast, 2009 exhibited a
much larger scale upper tropospheric drying all over
the monsoon region almost throughout the season.

u}Z]]u}(Z]v
^Áu}}o
In the tropical region, atmospheric convection is highly
sensitive to the sea surface temperature (SST). Earlier
studies have shown that there is a large probability of
atmospheric convection over the oceans when SST

Figure 2: (a) Interannual variations of JJAS average rainfall (mm
dayí), averaged over 70 °E–100 °E, 10 °N–30 °N) and UTH (%RH,
averaged over 50 °E–80 °E, 10 °N–30 °N). UTH values are divided by
a factor of 4 for comparison. JJAS averaged UTH anomalies for two
good monsoon years (b) 2001 and (d) 2007 and for two drought years
(c) 2002 and (e) 2009.

exceeds a critical threshold. Variation of SST by 1 to 2
degrees might lead to large scale changes in wind and
atmospheric convection. During northern summer,
especially in May, SST over the Arabian Sea (AS) is
high and a warm pool exists near 5oN and 65oE. A
thought experiment was conducted to determine the
impact of changes in the characteristics of the warm
pool on the atmospheric convection and circulation
using the Regional Scale Model WRF (Weather
Research and Forecast). Model simulations have
been carried out from 1 to 31 May 2006 with initial
and lateral boundary conditions from NCEP-FNL
data. Four different types of simulations were done:
a control run with normal SST (CTRL), a sensitivity
run with enhancement of SST over the existing warm
pool (MOD) and runs with the same warm SST
anomaly shifted ~5o towards north (North-MOD) and
~5o towards south (South-MOD). Fig. 3 illustrates the
different SST conditions used for the simulation.
Outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) was taken as
proxy of convection. Monthly mean simulated OLR

Figure 3: Monthly mean (May) SST (oC) used in different
H[SHULPHQWV

is shown in Fig. 4 Large area of convection can be
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seen over the AS at north of 5oS and east of 65oE in
the control run which is the typical characteristics of
the season. When SST increased over the normal
warm region, there was an enhancement of convection
compared to that of control run. In the North-MOD
experiment, where the SST was more over the northern
AS, convection had further increased in the northern
side of the convective region simulated by MOD run,
but the spatial advancement towards north was very
little. In the South-MOD experiment a suppression of
convection was observed at north of the equator but an
enhancement south of the equator.
One of the dynamical features associated with this
particular ocean-atmosphere interaction can be seen in
the winds at 850 hPa (Fig. 5). In the control run a south
westerly flow got established and the core touched the
tip of Indian peninsula. The wind flow strengthened
significantly in the MOD run and the northern limit

Figure 4: Monthly mean simulated OLR (Wm-2) from different
H[SHULPHQWV

of the flow reached upto 10o N over peninsular India.
A well established low level jet was seen in the NorthMOD run and the core wind speed reached more than 5
m s-1 compared to control run. But in the South-MOD
run, north-easterlies dominated over the AS instead of
south-westerlies. This means that the south anomaly
suppressed the establishment of south west monsoon.
These aspects demonstrate the importance of the
warm pool over the AS in the monsoon convection and
circulation.

M}v}}vKv}ÀKoZ}µPZ
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The Atmospheric conditions along Kerala coast
during the pre-monsoon and South-West (SW)
monsoon conditions provide two distinct regimes,
which act as a natural laboratory to study some of the
important atmospheric processes, such as convection,
precipitation, impact of lower-level wind shears on the
Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) dynamics. During

Figure 5: Monthly mean simulated 850 hPa wind vectors ( ms-1)
and contours

the pre-monsoon season, the Kerala coast experiences relatively dry and calm winds, with isolated thunderstorms,
whereas during the active phase of SW-monsoon, the lower atmosphere gets moistened with enormous amounts of
moisture advected into the landmass from the ocean. With a view to investigating the horizontal and vertical advection
of moisture, temporal variability in the mixed layer heights associated with thermal convection and mechanically
driven turbulence during the onset of SW-monsoon, the field experiment MOKSHA was conceived and its pilot phase
was conducted from 20-31 May, 2009.
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During this, systematic observations of the ABL parameters and
upper air thermodynamics were made along the Kerala coast around
the onset of the SW-monsoon. Regular ascents of balloon-borne
Pisharoty sondes were made from Thumba and Cochin, along
with continuous measurements of surface layer meteorological
parameters using a total of 37 ISRO-Automatic Weather Stations
(AWS) established under Predictions of Regional Weather through
Observational Meso-Network and Atmospheric Modelling
(PRWONAM). Fig. 6 shows the location map of AWSs spread over
Kerala along with the two stations Thumba and Cochin, where the
upper-air meteorological observations were conducted.
Fig. 7a shows the daily-accumulated rainfall recorded by AWSs
located at Kannur, Cochin, and Thumba representing the gross
features of rainfall at the Northern, Central, and Southern parts of
Kerala respectively. Interestingly, the rainfall over these three stations

Figure 6: Location Map of ISRO-AWSs in Kerala
and balloon-borne Pisharoty Sonde stations operaWLRQDO GXULQJ WKH SLORW SKDVH RI 02.6+$ ILHOG H[periment.

occurred in patches indicating large spatial heterogeneity during the
onset of SW-monsoon over Kerala. The official (India Meteorological
Department) date of monsoon onset over Kerala was on May 23,
2009 as marked in Fig 7. However, it is seen that heavy rainfall events
took place prior to that in the Central and Northern Kerala. Probably
as a consequence, the mixed layer heights shown in Fig. 7b decreased
rapidly towards May 23, and built up subsequently as the rainfall. As
such, the mixed layer was deeper after the ‘official’ onset day of the
monsoon. From a comparison between AWS measured rainfall and
the mixed layer heights over Thumba and Cochin, it was concluded
that the ABL had a tendency to rebuild its inherent convective
activities in the absence of continuous rainfall, thereby indicating the
short response time of ABL to the horizontal advection of moisture.
In the next phase of MOKSHA, it is envisaged to include observations
over the Karnataka and Goa coasts and extended the campaign over
a longer period taking into account the time differences in the onset
in these regions.

Figure 7: (a) Daily accumulated rainfall (in mm) observed by ISRO-AWS located at Kannur, Cochin
and Thumba representing the Northern, Central and
6RXWKHUQ.HUDODUHVSHFWLYHO\ E 0L[HGOD\HUKHLJKWV
during typical afternoon hours (1430 LT) during the
onset phase of SW-monsoon in the year 2009 over
Cochin and Thumba. The arrow marks the onset day
of the SW-monsoon over Kerala declared by IMD.
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Observation of solitary waves
The ABL, with its quick response time, is abile to support the formation of solitary waves or solitons, which are
nonlinear internal gravity waves with large amplitudes, propagating horizontally at uniform velocity without change
of shape. The characteristics of solitary waves have been investigated by making a case study on the Doppler SODAR
echograms of April 06, 2008. On the evening of that day, Thumba coast experienced heavy rainfall followed by the
formation of thunderstorm-triggered solitary waves at an altitude of about 350 m, as shown in Fig. 8a (marked as
S1). The activity had a lifetime of about 25 minutes. Interestingly, facsimile record showed three additional solitons
(marked as S2, S3 and S4 in Fig. 8a) with amplitudes ranging between 150 m and 200 m. During the observation,
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The Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL)
component of the Integrated Campaign for Aerosols,
gases and Radiation Budget (ICARB) was primarily
aimed at the characterization of MABL and the air-sea
fluxes over the BoB during the winter season. Air-sea
interaction processes have considerable influence on the
vertical structure of the MABL. Accurate estimation of
air-sea interface fluxes and other turbulence parameters
of the MABL were made using an automatic weather
station onboard the ORV-SK, during the W-ICARB
campaign from December 26, 2008 to January 29, 2009.

1RUWK6RXWK/DWLWXGLQDO*UDGLHQWVLQ$LU6HD
Interaction Parameters
The W-ICARB AWS data were used for the estimation of
air-sea interface fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum
through an iterative bulk aerodynamic algorithm. Spatiotemporal variability in the surface layer meteorological
parameters and retrieved fluxes along the cruise track
are shown in Fig. 10(a-h). The latitudinal variations of
the daily mean measured meteorological parameters
[shown in Fig. 11(a-f)], clearly revealed a conspicuous
north-south gradient, except for the wind speed (WS).
Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and Air Temperature

Figure 10: Spatio-temporal variability in (a) Sea Surface Temperature; (b) SST – AT; (c) Specific Humidity; (d) Mean Sea Level PresVXUH H :LQG6SHHG I 6HQVLEOH+HDW)OX[ J /DWHQW+HDW)OX[
DQG K 0RPHQWXP)OX[DORQJWKH:,&$5%FUXLVHWUDFN

(AT) decreased northward at the rate of about 0.16 and
0.17 °C per deg. lat., respectively. The relative humidity
(RH) and specific humidity (q) also showed decreasing
trends towards north indicating a change from a humid
environment in the southern BoB to relatively drier
conditions in the northern BoB (Fig. 11 a-f). On the other
hand, Mean Sea Level Pressure (MSLP) increased from
south to north at a rate of ~ 0.35 hPa per deg. lat. High
values of SSTs were linked to low values of MSLP (Fig.
11 a & d) over the BoB. In contrast to the above, the airsea interface fluxes did not exhibit any definite latitudinal
variation. Estimated values of Sensible Heat Flux (SHF)
were limited to the range -8 to 56 W m-2 with a mean of
about 15 W m-2, while Latent Heat Flux (LHF) variations
ranged from 5 to 425 W m-2 with a mean about 139
Wm-2. Momentum Flux (MF) variations during the
campaign varied from 0 N m-2 and 0.3 N m-2. These

Figure 11: Latitudinal variations in the daily mean values of (a)
Sea Surface Temperature; (b) Air Temperature; (c) Mean Sea Level
Pressure; (d) Wind Speed; (e) Relative Humidity and (f) Specific
Humidity. The vertical bars through the points indicate standard
deviations.
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air-sea interface fluxes provided a quantitative significance to the surface layer turbulence in the enhancement and
suppression of mixing length within the MABL, while the upper air meteorological observations confirmed the impact
of mechanically generated wind-shear in the mixed layer height.

Diurnal Variabilities
Diurnal variability in air-sea interaction parameters were
investigated by grouping all the parameters in the local
time of the measurements and the results are presented in
Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. Despite the smaller diurnal
variations of SST, as compared to AT, the magnitudes of
SST were always larger than AT by about 1°C (Fig. 12b)
indicating warmer ocean surface, conducive for exchange
of fluxes with the atmosphere. The mean surface winds
did not show any appreciable diurnal pattern (Fig. 12c)
while the MSLP showed a prominent semi-diurnal
variability with the maxima occurring at 0900 LT and
2100 LT and two corresponding minima at 0300 LT and
1500 LT, respectively (Fig. 12d). The first peak in MSLP

Figure 12: Diurnal variabilities in (a) Sea Surface Temperature
and Air Temperature; (b) SST - AT; (c) Wind Speed; (d) Mean Sea
Level Pressure; (e) Relative Humidity and (f) Specific Humidity.

observed at 0900 LT was almost always 1 hPa higher than
the second peak seen at 2100 LT. The weak diurnal variations seen in RH were attributed to the steady amount of
moisture available within the lower part of MABL due to its direct interactions with the underlying sea surface. Similar
features were also reflected in the case of q (Fig. 12 e-f). The diurnal variability of the surface layer turbulent fluxes was
observed to have a strong effect on local convective processes. The mean magnitude of SHF during day time between
1000 LT and 1800 LT were marginally smaller than the night time magnitude by 3 to 5 W m-2 (Fig. 13 a), possibly
due to the larger difference between SST and AT and strong winds in the night time. This is a very new outcome of
the W_ICARB investigations. It also indicated that even though the meteorological parameters over the ocean were
homogeneous, the air-sea interface fluxes were quite heterogeneous in space and time.
The SST variability in a day was suppressed - minimum and maximum in SST occurred almost uniformly for the entire
course of 24-hours. (Fig.14 a-b). However, the SST showed the relatively highest probability of occurrence of minima
between 0400 LT to 0700 LT while the maxima observed between 1200 LT to 1500 LT. The FDH for AT showed a

Figure 14: )UHTXHQF\
distribution histograms for
the occurrence of minima
DQG PD[LPD LQ DE  6HD
Surface Temperature; (cd) Air Temperature; (e-f)
Relative Humidity; (gh) Wind Speed and (i-j)
Mean Sea Level Pressure.
All the histograms on the
left hand side panels are
for minima while the right
hand side panels are for
PD[LPD

Figure 13: Same as Figure 12, but for (a)
6HQVLEOH +HDW )OX[ E  /DWHQW +HDW )OX[
DQG F 0RPHQWXP)OX[
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convective products were investigated. Both these
convection schemes are mass flux schemes with the
main difference in the closure assumption between
them is that Tiedtke scheme is based on moisture
convergence and Bechtold scheme is based on
convective available potential energy (CAPE). Since
Tiedtke convective scheme was originally developed
for applications to the global scale for simulations
with much smaller grid sizes, a convection closure

Figure 20: HRM simulated 24 hours accumulated rainfall using
(a) Tiedtke and (b) Bechtold convective schemes during GSLV-D3
launch campaign.

based on CAPE would be more suitable for short
scale forecast. Fig. 20 (a, b) shows daily accumulated
rainfall forecast during GSLV-D3 campaign using Tiedtke and Bechtold convective schemes respectively. It can be seen
that Bechtold convective scheme enhances the quantity of rainfall over cloudy regions. Comparisons with the actual
observations revealed that Bechtold scheme performed better while Tiedtke scheme under-estimated rainfall at several
land-stations.
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A

tmospheric Dynamics Branch (ADB) aims at understanding the physical processes responsible for setting the
atmosphere in motion at various temporal and spatial scales. Interactions of various scales of oscillations

(planetary waves, tidal oscillations and gravity waves) with the mean flow, coupled with the mean vertical structure
of the atmosphere acts as the main conduit of transfer of momentum and energy from the lower region to the upper
atmosphere. Besides, mesoscale convective systems including tropical cyclones play a major role not only in driving the
mesoscale circulations in the lower atmosphere, but in exciting the spectrum of waves as well, which couples the various
layers of the atmosphere. To investigate this energetics, the ADB branch has been carrying out several experiments in
campaign mode and long-term time series. Defying the compartmentalization of the Earth’s middle atmosphere, ADB
carries out research under three themes Middle atmospheric dynamics, Cloud dynamics and Climate dynamics.

Z]}(}]o}}Z]µµovu]vu}(
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Over the Indian region, the background atmospheric parameters
such as winds, temperature and humidity show distinct seasonal
changes; the monsoon season being dominated by Tropical
Easterly Jet (TEJ) in the upper troposphere (i.e.14-17 km) and
the winter season by westerly winds with peak at about 12-14 km
(Fig. 1). Present study attempts to determine the height profiles
of various atmospheric turbulence parameters (such as eddy
dissipation rate (H), eddy diffusivity (Kh), minimum scale size
(lO), and buoyancy scale size (LB)), with a view to understand the
seasonal changes in their characteristics in terms of background,
using the campaign mode data (19 Jan – 10 Feb. 1999 and 19 Jul
– 14 Aug, 1999) collected using Indian MST Radar. It is observed
that:
(i)

During monsoon season horizontal winds as well as
vertical shear of horizontal winds are stronger as compared
to winter season,

(ii)

In winter season tropopause is higher, and cooleras
compared to monsoon season,

(iii)

the magnitude of turbulence parameter are higher in the
monsoon season except in the vicinity of core of the jetstream (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Height profiles of (top) mean atmospheric
stability parameter and temperature, and (bottom) wind
speed and vertical shear of horizontal winds for monsoon
and winter seasons. Horizontal bars show the standard
deviation of measurements for each season.

Analysis shows that higher value of turbulence parameters
at lower and middle troposphere during monsoon season are
due to higher values of wind shear, whereas enhanced value
of turbulence parameters in the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere (UTLS) during monsoon season are due to (i)
strong vertical shear of horizontal wind, and (ii) the temperature
gradients associated with the sharp enhancement in stability
parameter (N2). As at the core of the jet winds the vertical shears
of horizontal winds are small, the turbulence parameters could
be weaker during monsoon season as compared to winter season.

Figure 2: Height profiles of eddy dissipation rate (H),
eddy diffusivity (Kh), minimum sale size (lO) and buoyancy scale size (LB) using the corrected spectral width for
two campaigns during monsoon and winter.

At the lower stratospheric height, i.e. above the jet stream (>19
km), during both the season winds, vertical shears of horizontal winds and temperature gradients are same.
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In view of its importance to the troposphere-stratosphere exchange (STE), the structure and dynamics of the tropical
tropopause (in the latitude region 30 qS-30 qN) over the Indian longitude sector (70-90 qE) is studied using the altitude
profiles of temperature obtained from COSMIC GPS Radio Occultation (RO) data during the period 2006 to 2009. From
these profiles (a) the cold-point tropopause (CPT), (b) the lapse-rate tropopause (LRT) based on the WMO definition,
and (c) the convective tropopause (COT), the level of minimum potential temperature lapse rate are identified. Monthly
mean values of these parameters are used to study the annual variations for equatorial (up to r15q) and off-equatorial
(15-30qN and 15-30 qS) regions.
This analysis showed that the
CPT is at a lower altitude close
to the equator,and
increases
with increase in latitude on
either side of the equator. This
latitude gradient is found to be
well pronounced during summermonsoon (June-September) period
(Fig 3). While the annual variation
of mean CPT temperature and
altitude are fairly in opposite
phase in the equatorial region, it
differs in the off-equatorial regions
in northern hemisphere (which
is mainly covered by continental
region), while they remain similar
(to the equatorial regions) over
the southern hemispheric regions
(almost oceanic in nature).
The altitude of LRT is very close
to that of CPT over the equatorial

Figure 3: Latitude variation of mean cold point tropopause (CPT) altitude obtained from COSMIC RO data at different latitude bands over the Indian longitude sector for different months
during the period 2006-2009

region and showed almost similar annual variations. However, the difference between the two is minimum during

Figure 4: Latitudinal dependence of the mean annual variation of Convective Tropopause (COT), thickness of Tropical
Tropopause Layer (TTL) and temperature difference between TTL-base and TTL-top obtained from COSMIC RO data
over the Indian longitude sector during the period 2006-2009.
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summer (~ 0.4 km) and maximum during winter (~1 km). This annual pattern of LRT altitude is significantly different
from that of CPT in the northern hemispheric off-equatorial region (continent) where the altitude of LRT is low during
winter and high during summer. This difference could mainly be attributed to intense convection prevailing over the
continent during the summer-monsoon period.
While the altitude of COT and CPT showed similar annual variation over the oceanic region (0-5qN and 0-20qS), they
show opposite variation at the north of 5qN, particularly over the continent. The annual variation of the thickness of
the tropical tropopause layer (TTL), also showed pronounced latitude dependence; being very small (~ 2.6 km) over the
oceanic region near the equator with minimal inter-annual variability, increasing with increase in latitude at latitudes
north of 5qN, with maximum thickness during winter and minimum thickness during summer (Fig.4). Correspondingly
the temperature difference between the TTL-base and TTL-top is high during boreal winter and low during boreal
summer in both the hemispheres. However, this temperature difference is well pronounced in the northern hemisphere.
This feature will have important implications in the troposphere-to-stratosphere exchange at the equatorial and offequatorial regions in this longitude sector.

^u]vv]µo}µ]vZd}]od}}µ>Ç
Association between the formation of semitransparent cirrus (STC) and tropospheric dynamics in the Indian tropical
region during the two contrasting seasons (Summer-monsoon and Winter) is studied using Lidar and MST radar
observations, from August 2004 to January 2005, from Gadanki (13.5°N, 79.2°E) along with the data from Geostationary satellite (KALPANA-1) under the CAWSES-India program. The major contrasting features in these two
periods relevant to the present study are:
•
While humid condition prevails in the troposphere during the summer and winter monsoon periods
(June – October), relatively dry condition prevails during December-February period.

•

While tropospheric convection is very strong during the June – September period, it is generally weak during
November _February period.

•

The Brewer-Dobson circulation in the UTLS region is strong during November - February period

This study showed that the ambience in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL) is very conducive for the formation of
STC. Lidar observations showed that while the STCs during the August to October period are highly structured

Figure 5: Temporal variation of mean VDR for single layer clouds observed during monsoon (a) and winter (dry) period (b).
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(and/or
multi-layered)
those observed during
the December-January
period are generally
thin and laminar type.
For those thicker STCs
forming
within
the
TTL, cloud-top remains
fairly steady and aligned
with the top of TTL,
while cloud-base shows
significant variation in
general accordance with
the altitude extent of
tropospheric convective
outflow. This study also
showed that the thicker
STCs forming during
monsoon period need

Figure 6: Temporal variation of mean VDR for individual cloud layers on those nights (of AugustOctober period) in which multi-layer clouds are observed.

not necessarily remain
confined to the local TTL. This is attributed to the fact that while the local TTL base is governed by the top of
convective outflow over the region, the observed STC could have been advected from a relatively far away place where
the convective outflow would have ended at a different altitude.
Based on the depolarization characteristics of STC (volume depolarization ratio (VDR) from lidar) along with regional
distribution of tropospheric clouds obtained from satellite (KALPANA-1) data, altitude profile of horizontal wind,
wind-field at 150-hPa and air-mass back-trajectories, it has been inferred that, while the multi-layered and highly
structured STCs during the monsoon period originate mostly from the deep convections, the sub-visual/ultra-thin STCs
during winter are mostly of insitu origin. The particles associated with STCs forming at higher altitudes (above 12 km)
within the tropopause layer during the monsoon period are large and highly non-spherical while those associated with
the thin STCs observed during winter (in situ formation) are relatively small and nearly spherical in nature (Figs. 5 and
6). The VDR associated with clouds forming below 10 km are relatively small (and the cloud optical depth is large)
even if they are very close to the TTL base. This study thus indicates that cirrus observed in the TTL region during
the monsoon season is generally associated with deep convections, while that during the dry period is mostly of insitu
origin. Because of these two different generation mechanisms during the two contrasting periods, the particles within
the cirrus display distinctly different optical properties. A more detail study using a larger dataset is underway.

^}Z]µ}vµ}u]v}À}ov]µ}v
Spatial and temporal variabilities in lower stratospheric aerosol extinction over the equatorial and off-equatorial regions
are examined using SAGE-II derived aerosol extinction at 525 nm during the period 1998-2005 in the latitude region
30qS to 30qN to study its association with atmospheric dynamics, when the lower stratosphere was least disturbed by
major volcanic eruptions. Time series of zonally averaged monthly mean aerosol extinction for the equatorial (15qS0-15qN) and off-equatorial (15-30qS and 15-30qN) regions are presented in Fig. 7. Short lived enhancements in aerosol
extinction are distinctly seen in the lower stratosphere in different years. Similar features were also observed in lidar
derived aerosol extinction at Gadanki (13.5qN).
This study showed that the region above the tropopause has been frequently perturbed by volcanic eruptions, especially
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after November 2002. The volcanic emission data in the
latitudinal belt 30 qS-30 qN (Fig. 10) shows that on an average, the
number of volcanic eruptions, which was relatively small (<20
yr-1) during the period 1970-1998, has increased substantially
(a31 yr-1) during the period 1999-2009. A significant number
of eruptions after 1998 were rather moderate, with Volcanic
Explosivity Index (VEI) 3-4 (Table 1). Among these, the
eruptions of Manam, Reventador, Ruang and Ulawun are
relatively strong (with VEI ~ 4) and the signatures of these
eruptions are well discernable (Fig. 7) in the lower stratospheric
(18-22 km) aerosol extinction. The amount of tephra emitted
has increased from 0.05 km3/year in 1998 to a0.25 km3/year
around 2002 followed by a decrease to 0.04 km3/year in 2006
(Fig. 8).

Figure 7: 7LPH VHULHV RI PRQWKO\ PHDQ SDUWLFXODWH H[tinction coefficient obtained from SAGE II data at different altitudes in the lower stratosphere averaged for
the four latitudinal belts 15-30qS, 0-15qS, 0-15qN, and
15-30qN during 1998 to 2005.

Figure 8: The number of volcanic eruptions during the period 19702009 along with the corresponding amount of tephra (volume of
ejecta).

Figure 9: Time series of zonal mean monthly average AOD for different latitude belts 0-15qN, 0-15qS, 15-30qN and 15-30qS during 1998 to 2005.
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In order to examine the general trend in the lower stratospheric aerosol loading during the study period the stratospheric
aerosol optical depth (AOD) was estimated by integrating the aerosol extinction (Dp) for altitude region 18-30 km. The
time series of this is presented in Fig. 9. While the aerosol loading is quite significant over the equatorial region compared
to the off-equatorial regions, the AODs show an increasing trend in both these regions. This could be attributed to a
corresponding increase in the number of minor volcanic eruptions and subsequent injection of sulfur bearing gases in
to the stratosphere. Over and above, the increase in aerosol extinction in the lower stratosphere region could also be
due to increase in anthropogenic activities and due to increase in the intensity of tropospheric convection over the
tropics. Even though these eruptions occurred very close to equator (or off-equatorial region), the perturbation due to
this in stratospheric aerosol loading is quite significant even over the off-equatorial regions (or equatorial region). This
indicates that the stratospheric circulation plays an important tole in the horizontal stratification of aerosols.

7DEOH'HWDLOVRIYROFDQLFHUXSWLRQVLQWKHWURSLFVGXULQJWKHSHULRG
Duration
Identity

Volcanoes

VEI

Start

Location
End

Lat (o)

Long (o)

Altitude
(m)

a

Guagua-Pichincha

3

1998 Aug

2001 May

-0.17

-78.6

4784

b

Mayon

3

1999 Jun

2000 Mar

13.26

123.69

2462

c

Tungurahua

3

1999 Oct

2009 Jan

-1.47

-78.44

5023

d

Ulawun

4

2000 Sep

2000 Nov

-5.05

151.33

2334

e

Ruang

4

2002 Sep

2002 Sep

2.3

125.37

725

f

Reventador

4

2002 Nov

2003 Jan

-0.08

-77.66

3562

g

Anatahan

3

2003 May

2003 Jul

16.35

145.67

790

h

Lokon-Empung

3

2003 Sep

2003 Sep

1.36

124.79

1580

i

Soufrière

3

2004 Mar

2004 May

16.72

-62.18

915

j

Manam

4

2004 Oct

2009 May

-4.08

145.04

1807

D}o}vÀ}vÇuv}µv}(Æuo}Á
}}µuµ
The tropical mesoscale convective
systems (TMCS) are conducive for the
extremely low tropopause temperature
over the tropics and favouring the
tropospheric
intrusion
into
the
stratosphere. The association between
the phenomena of convection and the
observation of extreme low tropopause
temperature events is, therefore,
examined over the Asian monsoon
region using data from multiple
platforms. Using satellite derived OLR
as a proxy for cloud top temperature
. WKHVSDWLDOGLVWULEXWLRQRI ORZ
OLR and low tropopause temperature
(LTT) areas is examined. Fig. 10
shows locations of Radosonde/GPS

Figure 10: Figure shows plots of locations of Radosonde/GPS Sonde stations with
7&37.ZKLFKDUHPDUNHGZLWKILOOHGFLUFOHV7KHVHSRLQWVDUHMRLQHGZLWKDVPRRWK
FXUYHGUDZQZLWKGDVKHGOLQHV5DGLRVRVRQGH*366RQGHVWDWLRQVZLWK7&37.
DUHVKRZQE\VWDUVIRUGLVWLQFWLRQ&RQWRXUPDSVRIORZ2/5 LH:Pí, and that of
ORZ7 LH7. IURP(&0:)UHDQDO\VLVWHPSHUDWXUHGDWDDUHVKRZQ$UHDV
of low OLR are shaded with grey and areas of low T100 temperature are hatched.
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6RQGHVWDWLRQVZLWK7&37.DQG7&37.7KHFRQWRXUPDSVRI ORZ2/5 :P2), and that of low
WHPSHUDWXUH DW  K3D 7   .  IURP (&0:) UHDQDO\VLV WHPSHUDWXUH GDWD DUH DOVR VKRZQ 7KRXJK WKH
locations of low OLR and LTT are noticed in the same broad area, the two do not necessarily overlap. When there are
multiple low OLR areas, the LTT area generally appears in between the low OLR areas. A detailed analysis of OLR
and T100 shows that both are modulated by westward propagating Rossby waves with a period of ~15 days, indicating
a close linkage between them. A cross-correlation analysis showed that OLR leads in phase by ~5 days with T100. An
examination of series of high resolution cloud imageries show that cloud systems as well as the areas of occurrence of
low T100 both move under the influence of horizontal winds, and these are closely linked with TEJ winds.

^}Zrd}}ZÆZvPµ]vP}]oÇo}vW]uµo}v
The tropical deep convections and cyclones are among
the major causative mechanisms that contribute to
STE processes. The spatio-temporal structure of
stratospheric air intrusion into troposphere during the
development of tropical cyclone over Bay of Bengal
using high resolution (WRF) numerical mesoscale
simulation are studied. The results are shown
in Fig. 11 (top panel) agrees well with the direct
measurement of vertical velocity with MST radar
(reported earlier), thereby validating the simulation.
The humidity structures (Fig. 11 /bottom panel) also
indicate the penetration of dry stratospheric air into
the troposphere. In the initial phase of the cyclone,
the vertical velocity shows updraft, which slowly
increases with height upto tropopause level and then

Figure 11: Height-time intensity plot of simulated vertical velocity, and
(b) relative humidity over Gadanki (13.5oN, 79.2oE) on 15/16 October
2001.

decreases rapidly. Fig. 12 shows contour map of
vertical velocity along with wind vectors obtained
from WRF simulation at 5, 10, 15 and 20 km at 4
GMT on 16 October 2001. At the height of 5 km,
cyclonic pattern is observed, centered around 14ON,
83OE. Updraft is observed over the cyclonic band. At
the height of 10 km, strong updraft is observed over
the north-east side of cyclonic centre with change in
the horizontal wind structure. However, at both the
height regions there are no well-defined downdrafts
in the vicinity of cyclone. Strong divergence in
horizontal wind is observed at the height of 15 km.
Interestingly, band of the cyclonic storm starting
from north-west-south shows mild updraft followed
by strong downdraft, especially over the north-south
region of cyclonic band.

m/s

Figure 12: Horizontal distributions of simulated vertical velocity intensity along with wind vectors at 5 km (top/first panel), 10 km (top/second
panel), 15 km (bottom/first panel), and 20 km (bottom/second panel) at
03 GMT on 16 October 2001.
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]µvoÀ]}v}(}vÀÀÀ]oo}vovPÇµ]vP
K^D/l&KZDK^d}À}v}ÀZ}]
In a first attempt to estimate CAPE from
satellite observations globally, the GPS-RO
derived atmospheric profiles of temperature and
humidity are used to estimate the convective
available potential energy (CAPE) over the
tropics and to study its variability at seasonal
and diurnal time scales. The seasonal variation
of global pattern of CAPE at 5oX5o grid derived
from the COSMIC/FORMOSAT-3 satellite are
shown in fig 13(a-d). The systematic migration
of CAPE from Northern hemisphere to southern
hemisphere is observed during northern
hemisphere summer to winter coinciding with
the movement of inter tropical convergence
zone. Based on this, the composite diurnal
patterns of CAPE with 2 hrs resolution are

Figure 13: Seasonal variation of CAPE over the tropics during (a) spring,(b)
summer, (c) Autumn and (d) winter.

obtained by combining all the observations in one season. During the observational period, larger CAPE magnitudes
are observed in the Indian Ocean during most of the seasons. This particular observation is very interesting and needs
further studies to explore the reason behind such larger CAPE over Indian Ocean as it was not reported earlier.

]µvov^u]r]µvooÀ]}v]vZ}}Zv
o}Á}Z}Ào}Ávµ}]ooµ
Migrating and non-migrating tides are chiefly responsible for the strong diurnal variation in several atmospheric
parameters.
Generally,
nonmigrating
tides
are
generated
due
(a)
(a)
to the asymmetry in the distribution
of water vapor and ozone, and also
by latent heat released by convective
clouds. It is important to know at a
given time, which mode of tide is
dominant over a given geographical
location and to quantify their

(b)

a)

(b)

modulations
of
geophysical
parameters. In this regard, an
extensive study has been carried
out to delineate the tidal amplitudes
in zonal, meridional and vertical
motions in the troposphere and
lower stratosphere over using four
years of MST radar observations

Figure 14: Annual variation of (a) diurnal
and (b)semi diurnal tides in zonal winds
over Gadanki

Figure 15: Annual variation of (a) diurnal and (b) semi diurnal tides in zonal
winds over Kotatabang.

from Gadanki. Fig. 14 (a-b) show the
annual variation of the amplitudes
of diurnal and semi diurnal tides in
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zonal winds over Gadanki. The high amplitudes observed during June to September are attributed to non-migrating
tides excited by the intense convections and the associated release of latent heat during the Indian Summer monsoon.
The secondary peaks seen in the mid-troposphere (8-12 km) in March and September are associated with the migrating
tides, which are known to dominate during eqinoxes.
Extending this analysis over Kotatabang (0.2oS and 100.2oE), Indonesia using Equatorial Atmosphere Radar
observations, Figs. 15a-b show the annual variation of diurnal and semidiurnal tidal amplitudes over Kotatabang.
Surprisingly, the annual variation shows the peaks during equinoxes confirming the domination of migrating tides,
whereas the non-migrating tides were expected to be dominant over this region as convective storms occur over this
location throughout the year. More investigations are in progress.

o}µ^}À}v}(uµooÇo}µ}ZPo}
The information on vertical extent of multiple
cloud layers including cloud top and base
heights, and cloud layer thickness are critical
for understanding cloud driven circulations.

(a
)

(b
)

(c)

(d
)

Ignoring the multi layered cloud parameter in
models would introduce errors in deducing
dynamical impact of clouds. Space-borne radar
operating at 94 GHz onboard Cloudsat has been
used for studying these multi layered clouds
across the globe, using one year of CloudSat
observations from January 2007 - December
2007 over the globe. The spatial distribution
of one, two, three and four layer clouds during
June-July-August, 2007 (shown in Fig. 16 a-d)
reveal the domination of multi-level clouds over
Indian summer monsoon region. The dynamical
implication of multi-layered clouds on Hadly
circulation is attempted in the present study.

Figure 16: Global distribution of (a) one, (b) two, (c) three and (d) four layer
clouds during June-July-August 2007 using cloudsat observations.

so]]µ}v}(Dv
soso}]]vZd}]o}vÀÀ
ZP]}vµ]vPtvÇ^oo}(/v]v
µuuD}v}}v
Vertical distribution of mean vertical velocities (w) in tropical
convective regions during the wet and dry spells of Indian summer
has been investigated. The composite w profile for wet spell
consistently showed a single peak at ~ 13 km (left panel Fig. 17)
whereas during dry spell it shows two peaks one at 5 and another
at 11-13 km as shown in the right panel Fig. 17. The shears are
stronger in the height region of 10-13 km for most of the days
during dry spell of monsoon, which is not observed during wet
spell. Generally, this strong shear would split the updrafts in the
convective system in the mid troposphere leading to the observed
double peak structure in the mean vertical velocities during the dry
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spell. On the other hand, during wet spell, such strong shears are

Figure 17: Vertical variation of composite w along with
standard deviation for wet and dry spell.
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not observed and the temperature structure shows a inversion at ~7.9 km during the dry spell, which would trap the
vertical development of convection (as indicated by the minimum in w in right panel of Fig. 17).

'o}o}orW}]vD}µWs]]o]Ç]µvovWovÇtÀ^o
The TIMED/SABER observations
of cold point mesopause and its
variability at diurnal and planetary

(a

(b

(c)

(d

wave scales are examined. For the
first time, the diurnal and semidiurnal
tidal modulations of mesopause
are quantified on a global scale
during all the four seasons, viz.,
winter, vernal equinox, summer and
autumnal equinox. The diurnal tidal
modulations of mesopause peaked
over equatorial latitude and changed
its phase around 2-0o latitude and
showed hemispherical asymmetry,
which is not reflected in mesopause
temperature. The diurnal and

Figure 18:'LXUQDOSDWWHUQRIWKHPHVRSDXVHKHLJKWIRU D ZLQWHU E YHUQDOHTXLQR[ F 
VXPPHUDQG G DXWXPQDOHTXLQR[:KLWHSDWFKHVLQGLFDWHWKHGDWDJDSV

semidiurnal amplitudes in mesopause
height across the globe are comparable in magnitude over equatorial and low latitudes, the variability of mesopause
is maximum at these scales as compared to seasonal scales. The results emphatically show that propagating planetary
waves do modulate the mesopause height. Fig. 18(a-d) shows the seasonal variation of mesopause height at diurnal
scales over the globe.

'o}ovoÇ]}('À]ÇtÀ
W}vovPÇ

(a)

Global analysis of gravity waves is essential for
quantifying their sources and effects on the structure
and dynamics of the atmosphere. With a view to
attaining this, four years (2004-2007) of temperature
observations (from the SABER onboard TIMED) in
the altitude 20-100 km are analyzed. Fig.19 (a-b) shows
the four-year-mean of global gravity wave potential
energy in the mesosphere (50-80 km) during northern

(b)

hemisphere winter (top) and summer (bottom). From
this figure one can notice the peaking of gravity
wave activity near the poles. Polar sources for gravity
waves are mainly stratospheric and mesospheric jets.
In the stratosphere, we have only polar maxima for
these seasons. But as we move higher up in altitude,
we find that potential energy maximum shifts to
lower latitudes also as a band in the mesosphere as
well as lower thermosphere. This is attributed due to
refraction of waves during their vertical propagation

Figure 19: Global maps of gravity wave potential energy (J/kg)
observed in the mesosphere during (a) Northern Hemisphere Winter
and (b) Northern Hemisphere Summer
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due to wave-wave and wave-meanflow interactions.

u}v}(ovÇÁÀu}uvµuGµÆv(}]vP}ÁZuvG}Á
o}v]vZD>dP]}v
In the present study, an attempt is made to
estimate quantitatively the forcing by short
period planetary waves towards the mean
flow in the mesospheric region. Making use of

Wind radar at Trivandrum, during the period
April 2006 – April 2007, momentum flux
of prominent periodicities present in the
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Figure 20: Height profile of mean flow acceleration produced by the divergence
RIPRPHQWXPIOX[GXULQJGLIIHUHQWVHDVRQVIRUGD\V WRSSDQHO DQGGD\V
(bottom panel) compared with that derived from mean zonal winds.

vary with season, with maximum values in
equinoctial months. The height variations of mean momentum flux values generally revealed an increase throughout
the height region 82 -98 km. The momentum flux of these periodicities were computed in two height regions 88-91
km and 91-94 km using cross spectra of temperature and zonal wind values and these values agree well with that
computed from zonal and vertical wind. The divergence of these momentum flux values was used to compare with
the mean flow acceleration in the MLT region to estimate the forcing by these two periodicities. In the 82 – 98 km,
the zonal flow experiences easterly acceleration during summer, winter and vernal equinox and westerly acceleration
during autumnal equinox. Comparing the zonal flow acceleration computed from the observed zonal winds with the
mean flow acceleration produced by the divergence of momentum flux in the 82 – 98 km height region (Fig. 20), it is
seen that the forcing by 6 - 8 day wave towards the mean flow acceleration is more during winter and vernal equinox
and by 2 - 4 day is more during summer and both the equinoxes. Thus, the quantitative estimation of forcing towards
the mean flow acceleration show generally 30 - 80% contributions by 2 - 4 day wave and 40 - 60%, contribution by 6-8
day wave which varies with season also.

Yµ]ríîìÇK]oo}v]vD}Z]t]v
The presence of quasi-120 day oscillation of neutral winds at the MLT region have been observed for the first time
using SKiYMET radar located at equatorial station Thumba. The periodic fluctuation of the atmospheric angular
momentum, the geomagnetic index, the solar activity and the interplanetary magnetic field, with a period of quasi-
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120 day have been confirmed in past and attributed that its origin lies
in the physical processes in the Sun. Fig.21 (top and middle panels)
shows the time-dependent spectral characteristic for the quasi-120
day oscillations for zonal, and meridional, winds.

f10.7 cm

Figure 21: Wavelet spectra of (top) zonal wind,
d,
(middle panel) meridional wind, and (bottom panel)
VRODUIOX[

se
Figure 22: Height profiles of amplitudes and phase corresponding to 120 day
oscillation for zonal and meridional wind.

Interesting feature is that the amplitude of quasi-120 day oscillation is ~4 m/s and more clear in meridional wind
than zonal wind. Enhanced amplitude of quasi-120 day is observed during 2008. To get further insight, we have also
analysed the time-dependent spectral characteristic of solar flux (f10.7 cm) (Fig. 21, bottom panel), which also shows
the existence of quasi-120 day oscillation. It is worth noting that in the year 2008 when the amplitude of quasi-120
day oscillation was higher in the meridional wind, we found very less amplitude in solar flux, and vice-versa. The
height profiles of amplitude and phases corresponding to quasi-120
(a)

day oscillation for zonal and meridional winds is shown in Fig. 22,
which reveals that the maximum amplitude of the oscillation is at
~88 km in zonal and at ~91 km in meridional wind. Both the wind
components show constant phase.

(b)

^]uµov}µ}À}v}(^KvYK]v
Á]vUuµv}Ì}v]vZ}]o
u]ou}Zµ]vPD/^
The measurements under MIDAS program, involving regular

(c)

radiosonde/rocket flights as well as atmospheric radars, provided
long period observations of winds and temperature in the middle
atmospheric region from which waves and oscillations as well as
their forcing mechanisms particularly in the low-latitude middle
atmosphere could be analyzed. However, a detailed analysis of the

Figure 23:5HFRQVWUXFWHG4%2LQ D R]RQHPL[LQJ
ratio, (b) Temperature (K) and (c) Zonal wind (m/
V LQVWUDWRVSKHUHIRUVL[FRQVHFXWLYH\HDUV 
2007) over Thumba.

forcing mechanisms remains incomplete due to the lack of important
measurements like ozone which is a significant contributor to
atmospheric dynamics. In this regard, a comprehensive study has
been carried out on ozone and its variability at QBO and SAO scales
using TIMED/SABER ozone observations during the MIDAS
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campaign period. After validating the SABER observations with in situ ozonesonde profiles these are used extensively
to study the QBO and SAO along with temperature and winds in the 20-100 km height region. Figure 23 (a-c) shows the
reconstructed QBO in ozone mixing ratio, temperature and zonal wind respectively in stratosphere for six consecutive
years (2002-2007) over Thumba.
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T

he ITMP branch focuses on the investigations on terrestrial upper atmosphere in context of its energetics and
dynamics vis-à-vis the vertical and lateral coupling, this region has with the magnetosphere above and mesosphere

below it. Besides improving the scientific understanding on the electrodynamics and space weather phenomenon,
the accomplishments from these studies also provide better inputs for technological applications like the GPS based
navigation and prediction of space weather phenomena. Presented below are the important accomplishments for the
year 2009-2010.
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Quasi-periodic (QP) echoes, identified in range-time-intensity (RTI)
plots as tilted striped striations, are coherent radar echoes believed
to be associated with the sporadic E-layers (Es). The understanding
on the genesis of these echoes, however, is still far from clear. These
echoes are associated either with Kelvin-Helmholtz Instabilities
(KHI) or with gravity waves. These processes, however, have always
been treated in isolation and been assumed to be unconnected to each
other. For the first time, evidence is presented towards the interplay
between KHI and gravity waves in generating QP echoes using VHF
radar data from Gadanki. On June 29, 2004 a necklace like structure
comprising of QP striations was seen in the RTI plot shown in Fig.
1. The echo region slides down in altitude as much as 2 km, only
to climb up again (top panel) in about one hour. At the same time,
QP striations showed a positive tilt with a near continuous layer at
the top (bottom panel). While Doppler characteristics associated with
the QP striations demonstrate the KH signatures, the necklace like
structure suggests for the gravity Waves. These present evidence for
gravity waves acting as seed to generate KH Instabilities resulting in
QP echoes as seen by the coherent backscatter radars.

Figure 1: Range-Time- Intensity (RTI) plot for
coherent backscatter radar echoes observed on
June 29, 2004. The color scale is in -dB. Necklace
OLNH VWUXFWXUH LQ HFKR RFFXUUHQFH SDWWHUQ LV TXLWH
evident in the top panel of the Figure. The positive
tilted striations in the lower panel depicts the QP
echoes.

^}]oÇvZ]}]}vÁ]Zu}À]Ç
Metallic ions from meteoric activity play a key role in the formation
of sporadic E (Es) layers. Using foEs measurements from KEL
Ionosonde at Thumba, which provide an estimate for the concentration
of sporadic metallic ions, and the collocated meteor wind radar
(SKiYMET), which estimates meteor counts, the correlation between
meteor deposition and the formation of sporadic layers has been
examined for the year 2005-2006. The salient features observed, as
seen from Fig 2, are :
(1) Annual variation of the occurrence of Es, with a pronounced
summer maximum, is well associated with that of the meteorites
deposition,
(2) Rare occurrence of blanketing Es (Esb) during noontime despite
of significant meteoric activity (showing the inhibition of layer
formation by wind shear mechanism),
(3) A pronounced peak in the occurrence of Es layers during evening
hours despite of a minima in meteor activity during that period.
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Figure 2:0RQWKO\DYHUDJHGRFFXUUHQFHIUHTXHQF\
of foes, and monthly mean meteors over Trivandrum.
$ 6XPPHU PD[LPD LV HYLGHQW LQ WKH RFFXUUHQFH
of foEs, which is well correlated with the meteor
deposition.
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The Radio Occultation (RO) technique to probe planetary
ionosphere relies on the principle that the phase of a radio signal,
propagating from a satellite to the ground station on earth, gets
perturbed when it crosses through the planetary/ lunar atmosphere
or ionosphere. During the period while the spacecraft occults with
the planetary (lunar) ionosphere, if there is no significant change
in the phase fluctuation due the Earth’s ionosphere, any extra
phase shift in the probing radio signals could be attributed to the
planetary atmosphere/ionosphere. In standard practice, radio
signals in the S-band (~2.2 GHz) and X-band (~8.5 GHz), used
widely for Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TTC) purposes,
are used for the RO studies as well.
Using Chandrayaan-1’s communication link between its orbiter
and the ground (S-band frequency), an attempt has been made
to explore the lunar ionosphere. Preliminary results show the
evidence for the possible existence of the Atmosphere/Ionosphere
at Moon. A few seconds before the occultation of Chandrayaan1, extra fluctuations are observed in the rate of change of the
difference between the theoretically estimated Doppler and
measured Doppler. These fluctuations are more pronounced when
the probing radio waves cross through the day-night terminator
(Fig. 3, left panel), possibly due to the interaction with the lunar
ionosphere. This aspect is being examined with more data.

/^ZKrdu}o(}''E

Figure 3: Fluctuation in phase (left panel) and phase
change during occultation of S-Band Radio signal from
Lunar medium at 10:26 UT on July 31, 2009.

In a remarkable development, using the measurements of total
electron content (TEC) of the ionosphere at 18 different stations
across the length and breadth of India (covering the crest and trough of the Equatorial Ionization Anomaly) under
GAGAN (GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation), a model has been developed which would successfully predict
the TEC between 8-30o latitude and 60-1000 longitude zone. In this model, observations at 770 longitude zone are
considered as reference and the solar zenith/neutral wind control are applied to estimate changes in TEC at different
longitude sectors from that at 770 longitude
emphasizing a first principle based the
Parametric Ionospheric Model (PIM). The
model has now been modified to include
the variabilities in Kp and F10.7 cm flux to
represent the impact of geomagnetic storms
at low latitude. A case study for the severe
geomagnetic storm of August 24, 2005
(Dst -158 nT; Kp ~9) as depicted in Fig. 4,
Figure 4: Comparison of ISRO-TEC model generated TEC with the observed
measurements and IRI-2007 Storm model for the storm event of August 24, 2005
at two mid-latitude Indian stations viz., Guwahati (26.2 N, 91.7 E ), and Kolkata
(22.6 N, 88.4 E ). Needless to say, the ISRO-TEC model represents the real
Indian ionosphere better.

revealed that ISRO-TEC model successfully
predicted temporal variations in TEC even
at longitudes far away from the reference
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longitude zone at 770. The model is now being used to generate super-truth data for GAGAN certification process. A
detailed evaluation of the performance of the model with that developed by Raytheon has shown that SPL developed
TEC model to be superior.

Z]}v}}v(}/^ZK[W]Z}ÇZ]}}v
Vikram Sarabhai Space Center (VSSC) of Indian
Space Research Organization (ISRO) has indigenously
developed a balloon borne GPS aided Radiosonde,
named Dr. Pisharoty Sonde, for estimating vertical
profiles of temperature, pressure, humidity, and
wind vectors in the height range 1 km to 45 km
with high vertical resolution. The white/ aluminum
coated thermistor based temperature sensor, used in
the Dr. Pisharoty radiosonde, however, has some
inherent limitations as it is susceptible to heating
by the incoming solar radiations. The deviations in
temperature measurements can be as high as 8 deg at
the tropopause height (~ 100 hPa) during afternoon
hours. Temperature sensor errors are low at night as
long as sensor coating has low emissivity in the infrared region. A physics based model, which determines
the air mass, solar zenith and sunlight intensity as a
function of latitude, longitude, and local time of the

Figure 5: Comparison between Dr Pisharoty (green curve) and
0HLVL UDGLRVRQGH UHG FXUYH  PHDVXUHG WHPSHUDWXUH SUR¿OH DW
Gadanki (13.5 N, 79.2 E) on July 16, 2008 for 05:00 IST balloon
ÀLJKW7KHPRGHOFRUUHFWHG'U3LVKDURW\VRQGHWHPSHUDWXUHSUR¿OH
EOXH FXUYH  PDWFKHV ZHOO ZLWK WKH :02 FHUWL¿HG 0HLVHL 6RQGH
SUR¿OHXSWRNPDOWLWXGH

balloon position has been devised to minimize the impact of solar radiation effects for the Dr Pisharoty sondes. An
example is shown in Fig. 5, which depicts a comparison of the temperature measurements made using Dr Pisharoty
Sonde (raw data and that after radiation correction), with the WMO certified Meisi Sonde obtained on July 16, 2008 at
05:00 IST. As evident from the Figure, even for 05:00
flight, the temperature correction needed at tropopause
height can be as high as 50 C and the new algorithm
excellently corrects the deviation.

/vÀP}v}(Zµ}]o/}v}ZrdZu}ZÇuµ]vP
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The effect of the Sudden Stratospheric Warming
(SSW) event of January 2008 on the equatorial
ionosphere-thermosphere system has been investigated
through coordinated measurements for ‘the first
time’. The results showed that the whole of equatorial
ionosphere-thermosphere system underwent a change,
which is manifested through changes simultaneously
in the important parameters like the intensity of the
Equatorial Electrojet (EEJ), critical frequency of the
F2 layer (foF2), base height of F layer (h’F), emission
intensity of the 630 nm thermospheric dayglow and the
GPS measured Total Electron Content (TEC). In this
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Figure 6: The top panel shows the temporal evolution of the EEJ
for various non-SSW days, as seen in the EEJ induced magnetic
¿HOGRYHU7ULYDQGUXP7KHERWWRPSDQHOVKRZVWKHVDPHIRU66:
days. The mean line (green) in both the panels represents the
mean of EEJ variabilities for non-SSW days.
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context, the most important observations concerning the
SSW events are:
x

x

Strengthening of the EEJ intensity in the prenoon hours, followed by the occurrence of strong
afternoon Counter Eletrojet (Fig. 6)
Decrease in the morning foF2 values and its
subsequent enhancement during the evening time

x

Large excursion of the h’F between 1800-1900 LT
followed by a decrease between 2100-2230 LT

x

Unusual decrease in the overall 630 nm dayglow
emission intensity with pronounced noon-time bite
outs (Fig. 7)

x

Abnormal decrease in TEC between 1600-1900 LT
sector.

Figure 7: The top panel shows the temporal evolution of the
thermospheric dayglow for various non-SSW days, as seen
over Trivandrum. The bottom panel shows the same for SSW
days. The mean line (green) in either panels represents the
mean of dayglow variabilities for non-SSW days.

Interestingly, the above mentioned changes are not seen
during non SSW period. These results are interpreted in
terms of the changes in the atmospheric dynamics, especially the semi-diurnal tides and their non linear interaction
with the planetary waves which are globally strengthened during the SSW periods. This investigation is important as
it highlights the importance of SSW, which is primarily a phenomenon over the polar latitudes can have important
implications in the evolution of the equatorial processes, through strong dynamical coupling.

,]PZoµto}Áoµ}µo]vP]vZ]}v}Zµ]vPÁZÀv
On August 24, 2005 a solar wind shock arrived at the magnetopause ~ 11:30 IST initiating a phase where the IMF_
By remained near +20 nT for almost three hours, with Bz
fluctuating between +10 nT to -10 nT. This was followed by
very large changes in both By and Bz components, the extent
of change being up to 60 nT. This marked the beginning
of the active space weather event. The thermosphere and
the ionosphere over the equatorial latitudes responded
almost simultaneous to these IMF By/Bz variations. The
thermospheric dayglow (O1D 630.0nm) measurements over
Trivandrum showed that while the IMF Bz excursion before
noon is marked by an increase in the emission intensity, the
same in the afternoon hours is followed by a large decrease
in the intensity (Fig. 8). The near simultaneity of the IMF
changes and the alterations in the thermospheric airglow
intensity indicated the presence of prompt penetration
electric field. Associated with this event, large changes in
the FoF2, F-layer base height and high altitude F3 layer
were recorded by the ionosonde.

Figure 8: The top panel shows the large variations in the
LQWHUSODQHWDU\ PDJQHWLF ¿HOG ,0)  %\ DQG %] FRPSRQHQWV RQ
24 August, 2005. The simultaneous changes that occurred in
the thermospheric dayglow intensity measured at different
elevations in the meridional direction are shown in the bottom
panel. The arrows indicate the instances of Bz turning south
suddenly.

&]}u}Pu}(ÁZÀvµ]vPñ}v}À}v
The period 24-29 march 2008 was characterized by the presence of moderate geomagnetic disturbance. The coherent
radio beacon (CRABEX) observations over Indian region have been used to investigate this space weather event.
The sudden commencement occurred around noon of 26 March 2008, followed by recovery on 27 March when the
measurements were made. March 3, 2008 when the ionosphere was geomagnetically quiet is chosen as a reference day.
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A

s the name suggests, the Planetary Science Branch (PSB) is focused on studying the planets and other objects in
the solar system, like comets, planetary satellites. Broadly, the nature of research activities can be classified into

the following three major categories: (i) Experiments on planetary missions, (ii) Planetary observations using spacebased and ground-based observatories, and (iii) Theoretical modeling of processes on planetary bodies. The PSB is
vigorously involved in ISRO’s planetary science and exploration programs and planetary missions – starting with the
first Indian lunar mission Chandrayaan-1, where we have two experiments: (1) Sub-keV Atom Reflecting Analyzer
(SARA) on the Chandrayaan-1 orbiter, and (2) Chandra’s Altitudinal Compositional Explorer (CHACE) on the Moon
Impact Probe (MIP) of the Chandrayaan-1.

^ZÆ]uv}v}ZvÇvríW^]vZµo
The Sub-keV Atom Reflecting Analyser (SARA) experiment onboard Chandrayaan-1 (an Indo-Swedish collaborative
research experiment between SPL-VSSC and Swedish Institute of Space Physics (IRF), with contribution from ISASJAXA, Japan and University of Bern, Switzerland) consisted of two sensors – a neutral particle detector, namely CENA
(Chandrayaan-1 Energetic Neutrals Analyser), and an ion mass analyzer, namely SWIM (Solar Wind Monitor), and
a Digital Processing Unit (DPU). SARA performed well till the end of the mission, and the analysis of its data have
resulted in the following scientific accomplishments.

D 0RRQ$6RXUFHRI(QHUJHWLF1HXWUDO$WRPV
SARA observations showed that about 20% of the
incident solar wind flux is backscattered as energetic
neutral atoms (ENAs) from the lunar regolith (Fig.
1). Most of these hydrogen atoms have energy less
than half of the impacting solar wind protons and the
flux vary with the incident solar wind flux. Almost
no ENAs are seen on lunar night-side. This finding,
generally applicable to regolith-covered atmosphereless
bodies in the solar system, such as Mercury, asteroids,
or Phobos, invalidates the widely accepted assumption
that regolith almost completely absorbs the impinging
solar wind ions.
The solar wind ions, which are absorbed or implanted
in the lunar regolith would be released to the lunar
exosphere due to processes such as diffusion, solar wind
sputtering, and micrometeorite impact vaporization.
The significant energy loss of the observed reflected
hydrogen is due to elastic and inelastic processes
during surface-plasma interactions, and possibly other

Figure 1: A map of scattered energetic neutral hydrogen atoms as
observed by SARA on 6 February 2009. The direction of Sun is indicated
by the green arrow. The ENA signature was seen for 3 consecutive
orbits and the orbital plane was at an angle of ~39° with the day-night
terminator plane. The color and length of the lines indicates the ENA
ÀX[7KHVPDOOÀX[VHHQRQQLJKWVLGHLVGXHWRLQVWUXPHQWEDFNJURXQG
7KHYDULDWLRQRI(1$ÀX[ZLWKVRODU]HQLWKDQJOHLVVHHQLQWKHPDS
The lunar surface map is from Clementine image data.

processes such as retarding of solar wind ions by a
positive surface potential. The high hydrogen reflection may reduce the amount of solar wind hydrogen available
for trapping in permanently shadowed areas near the poles. This may have implications for one of the proposed
mechanisms for the formation of water and OH in lunar regolith by the implantation of solar wind hydrogen.

b) Discovery of a “Mini-Magnetosphere” on the Moon
The SARA instrument has produced for the first time an image of a lunar magnetic anomaly in backscattered hydrogen
atoms (Fig. 2). The image shows that a partial void of the solar wind, a “mini-magnetosphere”, is formed above the
strong magnetic anomaly region Crisium antipode near the ‘Gerasimovic crater’ on the Moon. Although Moon does
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regions. These small areas of locally strong magnetic
field would create mini-magnetospheres that deflect the
solar wind in the same way that Earth’s magnetosphere
shields most of the planet from the solar wind.
Above the magnetic anomaly, the number of backscattered
energetic hydrogen atoms was lower than that in the
surrounding areas indicating that the region was shielded
from solar wind particles by a mini-magnetosphere. The
spatial variation of the backscattered ENA flux (Fig. 2)
shows a reduction in the neutral hydrogen flux of about
50% within the area of the mini-magnetosphere (inside
dotted circle in Fig. 2a) compared to the surrounding
ring shaped region of enhanced flux (dashed line) for
ENAs in the 150–600 eV energy range. In the map for
lower energies shown in Fig. 2b, it is seen that the large
scale depletion in the neutral hydrogen flux above the
magnetic anomaly is replaced by small scale fluctuations
and the region of enhanced flux has become almost a
filled circle, which are due, in part, to a low instrument
count rate and also to the energy dependent angular
scattering properties of regolith surfaces, with higher
energy scatter products possibly being more specularly
reflected than lower energy scatter products. The mini-

Figure 2: 6SDWLDOYDULDWLRQLQHQHUJHWLFQHXWUDOK\GURJHQÀX[IURP
the surface over the magnetic anomaly near 22°S and 240°E on
the lunar farside, observed from 200 km altitude on 17 June 2009.
7KHPDSVVKRZDXQLWOHVVUHÀHFWLRQFRHI¿FLHQWQHXWUDOK\GURJHQ
QXPEHUÀX[LQWHJUDWHGRYHUWKHVSHFL¿HGHQHUJ\UDQJHGLYLGHGE\
WRWDOHQHUJ\LQWHJUDWHGVRODUZLQGQXPEHUÀX[DQGFRVLQHRIOXQDU
latitude in the energy ranges (a) 150 eV to 600 eV (b) 30 eV to 100
H9%ODFNFRQWRXUVLQWKHFHQWUHVKRZWKHPDJQHWLF¿HOGPDJQLWXGH
at 30 km altitude obtained from Lunar Prospector data, with lines
for 5 nT, 15 nT and 25 nT. The dotted circle represents the region
of magnetic anomaly and the dashed circle represents the region
MXVW VXUURXQGLQJ WKH DQRPDO\ F  &RQWH[W LPDJH WDNHQ IURP WKH
Clementine greyscale albedo map where the regions M, E and
U indicate 3 sample regions inside the mini-magnetosphere, the
HQKDQFHGÀX[UHJLRQDQGWKHXQGLVWXUEHGUHJLRQUHVSHFWLYHO\

magnetosphere is 360 km across at the surface and is
surrounded by a 300 km thick region of enhanced plasma
flux that results from the solar wind flowing around the mini-magnetosphere, for a magnetic anomaly of strength 100
nT at lunar surface. The observations were made on 17 June 2009 when Chandrayaan-1 was in almost perfect noonmidnight 200 km polar orbit (the angle between day-night terminator and orbital plane was ~90°).

c) Observation of Ions in the Near-Lunar Environment
Night-side ions:

Significant proton

fluxes were detected (Fig. 3) in the near
plasma wake region of the Moon by
the SWIM sensor. The energy of these
night side protons is slightly higher than
of the solar wind protons. The protons
are detected close to the lunar equatorial
SODQH DW D Ü VRODU ]HQLWK DQJOH LH
~50º behind the terminator at a height
of 100 km. The protons came from just
above the local horizon, and move along
the magnetic field in the solar wind
reference frame. The comparison of the
observed proton flux with the predictions
from analytical models of an electrostatic
plasma expansion into a vacuum has

Figure 3: The energy time spectra of ions observed by SWIM for two orbits on 25Jan
2009. The bottom panels represents the observation from the view directions of
SWIM which looks at space, the centre panel represents data from the view directions
towards the Moon limb and the top panel represents observations from view directions
which looks at Moon surface. The population marked A and B are the direct solar wind
H+ and He++ ions, respectively. The population C is the solar wind H+ UHÀHFWHGIURP
Moon surface, D is the accelerated solar wind H+ and E is the night side ions. The grey
ER[HVUHSUHVHQWVZKHQ&KDQGUD\DDQLVRQOXQDUQLJKWVLGH
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shown that the observed velocity is higher than the velocity predicted
by analytical models by a factor of 2 to 3 and that the simple
analytical models cannot explain the observed ion dynamics along
the interplanetary magnetic field in the vicinity of Moon.
Scattered/reflected and accelerated solar wind protons:
In
addition to the night-side ions, SARA has observed solar wind
protons which are scattered/reflected from Moon surface (Fig. 4c).
The energy of the reflected solar wind protons is almost the same as
the incident protons, but the number of reflected protons is ~1% of
the incident solar wind protons (Fig. 4a and 4b). The population of
scattered/ reflected solar wind ions as observed by SWIM is shown
in Fig. 3 (population marked as C in the figure).
SARA has observed accelerated solar wind protons, the source of
which seems to be the solar wind protons that are scattered/ reflected
from Moon surface and accelerated by solar wind convective electric
field. These gyrate around the solar wind magnetic field and enter
the SWIM field of view. They are observed to have higher energy
compared to that of direct solar wind. The observation of accelerated
protons is shown in Fig. 3 (population marked as D in the figure).

G 0RGHOLQJWKH'\QDPLFVRI5HÁHFWHG6RODU:LQG3URWRQVRQWKH
Moon
A test particle approach, where the trajectory of each proton is
computed by integrating the Lorentz force for constant solar wind
conditions, is used to model the surface reflection of solar wind
protons at the Moon and its effects on the global ion distribution
in the vicinity of the Moon. The model considers the three basic
parameters that characterize the reflection process: (1) the fraction
of the precipitating protons that are reflected, (2) the speed of
a reflected proton as a fraction of the incident proton speed, and
(3) the directional (angular) distribution of the reflected protons.
Before each time step, the shadow cells are filled with 1020 proton
metaparticles. Using the SARA observations of the velocity spectrum

Figure 4: Ion observations on 19 February 2009
by the SWIM sensor of the SARA instrument on
Chandrayaan-1. (a, b) Ion energy spectra from
different directions. (c) Observation geometry. The
YLHZ GLUHFWLRQV DUH DSSUR[LPDWHO\ LQ WKH HTXDWRULDO
SODQHDQGWKH\DUHODEHOHGE\WKHDQJOHWRWKHQDGLU
direction. The spectra in (a) show the undisturbed
solar wind from 106° and 116°, while the spectra in
E VKRZWKHSURWRQVUHÀHFWHGIURPWKHVXUIDFH7KH
spectra are averaged over 30 min and are from 12 of
the 16 sectors (the remaining four sectors show only
background values). The plane of the illustration in (c)
LVDSSUR[LPDWHO\WKHHTXDWRULDOSODQH&KDQGUD\DDQ
1 is in a circular polar orbit at 100 km altitude. The
6:,0VHQVRUKDVDWRWDO¿HOGRIYLHZRIIXOOZLGWK
KDOI PD[LPXP î  GLYLGHG LQWR  VHFWRUV DQG D
time resolution of 8 s. The energy resolution is dE/E =
0.07–0.08, depending on viewing direction.

Figure 5:6RODUZLQGSURWRQUHÀHFWLRQXVLQJDK\EULGPRGHO6KRZQLVWKHPDJQLWXGHRIWKH\]FRPSRQHQWRIWKHSURWRQQXPEHUÀX[7KH
parameters for the hybrid run are nsw = 5 cmí7H .J ¨W V¿YHVXEF\FOHVSHUWLPHVWHSI DSSUR[LPDWHO\
8 million meta-protons; the simulation domain is twice as large (a cube with sides 16,000 km); and the grid has 100 cells along each
dimension (1 million cells in total). Also shown, by numbers, are the positions of the two Nozomi observations.
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of these reflected protons, we showed that the reflection of solar wind protons affects the global plasma environment
around Moon (Fig. 5). It is also found that these global perturbations of the ion fluxes and the magnetic fields depend
on microscopic properties of the lunar reflecting surface. Moreover, the kinetic energy density of the reflected ions is a
significant fraction of the solar wind magnetic field energy density, thus the reflected ions should be a strong source of
wave activity around Moon.

Zµo(}u,}vD/WlZvÇvrí
The CHACE experiment on the Moon Impact Probe (MIP) of
Chandrayaan-1 was based on a quadrupole mass spectrometer
covering a mass range of 1-100 amu with a high (better than 0.5 amu)
mass resolution. The inclusion of an electron multiplier enhances its
sensitivity down to the partial pressures as low as ~10-13 torr. Extensive
analysis of the data obtained from CHACE using the in-house
developed software UNMOCHON (UNraveling MOon (CHandra’s)
atmOspheric Neutrals) has revealed the following:

a) Discovery of Higher Total Pressure in the Dayside of the Moon
than anticipated
The total pressure of the dayside lunar atmosphere, which was
measured for the first time, was about 5 (± 0.5) × 10-7 torr (Fig. 6),

Figure 6: Total pressure in the ‘sunlit side’ of the lunar
atmosphere as measured by CHACE onboard the
Moon Impact Probe in the Chandrayaan I mission.

which is three orders higher than its anticipated value (~10-10 torr)
based on anti-sunward side measurements during the Apollo era.
CHACE, having higher dynamic range, could successfully measure
the total pressure during lunar day and could explain why the Apolloera detectors were saturated.

b) Latitudinal and Altitudinal Variation of the Mass spectra of the
Dayside Lunar Atmosphere
During its actual mission on 14 November 2008, the CHACE acquired
650 spectra (each spanning 1 to 100 amu range in 4s), providing, for
the first time in the history of lunar exploration, information on the
neutral atmosphere of the sunlit side of the moon with a latitudinal
coverage of 45ºN to 89ºS (with latitudinal resolution ~0.1º) and
altitudinal coverage from 98 km to the surface (with altitudinal
resolution of ~250 m). The mass spectra obtained just before the

Figure 7: A corrected mass spectrum from CHACE
DFTXLUHG MXVW EHIRUH WKH 0,3 LPSDFWHG DW WKH OXQDU
South pole. The inset shows zoomed spectra for
hevier (50-100 amu) species with a one order lower
pressure scale.

MIP impact of lunar surface is shown in Fig. 7.

c) ‘Direct’ detection of H2O in the Day-side
Lunar Atmosphere
CHACE observations have provided first in situ detection
of water in its vapour phase (amu 18) in the sunlit side
of the moon. The latitudinal trend of the H2O showed
distinct variation indicating an increasing profile from
20oS, maximised at about 65oS and decreased after 70oS
till it impacted the lunar surface (Fig. 8). The detection of
water vapour in lunar atmosphere is in conformity with
water ice detected by the Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3)
of the Chandrayaan and Deep Impact Probe of NASA’s

Figure 8: Trend of the H2O vapour as detected by CHACE. The
reference line is drawn such that it cuts the obeserved CHACE
profile at the latitude after which the Moon Mineral Mapper (M3)
has started regestering signature of H2O ice.
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EPOXI mission. The decrease of the H2O vapour concentration at higher latitudes as registered by CHACE has been
shown to complement the M3 findings (Fig. 8).

d) CO2 Dominance in the Sunlit Lunar Atmosphere
The dominance of CO2 in the sunlit side of the lunar atmosphere,
which was predicted in 1962 by Oepik (1962), was experimentally
confirmed by the CHACE experiment (Figures 9a, 9b; see also Fig.
7). The trends in the latitudinal variation of a large number of species
including heavier ones have been obtained for the first time; four of
these are shown in Fig. 9b. The significant amount of quite a number
of gaseous constituents suggest the critical role played be the lunar
regolith as an adsorbent during night. The thermal desorption appears
to be the dominant process in the evolution of the sunlit atmosphere
of the moon.

Figure 9a: )LUVW H[SHULPHQWDO VLJQDWXUH RI WKH SUHdiction of the CO2 dominance in the lunar dayside
DWPRVSKHUHWKURXJKWKH&+$&(H[SHULPHQW

e) Radiogenic Activities in the Moon
40

Ar, an isotope of the 36Ar, is believed to be a radiogenic decay product
of radioactive 40K. The source of 40Ar in the lunar atmosphere is the
internal release mechanism which is a manifestation of the radiogenic
activities in the deep interiors of moon. The ratio of 40Ar to 36Ar from
other sources like the solar wind is very low (<0.1). The latitudinal
measurements by CHACE has revealed, the ratio to be as high as
2.25 (cf. Fig. 9b).

Zµo(}uWovÇyrÇKÀ}v
a) X-rays from Saturn
A systematic and uniform spectral analysis of the two most recent

Figure 9b: Latitudinal trend of masses 18, 36, 40,
and 44 amu in the southern hemisphere of the
Moon.

(2005) XMM-Newton X-ray observations of Saturn together with the
re-analysis of an earlier (2002) XMM-Newton observation and of
three Chandra X-ray observations in 2003 and 2004 have been conducted.

Figure 10: XMM-Newton EPIC-pn images of Saturn in the 0.3–0.8 keV band for Oct. 2002 (left), Apr. 2005 (middle) and Oct. 2005
(right). Overplotted in white are 26” radius circles centred on the planet. The size of the diagram and of the images is 70” × 70”, and the
(3,&SQLPDJHSL[HOVDUHRI´VLGH 1RUWKLVDWWKHWRSDQG(DVWWRWKHOHIW ,WLVFOHDUWKDWWKHSODQHWZDV;UD\EULJKWHVWLQDQG
weakest, in fact undetected, in Oct. 2005.

Using a suitable X-ray Spectral analysis technique, we could distinguish the coronal component as emission from the
planetary disk, produced by the scattering of solar X-rays in Saturn’s upper atmosphere, and the oxygen fluorescent line
at ~0.53 keV as originating from the Saturnian rings. The strength of the disk X-ray emission decreased over the period
2002–2005 (Fig. 10), following the decay of solar activity towards the minimum in the solar cycle. Comparison of the
relative fluxes of the disk X-ray emission and the oxygen line indicated that the line strength does not vary over the years
in the same fashion as the disk flux (Fig. 11). The connection between solar activity and the strength of Saturn’s disk
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16.

Susarla Raghuram, Introduction to cometary coma, PLANEX Workshop on “Planetary Sciences and Space
Instrumentation” at the Panjab University, Chandigarh, February 1-5, 2010.

17.

R. K. Choudhary, Anil Bhardwaj, P. Sreelatha, R. S. Thampi, M. B. Dhanya, Sudha Ravindran, P. Pradeepkumar,
S. V. Mohankumar, S. K. Shivakumar, C. D. Sharma, CHAndra’s Radio occUltation experiment (CHARU): A
Tool to Study Lunar Ionosphere using Chandrayaan Mission, 16th National Space Science Symposium, Saurashtra
University, Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010.

18.

Susarla Raghuram and Anil Bhardwaj, Cameron Band Emission in Comet 1P/Hartley, 16th National Space Science
Symposium, Saurashtra University, Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010.

19.

R. Satheesh Thampi, Anil Bhardwaj, M. B. Dhanya, Rajkumar Choudhary, S. V. Mohankumar, P. Sreelatha ,P.
Pradeep Kumar, Tirtha Pratim Das, Neha Naik, Anumod, Supriya Gogulapati and Rosmy John, Low Energy
Ion Mass Analyzer (LEIMA) for Planetary Missions, 16th National Space Science Symposium, Saurashtra University,
Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010.

20.

Anil Bhardwaj, M. B. Dhanya, R. Sridharan, Stas Barabash, Martin Wieser, Yoshifumi Futaana, Mats Holmström,
Audrey Schaufelberger, PeterWurz, and Kazushi Asamura, First Results from the SARA Experiment on the
Chandrayaan-1, 16th National Space Science Symposium, Saurashtra University, Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010. (Best Paper
Award)

21.

R. Sridharan, S. M. Ahmed, Tirtha Pratim Das, P. Sreelatha, P. Pradeepkumar, Neha Naik, Gokulapati Supriya
and A. Bhardwaj, Dayside lunar atmosphere unfolded: Results from Chandra’s Altitudinal Composition Explorer
in Chandrayaan-1, 16th National Space Science Symposium, Saurashtra University, Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010.

22.

Sonal Kumar Jain and Anil Bhardwaj, Model Calculation of CO and CO2 Dayglow emission on Mars, 16th
National Space Science Symposium, Saurashtra University, Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010.

23.

M. B. Dhanya, Anil Bhardwaj, Stas Barabash, Martin Wieser, Yoshifumi Futaana, R. Sridharan, Kazushi
Asamura, Mats Holmström, Audrey Schaufelberger, and PeterWurz, Observation of reflected Protons from the
Lunar surface using the SWIM instrument of the SARA on Chandrayaan-1, 16th National Space Science Symposium,
Saurashtra University, Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010.

Highlights of Journal Articles
1)

GRL Cover Page: The GRL paper “First
First Observation of a Mini-Magnetosphere above a Lunar Magnetic
Anomaly using Energetic Neutral Atoms” made the cover page of the March 16, 2010 issue of the journal
Geophysical Research Letters, Vol. 37, No. 5, 2010.

2)

AGU Published Editor’s Highlights with title “Mini-magnetosphere observed on the Moon” on the GRL paper
by Wieser, Barabash, Futaana, Bhardwaj, Sridharan, Dhanya, et al., which was published online on 6 March 2010.

3)

ESA Press Release, October 16, 2009, “Hydrogen offers a New Way to study the Moon” on Planetary and Space
Science paper “Extremely High Reflection of Solar Wind Protons as Neutral Hydrogen Atoms from Regolith in
Space”.

Technical Report
1.

T. P. Das and G. Supriya, Functional tests on mass spectrometer for TSE-2010, SPL:TR-TSE-02-2009.

2.

Neha Naik, T. P. Das, and G. Supriya, GATE test document for EACE payload, SPL:TR-MS-RSR-2010-02.

3.

T. P. Das, Satheesh Thampi, and G. Supriya, Subsystem definition and preliminary Simulation results of the
Guiding Ion Optics (GIO) of the LUCEE (Lunar Composition Explorer) Experiment Proposed for Chandrayaan2 Mission, SPL: TR-LUCE-01-2010
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Anil Bhardwaj
1.

National Academy of Science, India Special Lecture on “Indian Lunar Mission Chandrayaan-1”, Lucknow, Oct.
30, 2009.

2.

Guest of Honour Lecture on “Indian Lunar Mission Chandrayaan-1”, Amity School of Engineering and
Technology, Amity University, Noida, May 22, 2010.

3.

“Sub-keV Atom Reflecting Analyzer (SARA) Experiment aboard the Indian Lunar Mission Chandrayaan-1”,
Sixth AOGS Annual Meeting, Singapore, August 11-15, 2009.

4.

“X-ray Emission from Planetary Bodies”, National Conference of Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Award Winners, Devi
Ahilya University, Indore, July 17-19, 2009.

5.

“Exploration of Planetary Atmospheric Processes”, DST National Discussion Meeting on Atmospheric Sciences,
CAOS, IISc, Bangalore, 22-24 Oct, 2009.

6.

”New findings on Moon from the SARA experiment on board Chandrayaan-1 Mission, Platinum Jubilee Meeting
2 of the Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore, Nov. 13, 2009.

7.

“New Findings on the Moon from the SARA Experiment aboard Chandrayaan-1 Mission”, International
Conference on Astronomy IICFA 2009, Field Marshal K.M. Cariappa College, Madikeri, Karnataka, Dec. 28-30,
2009.

8.

“Planetary Exploration: Future Perspective”, 16th National Space Science Symposium (NSSS-2010), Saurashtra
University, Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010.

9.

“Solar System X-ray Emission”, DST-SERC School on “Space Weather”, Indian Institute of Geomagnetism,
Mumbai, April 23, 2010.

10.

“Indian Lunar Mission Chandrayaan-1”, DST-SERC School on “Space Weather”, Indian Institute of Geomagnetism,
Mumbai, April 23, 2010.

11.

“The Solar System and Planetary Exploration”, Fourth Summer Workshop on Foundations of Space Science and
Technology, Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda University and Kalpana Chawla Centre for Space and Nano
Sciences, Kolkata, May 17, 2010.

12.

“X-ray Emission from the Solar System Bodies”, Colloquium at Raman Research Institute, Bangalore, Nov. 11,
2009.

13.

“X-rays from the Solar System”, Colloquim at Laboratory for Electro-Optics Systems (LEOS), Bangalore, July 31,
2009.

14.

“Chandrayaan-1: Indian First Lunar Mission”, Invited lecture as part of National Technology Day, Centre for
Earth Sciences System (CESS), Trivandrum, June 8, 2010.

15.

Two Lectures on “Solar System” and “Chandrayaan Mission”, delivered to teachers from universities and
colleges as a part of UGC-Refresher course in Physics at Academic Staff College, Univ. of Kerala, Trivandrum, Oct.
7-8, 2009.

Public Outreach Lectures
Anil Bhardwaj
1.
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Invited talk on “Chandrayaan-1 Mission”, delivered at Inauguration of activities of Department of Physics
2009-2010, H.H.M.S.P.B.N.S.S. College for Women, Trivandrum, August 5, 2009.
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2.

Invited talk on “Vision, Mission and Path of Chandrayaan”, delivered at St. Mary’s College, Tuticorin, Tamil
Nadu, October 1, 2009.

3.

Invited Talk on “Space: Excitement for Learning”, delivered at Teachers’ Workshop as a part of Space Week
Celebrations at VSSC, Trivandrum, October 5, 2009.

4.

Invited talk on “Indian Lunar Mission Chandrayaan-1”, delivered at St. Joseph’s College, Devagiri, Calicut,
October 10, 2009.

5.

Invited talk on “The Solar System”, delivered at Astronomy Club of the Regional Science Centre & Planetarium,
Calicut, October 10, 2009.

6.

Invited talk on “Chandrayaan-1 Mission”, delivered at Kendriya Vidyalaya, Akkulam, Trivandrum, October 19,
2009.

7.

Invited talk on “The Solar System”, delivered at Christ Nagar School, Trivandrum, November 5, 2009.

8.

Invited talk on “Lunar Mission: Chandrayaan-1”, delivered at Holy Angels’ ISC School, Nanthencode,
Trivandrum, Jan. 23, 2010.

9.

Invited talk on “Indian Lunar Mission - Chandrayaan-1”, delivered at St. Thomas College, Pala, Kottayam,
February 2, 2010.

10.

Invited talk on “Indian Lunar Mission - Chandrayaan-1”, delivered at Sarabhai Institute of Science and
Technology, Vellanad, Trivandrum, March 24, 2010.

11.

Special lecture on “Indian Lunar Mission - Chandrayaan-1”, delivered at Regional Science City, Lucknow, under
aegis of Lucknow Chapter of NASI, April 9, 2010.

12.

“Indian Lunar Mission Chandrayaan-1”, Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda University and Kalpana Chawla
Centre for Space and Nano Sciences, Kolkata, May 17, 2010.
Satheesh Thampi

13.

“Star and Planet formation – An overview”, delivered at the ‘Astronomy camp’ organized by St. Xavier’s college,
Palayamkottai, 22 March, 2010.

}vÀv}(^]v.^]}v}v(v
Anil Bhardwaj

International
1.

Convener, Session PS14 “Comparative Planetology: Solar and Extra Solar Planets”, AOGS AOGS 6th Annual
Meeting, Singapore, August 11-15, 2009.

2.

Co-Convener, Session PS17 “New Results from Lunar Missions and Related Science”, AOGS 6th Annual
Meeting, Singapore, August 11-15, 2009.
Co-Convener, Session ST17 “Future Space Missions and Instrumentation for Space and Planetary Science”,

3.

AOGS 6th Annual Meeting, Singapore, August 11-15, 2009.

National
1.

Co-Convener, Parallel Session 4 “The Solar System bodies including Planetary system”, XVI National Space
Science Symposium 2010, Saurashtra University, Rajkot, 24-27 February 2010.
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National
1.

Anil Bhardwaj, National Conference of Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Award Winners, Devi Ahilya University, Indore,
July 17-19, 2009.

2.

Anil Bhardwaj, M. B. Dhanya, Low Cost Planetary Mission Conference (LCPM 8), Goa, Aug. 31-Sept. 4, 2009.

3.

M. B. Dhanya and Anil Bhardwaj, Chandrayaan-1 Science Meeting, ISRO HQ, Bangalore, Sept. 7-8, 2010.

4.

Anil Bhardwaj, DST National Discussion Meeting on Atmospheric Sciences, IISc, Bangalore, 22-24 Oct, 2009.

5.

Anil Bhardwaj, Second Platinum Jubilee Meeting of the Indian Academy of Sciences, Bangalore, Nov. 13, 2009.

6.

Anil Bhardwaj, International Conference on Astronomy IICFA 2009, Field Marshal K.M. Cariappa College, Madikeri,
Karnataka, Dec. 28-30, 2009.

7.

Anil Bhardwaj, Satheesh Thampi, Sonal Kumar Jain, 16th National Space Science Symposium, Saurashtra University,
Rajkot, Feb. 24-27, 2010.

8.

Anil Bhardwaj and R. Satheesh Thampi, 97th Indian Science Congress, Thiruvananthapuram, January 3-7, 2010.

9.

Gogulapati Supriya, and S. Raghuram, 10th PLANEX Workshop on “Planetary Sciences and Space
Instrumentation”, Panjab University, Chandigarh, February 1-5, 2010.

10.

M. B. Dhanya and Anil Bhardwaj, Chandrayaan-1 Science Meeting, PRL, Ahmedabad, Feb. 8-9, 2010.

International
1.

Anil Bhardwaj, Sixth AOGS Annual Meeting, Singapore, August 11-15, 2009.

2.

R. Satheesh Thampi, COSPAR Capacity Building Workshop 2009 on Lunar And Planetary Surface Science, Harbin
Institute of Technology, Harbin, China, 6–19 September, 2009..

3.

M. B. Dhanya, Swedish Institute of Space Physics (IRF), Kiruna, Sweden, April 5 – May 8, 2010.

u]À]
Internship
M. Phil.: 2
M.Sc. Physics: 1
IIST M.S. Support for practical work.
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Krishnamoorthy K.
Suresh Babu S.
Sreekanth V.
Mukunda Gogoi
Sobhan Kumar K.
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Pramod P. P.
Ajeesh kumar P. S.
Santosh Kumar Pandey
Vijayakumar S Nair
Naseema Beegum
Jai Prakash Chaubey
Arun Kumar V. H
Manoj M. R.

Also Contributed to the Science

Mannil Mohan
Prabha R Nair
Imran Girach Asatar
Marina Aloysius
Prijith S.
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A

erosol Radiative Forcing over India (ARFI) and Integrated Campaign for Aerosol gases and Radiation Budget
(ICARB) are the two hallmark national projects of ISRO-GBP, implemented by SPL and aiming at evolving

accurate regional aerosol characterization, incorporating the heterogeneities in space, time, and spectral domains for
periodic estimate of Aerosol Radiative Forcing over India and to assess the impacts on regional and global climate.
While ARFI involves continuous time series measurements using the national network of aerosol observatories, ICARB
follows an integrated, multi-platform approach involving aircraft, ship and satellites besides the ARFI network addressing
to specific problems pertinent to ARFI. With a view to quantifying the climate implications (especially on Indian
Summer Monsoon) of the atmospheric warming by elevated aerosol layers and its north-south gradients, discovered
during ICARB, a focused experiment RAWEX (Regional Aerosol Warming Experiment) has been formulated under
ARFI, which would bring a synergy of measurements and modeling. These are supplemented with the measurements
at remote sites such as Antarctic, Arctic and Himalayas providing an insight into the back ground aerosol conditions.
Besides, ARFI also aims at capacity building in aerosol science and to provide national data on aerosol parameters for
societal application and planning policy matters

^ovÀoZ}Pv]]v}}o}}À}v]P]}v}µv
/v]W/uo]}v}]À(}]vP
The large volume of spatially, (in horizontal as well as in vertical) and temporally resolved data on the optical, physical
and chemical properties of aerosols, obtained from ship-borne, airborne and fixed station measurements (island
stations) over the oceanic regions surrounding India during the Integrated Campaign for Aerosols gases and Radiation
Budget (ICARB), have been synthesized and spatial mosaics of aerosol radiative forcing (ARF) have been generated. A
schematic configuration of ICARB showing land, ocean and air segments is shown in Fig. 1.
The spatial variations of the ARF at the top of the atmosphere (TOA),
atmosphere (ATM) and surface (SUR) over the ICARB domain are
shown respectively in panels
identified as a, b, c in Fig. 2.
Besides being considerably
lower than the mean values
reported earlier for this region,
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of ICARB showing
land, ocean and air segments.

ICARB has revealed large
differences in the forcing
components between the Bay

of Bengal and the Arabian Sea.
Significant cooling, ( < -20 Wm-2 ) at the TOA and (- 45Wm-2) at the surface
with an atmospheric warming as high as 20 to 25 Wm-2, is observed over the
northern Bay of Bengal where aerosol optical depth (AOD) values went up
to ~0.9 at 500 nm (the region denoted as R1 in the figure). Compared to this,
the southeastern Bay of Bengal (R2) showed much lower values (in absolute
magnitude) of the forcing and very small (~5 Wm-2) atmospheric warming.
The ATM forcing decreased continuously with latitude from 13 Wm-2 at
20°N to 9 Wm-2 at 6°N (with peak of 25 Wm-2 around R1). Compared to
this, all the three components of the forcing were lower over the Arabian
Sea. Nevertheless, the spatial heterogeneities were significant; with regions
R3 and R4 showing higher atmospheric warming compared to the rest of the
ocean. It is also interesting to notice that higher warming persisted over the
ocean down the peninsula and around Sri Lanka.
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of ARF at (a)
top of the atmosphere, (b) atmosphere and
(c) surface.
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The spatial distribution of the atmospheric forcing efficiency
estimated by normalizing the forcing to AOD is shown in
Fig. 3. The regionally averaged aerosol-induced atmospheric
forcing efficiency was 31 ± 6 W m-2 W-1 for the Bay of Bengal
while it was only 18 ± 7 W m-2 W-1 for the Arabian Sea.
Interestingly, and in sharp contrast to Fig. 2, high values of
forcing efficiencies were seen over the central parts of the
Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal, and not over the head Bay
of Bengal or southeastern Arabian Sea where the forcing
components were high. This was rather unexpected because

Figure 3:6SDWLDOGLVWULEXWLRQRIDWPRVSKHULFIRUFLQJHI¿FLHQF\

these regions are far away from the so called source regions
such as Indo Gangetic Plain (IGP) and coastal India. On the
other hand more, absorbing aerosols or aerosols capable of
imparting higher ATM forcing were located in the mid-ocean,
even though their abundance was smaller. Moreover, in the
regions of high AOD over Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal
(R1, R3 and R5) the efficiency of atmospheric absorption by
aerosols was much smaller. The coastal regions, though are rich
in aerosols are thus less efficient in forcing the atmosphere. In
other words, the high abundance of aerosols in this region is
of more scattering type than absorbing, whereas even though
the abundance is small, the aerosols over the region R2 and
R4 are capable of significantly forcing the atmosphere. Thus,
the observation of a region of high AOD, per say, does not
imply large atmospheric warming. This again emphasizes the
need for using realistic aerosol models to estimate the radiative
impacts of aerosols.
The radiant energy absorbed by the aerosols, represented by
ARF (ATM) in Fig. 2 middle panel, leads to the heating of the
atmosphere where the aerosol abundance is significant. The

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of aerosol heating rate over
Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal.

heating rate of the atmosphere resulting from the radiative
absorption of aerosols in the atmosphere is estimated for 1° X
1° and is shown in Fig. 4. The spatial distribution of aerosol
heating rate showed very high (~ 0.5 K day-1) values over the
northern Bay of Bengal and very low (~0.1 K day-1) values
over the southeastern Arabian Sea.
The longitudinal and latitudinal variations of heating rate
over Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea, are shown in Fig. 5.
While the Bay of Bengal depicted an increase in heating rate
from 9°N to 19°N and a weak increase due south of 9°N and
decrease above 19°N, heating rate values over the Arabian Sea
showed an increase from north to south, which also was rather
unexpected. Striking feature observed in the longitudinal
variations is the consistent increasing trend in the aerosol
heating rate from far west towards the east. This increasing

Figure 5: Meridional (top) and zonal (bottom)
distribution of aerosol heating rate over the Arabian
Sea and Bay of Bengal.
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trend, increasing from < 0.1 K day-1 due west of
70°E to ~ 0.5 K day-1 at 90°E is highly significant.
Such observation of large zonal and meridional
gradients in aerosol induced heating rate over the
oceanic regions around the Indian peninsula is first
of its kind.
The airborne measurements during the ICARB have
revealed the presence of elevated aerosol layers,
even over the Ocean; the shape of the profile being
significantly different from those used in standard
radiative transfer models. As such, the effect of
realistic models was investigated and the results
are shown in Fig. 6. While the column integrated
forcing did not change much, large differences were
seen in the layer heating, with values going as high
as 1 K day-1 km-1 at the layer. This implies a vertically
heterogeneous distribution of aerosol heating, the
implications of this to the local meteorology and
climate need to be examined.

Yµ]r]vv]o}]oo}v]vo
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The long term time series data of AOD at four
tropical stations over Asia, Arabia and Africa are
examined to delineate signatures of long period

Figure 6: 9HUWLFDO SUR¿OHV RI GLIIHUHQWLDO $5) $70  OHIW SDQHO  DQG
KHDWLQJ UDWH ULJKW  HVWLPDWHG IRU   VWDQGDUG 6%'$57 H[WLQFWLRQ
SUR¿OHV 67'   SUR¿OHVLQFRUSRUDWLQJOLGDUGHULYHGH[WLQFWLRQSUR¿OHV
03/ DQG  OLGDUGHULYHGH[WLQFWLRQSUR¿OHVDORQJZLWK66$SUR¿OHV
(MPL+SSA), estimated from the in situ measurements of BC and
composite aerosols.

oscillations in AOD associated with natural planetary
scale oscillations. Of these, two were ISRO-GBP
network observatories of Trivandrum (8.55°N,
76.9°E, TVM) and Anantapur (14.7°N, 77.6°E,
ATP), with measurements of spectral AODs using
Multi-Wavelength Radiometer, and the other two
were AERONET stations; Ouagadougou (12.2° N,
1.4°W, OGU, in Africa) and Solar Village (24.98°N,
46.38°E, SV, in Arabia).
The time series of monthly mean AOD at 500 nm
showed the presence of strong oscillations with
periods of 2-3 years (Quasi Biennial Oscillations,
QBO) in addition to the annual oscillations. The
corresponding monthly mean (NCEP) zonal wind
speed U, at 50 hPa level also depicted similar
oscillations. With a view to resolving the dominant
periodicities, wavelet analysis was performed on the
time series data and the results are shown in Fig.
7 (left panel) for AOD, right panel for zonal winds
(at 50 hPa). All the four stations revealed a strong
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annual component (AO, period ~12 months) in both

Figure 7: The wavelet spectra of the time series of monthly mean AOD
(at 500 nm) along with that of zonal wind U at 50 hPa for each of the
stations.
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AOD and U and significant signatures of QBO with periodicity in the range ~ 20-32 months. To quantify these, the
amplitudes as well as phases of these periodicity were estimated and from the amplitudes, the percentage contribution
of each periodicities to the climatological annual mean was calculated. It is observed that the QBO, which is basically a
stratospheric phenomenon, contributed as much as 10 % to 19 % to the annual mean AOD at 500 nm; with the highest
contribution (19 %) at OGU and least (10 %) at SV. This observation is important on two considerations (i) The QBO
in wind which primarily is a stratospheric phenomenon, producing significant oscillations in columnar AOD over
tropics, meaning significant aerosol loading in the tropical stratosphere and (ii) despite the QBO being weaker at extratropics, it produced significant impact at Solar Village. This could be due to the presence of the anomalous meridional
circulation associated with the stratospheric QBOU. During the easterly (westerly) phase of the QBOU, the contrasting
thermal regimes in the lower and upper stratosphere favor equatorial convection (subsidence) and an off-equatorial
subsidence (convection); hence a cooler and higher (warmer and lower) tropopause near the equator and a warmer and
lower (cooler and higher) tropopause at the off equatorial regions. Hence, during the westerly phase of the QBOU, the
divergence from the equatorial upper troposphere would enhance the aerosol loading at the off equatorial station SV,
where the amplitude of QBOU is normally negligible. This leads to the mixing up of tropospheric air, resulting in the
entrainment of significant amount of tropospheric aerosols to the stratosphere, leading to an increase in the abundance
of stratospheric aerosols, which could then be modulated by the stratospheric QBOU.
As the cloud scavenging and rainout are effective removal mechanisms of the atmospheric aerosols, it is logical that
such oscillations in Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR, cloudiness) and rainfall would modulate the AOD variations.
This has been ascertained by the corresponding wavelet spectra of the time series data of the monthly mean OLR (at all
the stations) and rainfall (at the Indian stations). This is because, in the tropics easterly (westerly) QBOU causes cooler
(warmer) and higher (lower) tropopause, and thereby enhanced (reduced) convection and hence the in-phase relation
between QBOU and OLR at the equatorial stations, and an out-of-phase relation at the off-equatorial stations. As the
rainfall is a highly efficient aerosol removal mechanism through wet deposition the positive phase of QBO in rainfall
would lead to increased wet removal, hence reduced aerosol loading and lower AOD. This investigation revealed the
non-ignorable role of large scale atmospheric dynamics in modulating the aerosol environment.

}}ou]}ZÇ]}À}]o}o}v]v((}uZo
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Changes in the microphysical properties of aerosols in response to changes in synoptic meteorology and the consequent
changes in aerosol source strengths have significant implications to the optical and radiative impact of aerosols. The
curvatures of Angstrom equation in optical depth, (W) and wavelength, (O) domains carry imprints of these. Accordingly
an investigation of the derivatives of the Angstrom exponent in the spectral (D’O) and optical depth domains (D’W) have
been carried out at Trivandrum using 7 years continuous data. The relevant equations are

The AOD-O relationship changed from a parabolic curvature during winter monsoon season (December through
February, WMS), to a hyperbolic curvature during summer monsoon season (June to September, SMS) and almost
linear relationship during the transition periods of inter monsoon (IMS, March to May) and post monsoon seasons
(PMS, October and November).
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The derivatives, D’O and D’W, of the Angstrom
exponent, were estimated using the above
equations for each of the monthly mean
AOD spectra from January 2000 to December
2006 and their temporal variations are shown
in Fig. 8. Strong seasonal variations are seen,
which are consistent over the years. From
their positive values ( >1) during WMS, D’
go highly negative (-1 to -3) during SMS.
The decrease is gradual and occurs through
IMS and the recovery later is also gradual
through PMS. The two derivatives (D’W and

Figure 8: Temporal variation of the derivatives of Angstrom wavelength
H[SRQHQW.¶ LQZDYHOHQJWKGRPDLQ DQG.¶2 (in AOD domain).

D’O) showed excellent mutual correlation,
implying prevalence of at least two prominent
sources, the strengths of which varied seasonally. Both the derivatives were positively correlated with AODs at the short
wavelengths (0.38 and 0.5 Pm), while at longer wavelength (1.025 m) the correlation became negative; implying a
change in aerosol size spectrum from accumulation mode dominance to coarse mode dominance.
Columnar size distributions (CSD) have been retrieved from monthly mean spectral AODs following constrained linear
inversion technique which showed a transformation from bimodal log normal distribution with the primary mode at
mean radius of < 0.2 µm and a prominent secondary mode at ~1 µm during IMS, SMS and PMS to a combination
of a power law followed by a unimodal distribution during WMS. This secondary mode is attributed to the combined
effect of advected sea salt during SMS and long-range transported mineral dust particles during IMS and SMS. During
WMS fine, accumulation mode aerosols dominated the size spectrum. This also is in general conformity to the monthly
variations of aerosol mass size distributions estimated using a Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM), which showed
gradual increase in the particle size having maximum concentration from ~ 0.35 m in WMS to reach the highest value
of ~ 1.2 m during SMS and decreased towards PMS.
With a view to verify the above arguments,
7-day isentropic airmass back trajectories for
all the days of MWR measurements, arriving
at TVM were computed. Segregating these
in terms of the seasons (WMS, IMS, SMS
and PMS), cluster analysis was carried out
at two height levels of 1800 m (above ABL)
and 3600 m (free troposphere), the results
of which are shown in Fig. 9. It revealed
pathway clusters for advection of aerosols in
different seasons. During WMS, the clusters
that contributed significantly were from (i)
East Asia (ii) Central India/Indo Gangetic
Plain (iii) Southern Peninsula and (iv) Bay
of Bengal. Towards IMS, there is shift, with
~ 70% of the trajectories being confined to
western coastal India/ Arabian Sea. During
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SMS all the trajectories were from the west
of the measurement location forming three

Figure 9: The trajectory clusters arriving at the measurement site during (a) WMS
(b) IMS (c) SMS and (d) PMS.
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different groups: (i) the coastal Middle East (ii) equatorial Indian Ocean and (iii) from the western coastal region of the
peninsula. During PMS, the observed four different trajectory groups were from (i) Arabian Sea, (i) Bay of Bengal, (iii)
East Asia, and (iv) Central India. This seasonally changing airmass impacted the column optical depth as well as the
size distribution of aerosols distinctively.
At this juncture, it is interesting to simulate the effect of the curvature of D in the wavelength domain on inferred
AODs at near IR wavelengths, and the consequence on short wave radiative forcing (RF). In the normal practice in
RF estimation, aerosol models are constructed, which reproduce the observed spectral AODs within the experimental
uncertainties over the wavelengths of MWR/MTOPS and then, use that spectral relationship to estimate AODs at the
longer wavelengths, where there are no measurements, using a simple Angstrom relation. However, when the spectral
AODs show significant deviations from the simple Angstrom relation, this would not be applicable. Our analysis
revealed that use of simple Angstrom relation led to an overestimation (by ~70%) in WMS, during SMS it led to a 100%
underestimation. This signifies the need for better characterization of the microphysics of aerosols derived from their
spectral AODs. With a view to bridge the gap the development of an infrared radiometer is being contemplated.

DµorÇ]vÀP}v}(vrµ(v}oµuv}}o}À]µPZU
E}Zvo}}v}(/v]W,}Pv]Ç]v}µ]u
Owing to their highly region specific nature of properties (optical, physical and chemical) regional characterization
of aerosols assumes significance. Even though the columnar aerosol properties are generally considered for assessing
the radiative impacts of aerosols, the role of near-surface aerosols is equally important. Despite this, characterization
of near-surface aerosols and their contribution to columnar properties is sparse over India, in general, and over the
northeastern part of India in particular. This region is unique owing to its characteristic dense vegetation, vast water
bodies and the distinctive topography, with mountains in the north, east and south and the highly developed IndoGangetic Plain towards the west and very little efforts to characterize these.
The multi-year data on the concurrent measurements of columnar (spectral aerosol optical depth) and near-surface
aerosol mass concentration and size distribution over Dibrugarh, have been examined to addresses to the vertical
heterogeneity in aerosol properties.
Our investigations revealed that the
percentage contribution of extinction
coefficient by the boundary layer
aerosols to the columnar AOD
showed large temporal variations as
shown in Fig. 10; with ~70% during
retreating-monsoon and droping
down to ~35% during winter
season, and further to the lowest
(< 26%) during pre-monsoon and
monsoon seasons, indicating large
contribution by aerosols present
above the atmospheric boundary
layer and in the free troposphere.
Trajectory
clustering
and
concentration weighted trajectory
(CWT) analyses (Fig. 11) indicated

Figure 10:3HUFHQWDJHFRQWULEXWLRQRIQHDUVXUIDFHH[WLQFWLRQFRHIILFLHQWVWRFROXPQDU
AOD

that the potential sources over
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Figure 11: Concentration weighted trajectory (CWT) map for total aerosol mass concentration (Pg m-3) during
winter, pre-monsoon, monsoon and ret-monsoon season, along with the trajectory clusters.

the west Asian locations and that over the Indo-Gangetic Plains (IGP) significantly contributed to the total aerosol
abundance over Dibrugarh during winter and pre-monsoon season; while the IGP along with local sources contributed
significantly in retreating monsoon.

}À}ovv]ÀvP]vPÇv}Á
Mass concentrations (MB) of aerosol black carbon (BC) and
(MT) of the composite (total) aerosols were measured over
two Antarctic locations, Maitri (70ºS, 12ºE, 123 m MSL)
and Larsemann Hills (LH; 69ºS, 77ºE, 48 m MSL) as a
part of the 28th Indian Scientific Expedition to Antarctica
(ISEA); for 22 days at LH (17th January 2009 10th February
2009) and for 24 days at Maitri from (18th February 2009 to
14th March 2009). The cruise track and the locations of the
sampling stations are shown in Fig. 12. The two sampling
locations have distinctly different features. The location LH,
where India is going to have its third station, is one of the
pristine island (in group of islands) very near to the open
Ocean and as of now it is free from any human habitat. On
the other hand Maitri, is situated on Schirmacher Oasis (a
rocky area of 35 km2) which is near to continental ice, 75
km away from the open Ocean.
Our measurements showed that, BC and its mass fraction

Figure 12: The cruise track and the locations of the aerosol
sampling stations.

to the total aerosols were much higher over Maitri (~75 ng
m-3 and 2%) compared to LH (13 ng m-3 and 0.2 %) indicating the effects of local station activities, effect of long range
transport, and changes in the prevailing background conditions. At both the locations, sharp fall in BC concentration
occurred rather abruptly during blizzards during which the values decreased continuously to reach nearly half the pre-
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Figure 13: Temporal variation of the daily mean MB during the
SHULRGRIWKHH[SHGLWLRQLVVKRZQLQWKHWRSSDQHOZKHUHWKH
points are the daily mean values and the vertical bars through
WKHPUHSUHVHQWWKHHQVHPEOHVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQTXDQWLI\LQJ
the spread of the values. The values pertaining to each of the
stations (LH and Maitri) are identified by the bars in the figure
where the unshaded parts with the letter B identifies the blizzard events with the length of the unshaded bar corresponding to the duration of the blizzard. The time series of the BC
scavenging during the long blizzard event at LH (marked as
long white bar in top panel) and an intense snow fall event at
Maitri are shown in the middle and bottom panels, respectively.

Figure 14: Mean Spectral variation of absorption coefficient
over Larsemann Hills and Maitri is shown in the top panel where
the vertical bars through the point are the standard deviation of
WKHPHDQYDOXHV7KHWLPHVHULHVRI$QJVWURPH[SRQHQW Dabs)
LVVKRZQLQWKHPLGGOHSDQHODQGWKHIUHTXHQF\GLVWULEXWLRQRI
Dabs is shown in the bottom panel.

blizzard values (Fig. 13). There was a rapid recovery after the event indicating quick replenishment. The amounts of BC
getting deposited on snow and ice by scavenging have climate implication through changes in snow albedo.
From the spectral optical attenuation measurements, spectral variation of aerosol absorption coefficient (1abs) for LH and
Maitri were evaluated and then Angstrom exponent is estimated (Fig. 14). It is seen that 1abs decreased monotonically
from shorter to longer wavelengths at both the stations despite the large differences in the absolute magnitude between
Maitri and LH. The Angstrom exponent (.abs) estimated from the spectral values of absorption coefficients (1abs) are
found to vary from 0.5 to 1 indicating high BC/OC ratio
indicating fossil fuel combustion are the major sources of
BC over Antarctica.

tz/ZWKovZÇ]o
Z]}(Ç}(vPo}}o
During the Winter Integrated Campaign for Aerosols gases
and Radiation Budget (W_ICARB), the entire Bay of
Bengal (BoB) region (bound between 76.6°E to 97.5°E and
3.5°N to 21°N) has been explored extensively in a span of
34 days (from December 2008-January 2009), following the
track shown in the Fig. 15, with extensive and concurrent
measurements of aerosol parameters using identical, inter
calibrated instruments onboard the oceanographic research
vessel (ORV) Sagar Kanya during its cruise # SK254. In the

Figure 15: The cruise track (in the solid lines with the arrow
marks) along with the prevailing winds during W_ICARB
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present study, we examine the spatial features of columnar spectral aerosol optical depth (AOD) (measured using 5channel Microtops (pre-calibrated at NASA)) as well as the mass size distributions of near surface aerosols (using a 10stage Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) cascade Impactor) in the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL), and
vertical heterogeneities using the vertical profiles of aerosol extinction, derived from the CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol
Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations) data
The spatial distribution of AOD (at
500 nm) over the cruise area is shown
in Fig. 16, which reveals significant
heterogeneity. Based on the mean
pattern and geographical distinctiveness,
the study area has been divided into
seven regions, R1 to R7 (as shown in
figure) within which the AOD was fairly

Figure 16: The spatial map of AOD (at 500 nm) during W_ICARB.

homogenous but differed significantly
between the regions. Examining these,
the highest AODs (going as high as 0.8

at 500 with an average of ~ 0.5) were
observed over region R2, in the northern or head BoB, and moderately high AODs (>0.4) over R1 and the lowest AODs
(~ 0.1) prevailed in the northeastern region (R3).
The Angstrom wavelength exponent D and turbidity coefficient E were also estimated, and the corresponding spatial
pattern is shown in Fig. 17. Over the entire oceanic regions having proximity to mainland/islands (regions including
R1, R2, R3 and R4), D remained high (>1.2), with the highest values (as high as 1.5) occurring over R3, where the AOD
values were very low. Even over the mid-oceanic region, frequent occurrence of D >1.0 were noticed, except at a few
patches centered at R5 and R6. The Angstrom turbidity coefficient E followed the pattern similar to that of AOD (Fig.
17 (right panel)). Values of E remained generally high (~0.2) over the entire regions of R1 and R2 and the highest values
(~0.3) occurred in R2 indicating high columnar loading over the region. The least values of E occurred throughout the
region R3 (~0.05) where the columnar loading was low.

Figure 17: OHIWSDQHO 7KHVSDWLDOYDULDWLRQRI$QJVWURPZDYHOHQJWKH[SRQHQWD and (right panel) turbidity coefficient E.
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With a view to delineating the role of transported (log-range) aerosols towards the observed spatial pattern; we examined
the 5-day isentropic airmass back trajectories arriving at each of the 7 regions at 1500 m (above MABL). The analysis
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revealed the advection from the west Asia and northwest India along with that for central India/IGP have significant
role in modifying the aerosol properties over R1 and R2. Over R3, the trajectories arrived were mainly from the eastern
coastal India while over R4 revealed significant advection from the continental locations of East Asia and south China
and the trajectories reaching R4 were found to have originated from the western coastal regions of East Asia. The
trajectories arriving at R6 and R7 were mostly oceanic in nature.
The shallow MABL in the northern BoB during winter season favors confinement of aerosols near to the surface
and as such, these would contribute significantly towards the column AOD. As such, it is important to examine the
characteristics of MABL aerosols vis-à-vis with those of the columnar aerosols. With a view to this, we examined the
surface based size segregated measurements of aerosol mass concentration using Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM).
The spatial variation of the coarse mode mass concentration, MC, accumulation mode mass concentrations, MA and the
accumulation fraction, FA are shown in Fig. 18.

Figure 18: The spatial variation of MC, MA and Accumulation fraction (FA) for the campaign period

Isolated pockets of high values of MC are observed over R1, R2 and R5 with values as high as ~ 25 g m-3, and
moderately high values (15 - 20 g m-3) are observed over the southern part of R4 (near the southern part of Andaman
Nicobar islands). Very high values of MA (reaching ~ 50 g m-3) were observed over R1 and R2 and moderately high
values (~ 40 g m-3) over the northern part of R4. Over R3, where the highest values of D were observed, the values of
MA were found to be very low (~ 5-15 g m-3), This might be either due to large difference in aerosol properties between
the column and surface or the size range contributing towards the total mass might be finer when compared with the
accumulation mode size range. The accumulation mass fraction was generally very high (> 0.6) over most of the BoB.
Extremely high values of accumulation fraction (>0.9) are observed over R1 and R2. It is interesting to note that over
R3 and R5, where MA values were low, the accumulation fraction is found to be fairly high (~0.6), nevertheless, lesser
than those observed over R1 and R2. Low values of MA prevailed over R7, except near the coastal Trivandrum.
Examining the spatial variation of fine mode aerosol (r d 0.1 Pm) higher fractions existed over the coastal regions of
R1 (reaching as high as 0.8), the entire region of R3, as well as the northern part of R4. The high values of D, low MA
and high FA clearly reveal the fine mode aerosol abundance over R3 compared to accumulation and coarse modes. The
observations also indicate the prevalence of similar airmass types over R1 and R3, in line with the earlier finding of
potential advection of aerosols from eastern India over R3.
The dynamics of the MABL plays an important role in the vertical distribution of aerosols over any given region even
though it is weaker over ocean compared to the landmass. Short scale weather phenomena, long-range transport of
aerosols above the MABL, and stratified turbulences would lead to vertical heterogeneity in aerosol profile. With a
view to examining these, we have examined the temporal variations of mass concentrations in the MABL (MT) with
the column AOD over different regions. Over R1 and R2, both the parameters correlated poorly indicating that over
these regions, the MABL and the column properties differed significantly and hence there exists vertical heterogeneity
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in aerosol properties. However, over R3 and R4 excellent linear dependence
between MT and AOD with high correlation implying a rather homogeneous
vertical distribution is noticed.
To vindicate these inferences based on concurrent vertical profiles of
aerosols over BoB, we examined the vertical profiles of extinction from
CALIPSO during the study period for all the regions and the regional
average profiles are shown in Fig. 19. The regions R1 and R2 showed high
values of extinction with the presence of two layer structures; one within
the MABL (0.5-1 km) and the other above ~2 km. Over the regions R3
and R4, the profiles did not indicate any elevated layer structure and the
values of extinction remained nearly steady upto ~2 km. These findings
lend further support to the earlier inference.

Figure 19: The altitude variations of
&$/,362 GHULYHG QRUPDOL]HG H[WLQFWLRQ
coefficient averaged over different regions

]Puv}(tz/Z
The first phase of ICARB (ICARB-2006) provided the first experimental evidence of the prevalence of elevated aerosols
over the Indian landmass and coastal waters with a strong meridional gradient. However, the airborne measurements
during ICARB-2006 were quite limited in their spatial coverage to coastal and western parts of the Bay of Bengal and
did not explore the central and far-off locations over the BoB. With a view to bridging this gap and also to examine the
seasonal distinctiveness in the aerosol characteristics, a sequel integrated campaign (W_ICARB, W stands for winter)
was carried out during the winter season (December 2008 – January 2009).
Under the air segment of W_ICARB, a total of 18 aircraft sorties were carried out, during which extensive air borne
measurements were made from the island station Port Blair (11.63 oN; 92.71oE) in the Bay of Bengal, in addition to
the measurements from the coastal stations Visakhapatnam (17.7oN; 83.3oE) and Chennai (13 oN; 80oE) along the east
coast of India, Mangalore (12.96oN, 74.89oE) on the west coast and Hyderabad (17.45oN; 78.45oE) in the central India,
enabling a long longitudinal and latitudinal coverage.

9HUWLFDOSURÀOHRIDHURVROVLQJOHVFDWWHULQJDOEHGRRYHUZHVWFRDVWRI,QGLDGXULQJ:B,&$5%

on the aerosol system also increased.
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The altitude profiles of aerosol absorption coefficient, (Vabs at 880 nm) and total scattering coefficient (Vtsc at 550 nm)
over Mangalore (12.96oN, 74.89oE; 103 m amsl)
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Figure 20: (a) Altitude profiles of aerosol absorption coefficient (Vabs,
by the accumulation mode aerosols, and as the
EODFN VROLG VTXDUHV RI ILUVW SDQHO  DQG VFDWWHULQJ FRHIILFLHQW Vtsc, blue
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The ICARB findings have provided unequivocal evidences for the persistence of elevated layers of enhanced aerosol
extinction over Indian region with a northward gradient in the layer height, and warming amplitude. Synthesis of ground
based MWR data from Jodhpur with the thermal IR data from METEOSAT, have demonstrated that the absorption
efficiency of dust over Indian region is substantially higher than those over Saharan regions. Aircraft measurements
during ICARB have shown enhanced BC concentration above the boundary layer (in the region of 2 to 4 km). Model
estimates showed that the enhanced aerosol absorption by these layers would lead to large atmospheric warming, which
could reach peak values of 3 to 5 K during local noon at 3 to 5 km during the pre-monsoon season when the region
receives high solar insolation and experience increasing cloudiness. This warming has strong meridional gradient;
from about a degree at ~2 km over the ocean, gradually increasing to about 5 K at around 4 km over Central India.
This aerosol layer persists over the entire Indian region
during the summer season, as revealed by the ARFI
network observations, and also from the examination
of CALIPSO data, which showed the layer rising up
to ~ 5 km at the Himalayan region.
Examining this exciting discovery in the backdrop
of the climate simulations of the possible impacts of
the elevated warming on monsoon circulation and
rainfall distributions over Asia, SPL has taken up a
new multi-year, multi-disciplinary, field campaign
called ARFI_RAWEX (Aerosol Radiative Forcing
over India - Regional Aerosol Warming Experiment)
as a part of the ARFI. Under this, a chain of supersites (Trivandrum, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Nagpur,
Delhi, Dehra dun and Hanle) is being set up along the
meridional line (Fig 32) having intense observations
with all other ARFI network providing the necessary
supporting data.

Figure 32: ARFI network stations involved in the RAWEX; stations
marked red forming the meridional chain will be making intense observations of possible warming signatures.

High altitude aerosol observatory at Hanle, Himalayas
Aerosol characteristics high-altitude, pristine locations
are very important for the aerosol radiative forcing
studies because it provides the background information
about the aerosol radiative interactions, above which
the human impacts can be compared. Besides being
located close to the Tibetan plateau in the trans
Himalayas Hanle assumes special significance in
the Rawex prespective. Then an ARFI observatory
has been built up at Hanle jointly with the IIAP,
Bangalore initiating Rawex. Being located around
the region where altis and stratus clouds normally
form, observations from this station are important
in improving our understanding on aerosol-cloud
interactions.
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With the successful installation and commissioning of aerosol observations from Mt Saraswati (Figs. 33 and 34), in
Hanle, in the Central Himalayas, on 09 August 2009, ARFI attained another distinction of having regular aerosol
measurements over India from the highest location. Located at an altitude of ~4530 m above mean sea level, this
observatory is expected to throw insight into the background aerosol conditions, far removed from human habitats and
also an aerosol-cloud intraction.

Figure 34: The MWR being setup at the site.

The current setup at Mt. Saraswati consist of the in-house built Multi
Wavelength Radiometer (MWR) for spectral AOD and columnar water
vapour measurements, a specially configured Aethalometer for measuring
the amount of absorbing BC aerosols a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer
+ Counter (SMPS+C) for aerosol number size distribution measurements
in the nanometer size range, which are important in aerosol-cloud
interaction at this altitude, and a radiation instrument to characterize the
incoming short-wave and long wave radiations. Initial observations from
Hanle shows that the columnar AOD is generally in the range 0.05 to
0.15 with a mean value of ~ 0.1 ± 0.05 and the mean black carbon mass
concentration is ~ 60 ng m-3 during August to December of 2009. Detailed
analysis of the database generated so far is in progress.

9HUWLFDOSURÀOHVRI%&XSWRXSSHUWURSRVSKHUHXVLQJ%DOORRQV
As

part

of

ARFI_RAWEX

an

experiment for the measurement of
altitude variation of the Black carbon
aerosolmass concentration, has been
conceived jointly with National Balloon
Facility of the TIFR, Hyderabad. The

Figure 35: Photograph showing the liftoff of the
balloon, with the parachute and payload attached
to it, from NBF, Hyderabad.

first flight in this experiment has been
successfully carried out on 17 March 2010. In this flight, a specially configured
Aethalometer and an optical particle counter were flown (Fig. 36) on a high-altitude
balloon, supported with required electronics for command, telemetry and data
collection. The instruments operated as desired and data were collected up to ~ 8.5

Figure 36: BC Payload on the
gaudola

km altitude, marking the first-ever measurements of BC profile up to this altitude
region. Payloads were recovered safely without any damage to the instruments.
The data are being analyzed and the payloads are being fine-tuned for more similar
flights during 2010 - 2011.
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up to 330 m before onset of sea breeze. But, after
the onset, the height of the thermals sharply falls to
heights below 200 m. During nighttime however,
(between 0000 LT and 0400 LT; 2100 LT and
2359 LT) the strength of the received signals are
enhanced by the wind shears over the site.
The present result highlights quantitatively, the
variation of the height of thermal structure
observed by Doppler SODAR within the ABL at
three different climatic zones over India during the
month of March 2010. In summary, the features
of thermals are strongly governed by the sea/land
breeze circulation at Thumba, while this is not the
case at Port Blair. Over Shillong, the turbulence
induced by mechanical wind shear is the dominant
mechanism during nighttime. Analyses are in
progress to study the diurnal variations of thermal
structure and wind components in different
seasons at these stations.

Figure 2: Typical diurnal plots of Range Time Intensity of Signal-to-Noise
ratio (dB) observed using Phased Array Doppler SODAR during a clear
sky day in the month of March 2010 at (a) NE-SAC Shillong, (b) Port Blair
and (c) Thumba.
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T

he solar insolation is the primary driver of the energetics/dynamics of the terrestrial atmosphere. Any change
in it is expected to manifest in different forms at various altitude regions of the atmosphere. The occurrence of

a solar eclipse event when the solar radiation undergoes a systematic short-term decrease significantly alters various
processes in the Earth’s atmosphere. In this context, noontime annular solar eclipse which happens to be the longest
of this millennium, occurred on 15 January 2010 over the southern peninsular India provided a unique opportunity to
investigate the eclipse induced changes in the overall terrestrial atmosphere. The uniqueness of this eclipse was that it
occurred during the noontime, when the incoming solar radiation is normally around its peak and most of the daytime
processes in the atmosphere are well evolved. The eclipse was visible in the southern parts of India, with the path of
maximum obscurity passing close to Trivandrum. The eclipse was visible along the band of ~ 300km over TERLS
(Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching Station) (8.50N, 76.90E), Trivandrum and the eclipse umbra passed close to
TERLS at 13:14:11(hr:mm:ss) IST with 92% obscuration. It started in Central African Republic and passed through
Cameron, Uganda, Kenya and Maldives and entered India and ended at 15:05:20 IST. The total duration of annularity
was 7 min 16 sec. Since the obscuration of sun during this eclipse was exceptionally long, the impact of the solar eclipse
induced forcing, as a consequence, is also expected to be large. In this context, this eclipse provided an opportunity to
study, perhaps for the first time in this part, the role of solar radiation forcing in shaping up the evolution of a number
of processes in the noontime atmosphere-ionosphere system. A host of experiments were carried out concurrently
by Space Physics Laboratory to study the eclipse induced changes in the various regions of the atmosphere, ranging
from Ionosphere to the surface using ground based ,balloon based and rocket-borne instruments The present section
highlights some of the important results. A separate report containing all the details is being brought out separately.

,]PZo]PZ}(ZD}µrdZu}Zr/}v}Zµ]
The response of the equatorial Mesosphere-Thermosphere-Ionosphere (MTI) region to the annular solar eclipse of
January 15, 2010, has been investigated using rocket-borne and ground based instruments, capable of measuring various
neutral and plasma parameters within the MTI region. The rocket measurements included the Earth’s Atmospheric
Composition Explorer (EACE) and the Electron density and Neutral Wind (ENWi) Probes. Five rocket flights (3 from
TERLS and 2 from SHAR) carried the EACE and ENWi payloads of SPL, along with other payloads. Ground-based
instruments namely the Multiwavelength Day glow Photometer, Flux gate Magnetometer, H. F. Radar, GPS receiver
and the Digital Ionosonde have been operated in tandem. Important findings are given below.

a) Results from Rocket borne Experiments
i) The ENWi probe development and successful flight
The conventional techniques for wind measurements at altitudes above 100 km are
cumbersome and are hampered by constraints due to background lighting conditions
and hence are having restricted applications. As such, for the solar eclipse campaign
(Sooryagrahan 2010) a new probe ENWi, based on a novel and simple concept, was
designed and developed in house at SPL. The probe is capable of measuring the
electron density in the E region.
The neutral wind part of ENWi probe, called velocity probe (VP), consists of two
Faraday Cups oriented back-to-back at a finite distance in the horizontal plane. In the Eregion of the ionosphere, the ionic motion is controlled by the neutrals due to frequent
collisions, while the electrons are bound by the magnetic field. As such, the neutral
wind velocity is equal to the ionic velocity in this altitude region. This is the principle
used to derive the neutral winds in the E-region. The Langmuir probe (LP), which
constitutes the top portion of the ENWi probe (Fig. 1) is a metallic spherical probe (in
the vertical plane) attached to the velocity probe (VP) body, but insulated from it. The
LP is calibrated to yield the electron densities from the current. From the fluctuations
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Figure 1: The rocket payload assembly with ENWI and EACE payloads
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and was transported to the equatorial regions by the winds.
The present study thus gives experimental evidence of the
role of equatorward winds in producing blanketing Es over
the equator.

E 5HVXOWVIURP*URXQG%DVHG([SHULPHQWV
(iii) Response of the equatorial Thermosphere/
Ionosphere
The equatorial electrojet (EEJ) and the equatorial ionization
anomaly (EIA) are the two primary manifestations of the
large-scale electrodynamics over the low and equatorial
latitudes. The response of these to the annular solar eclipse
has been investigated by synthesizing the meridionally

Figure 6: Temporal variation of the altitude of peak electron

scanning Multiwavelength Dayglow Photometer, digital
drift and fbEs on the eclipse day. ND represents periods of RF
silence and NS represents periods of no signal.
ionosonde and ground-based magnetometer measurements.
It is seen that a reversal in the EEJ current and formation of the counter electrojet occurred around the maximum
contact of the eclipse as detected by the magnetometer measurements. During the same period ionospheric electron
density below 210 km, derived from Digisonde, started decreasing from the first contact, continued so to reach a
minimum around the maximum contact and gradually recovered to normalcy by the time of the last contact (Fig.
7), almost synchronous with the changes in the insolation. Above 210 km, the decrease in ionization occurred after a
time-delay of about ~30-45 minutes, thus characterizing the response times of the different regions of the ionosphere.
A decrease in the thermospheric emission intensity at 630.0
nm was observed around noon over zenith. However, the
decrease started after a time-delay which varied from ~ 30
minutes to 1 hour as a function of the distance from the
zenith in the meridional direction. Interestingly, the post

Figure 7: The top panel shows the time variation of the electron density at various altitudes on the day of the eclipse i.e. January 15, 2010. The vertical arrows
LQGLFDWHWKHVWDUWPD[LPXPDQGHQGRIWKHHFOLSVH7KHVROLGFXUYHLQGLFDWHVWKH
percentage of obscuration as a function of time. The bottom panel represents
the temporal evolution of electron density at various ionospheric altitudes for
the control day.
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Figure 8: Variations in TEC with respect to time at Trivandrum
on January 15, and its comparison with the nominal days on
January 14, and 16, 2010. Upper panel represents Ionospheric
TEC as measured by Digital Ionosonde and lower panel shows
GPS measured TEC. Reduction in TEC on January 15, the
eclipse day, after the onset of eclipse and the trend continuing
HYHQDIWHUVXQVHWLVTXLWHHYLGHQWLQWKLV)LJXUH
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eclipse airglow intensity was found to be higher than that of the control day.
The Total Electron Content (TEC) measured using the Digital Ionosonde at Trivandrum and the GPS TEC measurements
at different Indian stations showed a clear-cut eclipse effect during and after the eclipse. One of the striking results is
the significant decrease in ionospheric TEC even after the event (Fig. 8). Depletion in plasma density starting with
the onset of eclipse and continuing even after sunset was observed not only at Trivandrum, but even at Bangalore,
Hyderabad, and Bhopal, stations away from the dip equator, falling in the equatorial anomaly zone and less impacted
by the eclipse. Detailed study indicates that the inhibition of equatorial fountain due to eclipse resulting in significant
reduction of plasma at upper F regions, which, in turn, giving rise to a sustained reduction in plasma population even
after the passage of solar eclipse event , would be responsible for the observation.
(vi) Response of the equatorial Mesopause
The variability of the daytime mesopause temperature has been
investigated, using the ground-based intensity measurements of
the daytime OH emissions. Our investigations revealed,
1)

2)

a significant increase (~35 K) in the mesopause temperature
during the eclipse compared to the same on the next day (Fig.
9), and
Presence of short period wavelike modulations with period ~
0.4 hour, which was prominent during the course of the eclipse,

but was not seen on the control day.
However, the temperature measured at ~10:30 LT on both the
days were in close agreement with each other and corroborate
well with satellite (SABER) measurements (Fig. 9). The
two-dimensional Fourier analysis of the spatio-temporal
variations of the mesopause temperature clearly brought out
the presence of the waves of periods ~ 2-3 hours and ~1 hour
with horizontal/vertical wavelengths of 100 km and 50 km
respectively. The existence of the additional O3 and the increase
in the chemical heating due to its reduced photolysis during the

Figure 9: Time variation of optically measured mesopause
temperature for the day of the eclipse and the control day.
Star symbol indicates the SABER measurements at the
corresponding time

eclipse is proposed as the main mechanism for the observed
temperature enhancement.

Zonal Wind on 14 & 15 J anuary 2010 at 1307 IST
75
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annular solar eclipse. Balloon measurements have shown the
enhancement of the westerlies in the 8-15 km altitudinal region
during the eclipse as compared to the control day. In the same
altitudinal range, meridional winds showed phase reversal from
northerlies to southerlies. RH200 observations of winds in the
25-65 km region, clearly showed the shorter scale fluctuations in
winds as compared to control day as shown in Fig. 10 (a), which
are attributed to gravity waves generated during the eclipse.
An enhancement of ~30 m/s in zonal winds is observed at an

60

Height(Km)

Wind measurements right from troposphere to mesosphere
were made using balloons, rockets and radars during the
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Figure 10: Height profile of (a) zonal winds on 14 &15th
January 2010 at 13:07 IST and (b) difference between
these two profiles
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altitude of 55 km during the eclipse (Fig. 10 (b). The meteor
radar observations in the height region of 80-100 km have
shown a sudden reversal (from westerlies to easterlies) above
90 km during the eclipse (Fig. 11).

b) Stratospheric ozone
As the production and loss of this important chemical species
in the stratosphere is strictly controlled by photochemistry
involving solar UV, strong signatures of the eclipse would be
expected consequently. Electrochemical Ozonesondes were
used to measure the altitudinal profile of ozone from surface
to 40 km altitude jointly with TIFR. Apart from a control
day observation on 13 January 2010, three ozonesondes were
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The detailed analysis has shown a gradual decrease in ozone
during the progress of the eclipse, as expected, and later the
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15 January 2010 (MR1130D) shows layered structure of
enhanced ozone as shown in the figure.
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15 January 2010 Ozone Mixing R atio
35

during the eclipse day. Both ascending and descending profiles
are shown in the figure. One of the descending profiles on

2

40

in solar radiation. TIMED/SABER satellite observations
over the observational site are also used as reference profiles.

time it has been observed that the ozone is pushed downward
owing to the thermal contraction of the atmosphere. Fig. 12
shows the altitudinal profiles of ozone mixing ratio measured

mean control day
eclipse day

Figure 11: Mean diurnal variation of zonal winds at 98 km
along with standard deviations and that of eclipse day

flown on the eclipse day around the maximum annularity.
Both ascending and descending profiles were examined to
study the response of stratospheric ozone to the abrupt change
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revival of ozone the eclipse period. The dynamic response of
the atmosphere and the subsequent descent of ozone peak is
the new result obtained from the present analysis. For the first
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RQ JUHHQ DQGWK-DQXDU\ 05PL[LQJUDWLR'GHscending). Dashed line indicate the descent with time of ozone
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c) Temperature distribution in the troposphere-Stratosphere
GPS sonde measurements of atmospheric temperature profiles in troposphere and lower stratosphere over Thumba
(8.50N, 76.90E), revealed strong signature of cooling of the order of ~ 2 to 80C in the troposphere and lower stratosphere
with ~40C cooling around tropopause and ~ 6 to 80C in the lower stratosphere at the maximum of annularity. It also
revealed a delayed effect in the form of very intense warming of lower stratospheric layer with maximum warming of
~ 80C at 18 km about 4 hours after the annularity. Fig. 13 shows the temperature fluctuation profile at 12:30 (red) IST
on eclipse day and mean of all other fluctuation profiles (7 flights on 14 & 15 January) along with standard deviation.
A remarkable decrease in temperature is seen around 20-30 km. The Cold-Point Tropopause (CPT) temperature was
increasing slowly before the beginning of eclipse (up to 10:00 IST) and during the maximum phase of the eclipse, the
difference in CPT temperature and height was -3.50C and ~ 110 m, respectively, compared to that on control day. After
four hours of the eclipse, the CPT height has decreased by ~ 1.7 km and the CPT temperature has increased by ~ 4.60C
as shown in Fig. 14.
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Figure 13:Temperature fluctuation profile at 12:30
(red) IST on eclipse day and mean of all other
fluctuation profiles along with standard deviation.
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Responses of the solar eclipse on the Atmospheric Boundary
Layer (ABL) over Thumba were investigated by conducting
time-series measurements of ABL parameters with various insitu instruments and regular ascents of balloon-borne Pisharoty
Sondes. During the event, air measurements at 3-m elevation
above the surface showed a significant decrease in temperature
by about 1 to 1.5°C, when the incoming solar radiation had
reduced by about 83% of its peak value (Fig. 15), resulting in
a decrease in the sensible heat flux to about 75% of its normal
magnitudes (Fig. 16a). The stability parameter (z/L) derived
from sonic anemometer was found to range from -0.22 to -

Figure 15: Incoming solar radiation on annular solar eclipse
of 15th January 2010 compared with D ± 2 days

1.13 indicating near-neutral to unstable conditions. The event
also witnessed a significant decrease in the spectral power of
the turbulent wind and temperature components, usually not
seen on the control days. Mixed layer heights marked by the
first significant inversion in the virtual potential temperature
and specific humidity profiles obtained through Pisharoty
Sondes did not show any significant impact of the event, and
ranged between 300 m and 500 m on the control as well as the
eclipse days. However, there was a significant and rapid fall in
the altitude of maximum convection on the eclipse day. The
altitude was at about 2 kms at 1430 hrs on the control day, while
it descended to about 600 m on the eclipse day. Low-level wind
shears on the eclipse day bore resemblance to the nocturnal
ABL, suggesting that the energy redistribution among the
different size of eddies with the ABL was transformed from
thermals to mechanical wind shears.

Figure 16: 7LPHVHULHV RI D  VHQVLEOH KHDW IOX[ DQG E 
stability parameter observed using sonic anemometer
mounted at 10-m level on January 15, 2010. The onset,
WKHPD[LPXPREVFXUDWLRQWLPHDQGHQGRIVRODUHFOLSVHDUH
shown with dashed lines.
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perturbations. BC profiles, in general, depicted similar features up to an altitude of 200 m on the eclipse day and control
day, above which it differed conspicuously with profiles on eclipse day showing increasingly lower concentration as
we moved to higher altitudes (Fig. 18). Examination of the meteorological profiles showed that the convectively well
mixed region which extends up to 400 m on normal day was limited to 200 m on eclipse day, indicating a rather shallow
convection on eclipse day.

c) Changes in near-surface ozone and precursors
Near surface ozone has been continuously measured at 5 minutes
interval by using on-line UV Photometric Ozone analyzers (O3 42 of
Environnement S.A, France) at two locations, Thumba, site close to
Arabian Sea coast and at CESS (Centre for Earth Science Studies),
Trivandrum at ~4 km from Thumba during January 12 to 19.
Fig. 19 shows the temporal variation in direct solar radiance for the
spectral bands 350-400nm (partly UV) and 400-700nm (visible) on
January 15 (eclipse day) and January 16 (control day) as obtained
from the Spectrophotometer. These figures indicate a reduction of
~88% in the direct radiance, in the above bands during maximum
obscurence. Fig. 20 and 21 show the diurnal variation of nearsurface ozone on January 15 along with the mean patterns of two
control days, namely, 12 and 14 of January 2010 as recorded at the
two experimental sites (Thumba and CESS). At both these locations
ozone showed decrease during solar eclipse. But the diurnal patterns
show slight variations in the occurrence of minima in terms of time
of minima and recovery.

Figure 20: Diurnal variation of NO2 on eclipse day and control
day at Thumba

Figure.19 Diurnal variation of direct solar irradiance
at two spectral bands (350-400nm and 400-700nm) on
January 15 (solar eclipse day) and January 16 (control
day)

Figure 21: Diurnal variation of NO2 on eclipse day and
control day CESS.

At Thumba, decrease in ozone started ~ 1150 IST i.e; 45 minutes after the first contact (1104 IST) and reached minimum
~ 1355 IST i.e; 30min. after the maximum obscure (1314 IST). At CESS, the decrease started earlier ~1135 IST (30
minutes after the first contact), attained a sharp minimum ~1340 IST. The ozone concentration level recovered to its
control level values by ~ 1635 IST and ~1500 IST at Thumba and CESS respectively. Experimental site Thumba is very
close to Arabian Sea and it experiences changes associated with the formation of TIBL, onset of SB etc immediately.
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The diurnal pattern at this location shows large fluctuations. On the other hand the site CESS is ~ 4 km away from
the coastline. Irrespective of this, the decrease in ozone mixing ratio is ~10 ppb (which is ~ 30% at Thumba and
50% at CESS) at both these sites. This depletion can be mainly attributed to weakening of solar radiation-induced
photochemistry which is also controlled by the precursors and boundary layer meteorology.
In general, the diurnal pattern of near-surface ozone mixing ratio is characterised by day time high and night time.
Increase in Ozone is associated with a decrease in NOx and vice versa. But, during eclipse the levels of nitrogen oxides
were not much affected by the cut off of the solar radiation. However, a small rise (1-2 ppb) in the level of NO2 during
the eclipse period is seen at CESS. NO did not show any solar eclipse induced change at these sites. The diurnal pattern
of CO did not show significant changes in the initial phase of eclipse. But the mixing ratio showed increase from ~1300
IST to 1700 IST compared to the control day values. This post eclipse enhancement is high and extended at CESS.
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(MTU). The digital data is transferred to the telemetry system using the RS485 telemetry interface channels. Spectrum
acquisition is done at the rate of one dataset per second and covers the mass range of 1-100 amu. Test for compatibility
of MSCDAT to MSCCU and checkout was carried out using an in-house developed Telemetry (mCES) simulator and
checkout software PRABHAV to ensure perfect interfacing with respect to timing and synchronization.
Activities carried out regarding the development and space qualification of EACE payloads include:
1.
2.

Characterisation of each EACE instrument with respect to their scan rate, signal-to-noise ratio, resolution,
sensitivity and Quadrupole Mass Discrimination factor.
Cross calibration of the five EACE instruments

3.

Fabrication of arresting clips for improving the structural integrity
of the ionizer.

4.
5.

Ruggedization of the sensor probes and the electronics.
Design and development of MSCDAT controller packages for the
Data Acquisition, Control and Telemetry.

6.

Design and development of 24V and 5V Linear Power Regulators
for all the EACE payloads.

7.
8.

Compatibility tests between each MSCDAT – EACE pair.
Compatibility test between MSCDAT and MCES Telemetry
Encoder System.

9. GATE tests of MSCDAT packages
10. Development of PRABHAV, the checkout software for EACE.
As some of the processing is probe-dependent, the checkout
software for each payload was customized and verified with the
corresponding mass spectrometer probe hardware.
11. Development of the scientific data analysis software in order to
analyse the science data from the EACE instruments.
Both the scientific payloads were integrated with the rocket telemetry
hardware (Fig. 6) and phase-1 compatibility checks were first carried out,
followed by integrated level environmental checks. In all phases, the data

Figure 6: Integrated Payloads

was verified before proceeding to the next phase.
As per the quality protocols followed for scientific payloads for sounding rocket experiments, all the seven payloads
were also subjected to GATE tests, before submission to Integration team. The tests comprises of Initial Standard
Room Condition (SRC) checks, 96 hour burn-in test, vacuum test, hot and cold soak tests, vibration test, constant
acceleration test and final SRC checks.

,&Z
The indigenously built HF Radar at Trivandrum is a powerful tool to study the plasma instability processes responsible
for the generation of equatorial elctrojet (EEJ) and equatorial Spread-F (ESF) irregularities. Being the workhorse for
E&F region probing, it is absolutely essential to ensure operation of this radar for any major field experiment. Keeping
the major requirement of solar eclipse campaign in view, the operationalisation of HF Radar was given top priority.
The antenna system of HF Radar comprises of a 12 x 6 antenna array spread over a physical area of 10,000 m2 with
elements mounted on teak wood poles with a height of 6 m. Most of these masts and the open wire feeder lines were
refurbished to achieve the designed antenna properties. The feeder network was redesigned for 18 MHz operation and
three beam orientations.
The feeder lines were made of open wire transmission lines and coaxial cables. The radiation pattern was simulated
using Matlab. The radar was made operational during Sooryagrahan 2010 campaign, and extensive data has been
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collected. Preliminary findings are provided
in the section on Soorygrahan. A combined
observation campaign was organized where HF
Radar was operated along with other experiments
such as ionosonde, GPS Receiver, Crabex
receivers and Day/Night Air Glow during 1119 March 2010. Keeping in mind the long term
requirement of this radar for scientific studies, it
has been planned to replace its receiver with a

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of Digital Receiver for HF Radar

digital receiver and data acquisition system. The
preliminary design has been completed (Fig.7).

voÇ]}(,]vZD}}v/u}}(ZvÇvr/
After extensive analysis of the science data from the Chandra’s Altitudinal Composition Explorer (CHACE) experiment
onboard Chandrayaan-I/Moon Impact Probe, the science results are being consolidated. The in-house developed
software UNMOCHON (UNraveling MOon (CHandra’s) atmOspheric Neutrals) has been extensively used to carry
out the analysis of the science data of CHACE.

^µ(µoµ}}^Zu]]}v
SARA, a payload onboard Chandrayaan-I comprised of two sensors CENA and SWIM, developed at IRF, Sweden
and DPU developed by AVN, VSSC. ATD played the role of an interface between the two agencies and the project
for the successful realization of the payload. The Payload Operation Center (POC) for the SARA, set up in SPL has
successfully been operated during the entire mission. It was responsible for the regular operation of the experiment
during the mission life span. For data download, a dedicated BSNL link (512 kbps) has been provided between POCSPL and ISSDC. The SARA raw data and ancillary files, kept in ISSDC server, Bangalore were accessible from the
SPL POC by sftp via the link. The SARA raw data files were directly stored in the storage server. The downloaded data
were analysed and archived at SPL POC.

Z]}}v(}/}v}Z]d}u}PZÇ~Z/d
Radio Beacon for Ionospheric Tomography (RaBIT) is one of SPL’s payloads for YOUTHSAT mission, being developed
by RFAFD. As the frequencies transmitted are similar to the LEO beacons already in orbit (like NIMS), the CRABEX
ground receiver systems would be used for reception of the RaBIT payload data, once it is launched.
As the payload has to be tested and qualified along with the ground receiver for QM and FM versions, separate testing
procedures are planned for the ground receiver system also. For this, testing and characterization has been initiated
with the indigenous CRABEX receiver.
As part of in-house development of RaBIT payload, a low power transmitter system has been developed using an
evaluation board and coherent signal generator board of payload. This is a portable system operating on 3.3 V power
supply and can be used for various levels of testing of receiver system.

}}oZ]À&}]vPKÀ/v]~Z&/W}i
ARFI project of ISRO-GBP, being implemented by SPL, is aimed at establishing a network of aerosol observatories
over Indian region for the complete characterization of atmospheric aerosols for the estimation of aerosol radiative
forcing. In-house developed multi-wavelength radiometer is the primary workhorse for the observatories.

a) Observatories for ARFI Project
During the reporting period ATD supported the setting up of four ARFI observatories, including the MWR at Rajkot,
Udaipur, Jaisalmer and a special high altitude station at Hanle, besides the maintenance of various existing network
stations. The stations Goa, Nagpur, Kullu and TIFR Hyderabad were refurbished this year. On-site training programs
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for operation and data analysis were also conducted for the new entrants.
Under the ARFI project, a high altitude aerosol observatory has been established at Hanle (4500 msl) shown in Fig. 8.
ATD has involved in this activity by providing all the necessary technical support, which includes the installation of
scientific instruments, development of suitable platforms for the
installation of instruments, reconfiguration of instruments for
high altitude operation and regular operation of the observatory.
In addition to the MWR, a high flow aethalometer and a net
radiometer were also installed at Hanle. The test data were
analysed to check the system performance, quality and to ensure
normal working.
LabVIEW based GUI program was developed for MWRDAS for
the online display and data acquisition of the newly developed
standalone MWR system, through the PC serial port. This has
facility to log the online data, display the graph, convert the
legacy “.acq” file to “.dat” file, bulk downloading data from the
MMC card through the PC serial port, etc.

Figure 8: Instruments at Hanle (clockwise from left), MWR,
Net Radiation Sensor and Data logger

b) Design and Development of Payload for HABCA Experiment
High Altitude BC Aethalometer (HABCA) experiment is the first of its kind to measure the vertical profile of Black
Carbon (BC) particles in the atmosphere upto the tropopause. The payload is a modified version of ground-based
Aethalometer along with an in-house developed data acquisition, telemetry and command interface unit, control unit
and a GPS receiver as shown in Fig.9.
The microcontroller-based data acquisition and telemetry interface unit acquires data from Aethalometer and GPS
receiver along with payload health monitoring sensors’ data and sends the acquired data in real time to the ground
station through the telemetry channel. GPS receiver is incorporated for precise time and position information during
flight. The data received at ground is displayed in ASCII format for real-time visual information of the system parameters
and data.
A relay-based command unit has been
developed for controlling air pumps
and Aethalometer. This unit turns off
air pumps during tape advancing time
(avoiding damage to its filter tape)
and also when airflow rate goes down
the minimum acceptable level (during
ascent phase) and turn on payload
again (during descent phase) by using
telecommand.
Ground-based Aethalometer has
been modified to work at higher
altitudes. Its internal air pump was
replaced with three external dc air
pumps for achieving high flow rate.
An air chamber has been designed for
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cascading the external pumps. After integration, the payload was tested for compatibility with telemetry, using the inhouse developed PC Interface software. Finally, the payload was tested in Thermo-vac chamber to simulate the physical
atmospheric conditions, the payload will be subjected to during the balloon flight.
The experiment was successfully conducted on 17 March 2010 from the National Balloon Facility of TIFR, Hyderabad.
Measurements were made up to 10 km altitude, where the pressure dropped below the specified operating conditions
(more details are given in ARFI section).

c) Stand-alone Data Acquisition System for QCM
The QCM impactor is a standalone instrument for aerosol size distribution measurement. This data had to be either
collected by a computer through the serial interface or printed out by the thermal printer. The printed data had to be
fed to computer manually for further analysis. Also, in this case, the printer becomes a critical part of the instrument.
The newly designed Microcontroller-based data acquisition system (Fig. 10) acquires data from QCM and stores it in
a memory card (FAT32 format). This data would be later read by a memory card reader for analysis. It eliminates the
need for a PC during data acquisition as well as QCM’s thermal printer for data acquisition followed by manual dataentry. The system is also equipped with GPS receiver for accurate time and position information.

Figure 10:3KRWRJUDSKRI6WDQGDORQH'DWD$FTXLVLWLRQ6\VWHPIRU4&0
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As part of Space Borne Instrumentation lab development, procurement actions for major items like temperature
test chamber and humidity chamber were initiated, which will become a part of the test facilities required for the
development of future payloads for space science studies.

W}}o(}ZvÇvr//
LUCEE (Lunar Composition ExplorEr), Revision of NIMS
The proposed payload LUCEE will draw heritage from the CHACE payload and will for the first time, carry out a
detailed investigation of the native neutral composition of the tenuous lunar atmosphere from an orbiter platform in
the Chandrayaan-II mission, for extended duration covering various facets of the active Sun. This probe will have a
mass range of 1-300 amu. The data acquisition, control, and telemetry system being developed by ATD will be able
to operate the probe in different modes with parameters suitable for the day and night operation at different ambient
pressure levels.

STEM (Surface Temperature Estimation on Moon)
The proposed experiment primarily focuses on the measurement of temperature in the top regolith layer of Moon by
having a probe in the Rover of Chandrayaan-II. Semiconductor module sensors will be used to measure the temperature.
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A mechanical arm will be used for positioning the sensors to be in contact with surface dust and regolith layer. A
digital controller-data logger unit to be developed by ATD will be used for the control of the probe, data collection and
telemetry of data.

W]}v]v/^ZK[^}o,Ç}Pv'v}vW}i
Solar Hydrogen generation project is ISRO’s initiative for a clean energy program, implemented by VSSC, to generate
Hydrogen gas by using solar energy. Among several methods reported for Hydrogen generation from solar energy,
solar thermo-chemical generation of Hydrogen appears to be the
viable and attractive in the Indian context. The process consists of
concentrating solar energy, utilising the heat for an endothermic
reaction on metal oxide to release Oxygen to produce metal. And
subsequently, at a lower temperature, the metal is made to react with
water to generate Hydrogen and the metal oxide back.
One of the challenges of the project is the concentration of solar
energy on a continuous basis. SPL’s expertise to realise this, developed
for the MWR, has been adapted. Accordingly a mechanical mount
has been developed for the parabolic dish to collect solar energy
and it is fixed to a Sun tracking system. A Microcontroller-based
hardware has been designed and developed for driving the dish to
follow sun. This has been successfully demonstrated with a prototype
model of 2 feet diamete. parabolic dish (Fig. 11), which is up-scaled
to meet the future requirement of the project.

Figure 11: Solar tracking mount for dish (2 ft dia.)

/}v}}v
The Digisonde Portable Sounder (DPS-4) was ensured operational throughout the year in TERLS. The necessary civil
electrical and AC support for ensuring continuous operation of the equipment were provided. The data from this was
used for validating the results from the rocket-based ENWi probe data obtained during Sooryagrahan campaign.

WoZG}vZ
The Partial Reflection (PR) Radar System is an atmospheric Radar operating at a frequency of 2.5MHz with a peak power
of 50 kW and in spaced antenna mode. The digital receiver and data acquisition system hardware and software, built on
the DOS WIN98 platforms, became incompatible to present hardware. Hence a totally new and complete solution is
being proposed for implementation. This is based on commercially available DSP based boards customized for specific
requirements of PR Radar.

Æ]uv(}}µvÇ>Çµ]
ATD has provided support for the operation of the Micro Rain Radar (MRR), Disdrometer (RD-80), Automatic Weather
Station, Tipping bucket Rain Gauge, Rain Sampler (IISc.) and Phased Array Doppler Sodar. Ultra Sonic Anemometers
have been mounted on tower at two levels, 10m and 25m and interfaced through RS232/RS422 converter to computer for
data acquisition. ATD has extended support for the regular launching of GPS Sonde from this station on a weekly basis.
Tethersonde was operated during Sooryagrahan 2010 campaign.

DZv]ovP]v]vPÁ}l
Design and fabrication has been carried out for various ongoing projects of SPL. These include: Installation of
revamped antenna array and feeder lines for HF Radar, fabrication of table top model of ENWi probe including
Faraday cup, design, fabrication, assembly of adjustable type mirror and prism fixing unit, GPS Navigation antenna
fixing arrangement and fixture for Net radiation sensor, mount for solar tracking parabolic dish etc.
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ATD had maintained Intranet LAN in SPL for scientific data transfer, email, personal Information system and
COWAA applications and Internet nodes for email and web browsing applications. ATD has contributed towards
development and update of website for SPL. ATD has computerized and streamlined the working of SPL stores.
ATD has actively involved in setting up and/or maintaining experimental facilities such as Skyimet radar, Microwave
radiometer, Airglow expt etc.

dZv]oZ}
1.
2.
3.

Requirement document for SPL scientific payloads for TSE-2010: Ver 1.1: SPL: TR: TSE-06-2009
EID of SPL payloads for TSE-2010: SPL: TR: TSE-07-2009
Vacuum testing of Al electrolytic capacitors: SPL: TR: GEN-08-2009

4.
5.

Preliminary Design Document For EACE and ENWi Probe Payloads (Ver. 1) (TBR): SPL: TR: TSE-09-2009
Circuit Design Document for ENWi payload (TBR): SPL: TR: TSE-10-2009

6.
7.
8.

Design document for MSCDAT of EACE payload (TBR): SPL: TR: TSE-11-2009
Timing analysis of EACE payloads for TSE-2010 (TBR): SPL: TR: TSE-12-2009
Subsystem Definitions and Preliminary Simulation Results of the Guiding Ion Optics (GIO) of the LUCE (Lunar
Composition Explorer) Experiment proposed for Chandrayaan-II Mission SPL: TR-LUCE-01-2010

dZ}
1

Functional test reports for mass spectrometer payload for TSE- 2010 SPL: TSE-01-2009 (SN3189, SN3190,
SN4116, SN7031, SN7033)

2

GATE test document for EACE payload: TSE-2010
SPL: TSE-02-2009 (F01, F02, F03, F04, F05)

3

SPL: TSE-02-2009 (SB_TERLS)
SPL: TSE-02-2009 (SB_SHAR)
Functional test reports for ENWi payload for TSE- 2010

4

SPL : TSE-03-2009 (E01, E02, E03, E04, E05, E06, E07, E08)
GATE test document for ENWi payload: TSE-2010
SPL: TSE-04-2009 (F01, F02, F03, F04, F05)
SPL: TSE-04-2009 (SB_TERLS)
SPL: TSE-04-2009 (SB_SHAR)

5
6

Acceptance criteria for SPL scientific payloads: Sooryagrahan 2010: SPL: TSE-05-2009
Integrated level test for SPL Scientific payloads: Sooryagrahan 2010: SPL: TSE-01-2010

7

Phase 1 level tests for SPL Scientific payloads: Sooryagrahan 2010: (TBR) SPL: TSE-02-2010

Wv
First Patent from Space Physics Lab : A joint patent application (No: 1216/CHE/2009 dt 26-05-09) on the
development of a “Sun tracking Radioneter” submitted by Shri Pradeepkumar Padannayil and Dr. Krishnaswamy
Krishnamoorthy of SPL was accepted by the Indian patent office.

Á
Tirtha Pratim Das, awarded COSPAR associateship in 2009.

Wv}v]v^Çu}]lt}lZ}l}v(v
International
Tirtha Pratim Das: Mars Habitability Explorer (MHE): Preliminary Studies on an Orbiter-Lander-Rover to
Mars: Mission Design, Science and Engineering Perspectives; COSPAR Capacity Building Workshop on Lunar
and Planetary Surface Sciences, Harbin, China, 04-18 September, 2009.
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National
Tirtha Pratim Das attended 97th Indian Science Congress from 03 - 07 January 2010 at Trivandrum
R Sridharan, S M Ahmed, Tirtha Pratim Das, P Sreelatha, P Pradeepkumar, Neha Naik, Gogulapati Supriya and
A.Bhardwaj: Dayside lunar atmosphere unfolded: Results from Chandra’s Altitudinal Composition Explorer in
Chandrayaan-1; National Space Science Symposium, Rajkot, 23rd February-26 February, 2010.

Training Obtained
Sreelatha P
“Management Development Programme for ISRO Scientists / Engineers” sponsored by Indian Space Research
Organization at Administrative Staff College of India, Bella Vista, Hyderabad during October 19-30, 2009.
Shajahan M (Divisional Safety Officer)
‘Electrical Safety’ organised by National Safety Council at National Safety Council, Kerala Chapter, Productivity
House, Kalamassery.

Session Chair
Tirtha Pratim Das
Co-chaired the Parallel Session-4 (Planetary Sciences) at the National Space Science Symposium 2010, at
Rajkot, Gujarat; 24 February 2010

/vÀ]doll>µ
International
1.

Tirtha Pratim Das, “CHACE in Moon Impact Probe on Chandrayaan-I Mission”: organized by COSPAR,
at COSPAR Capacity Building Workshop 2009: Planetary and Surface Sciences, at Harbin, China, 17 September,
2009.

National
1.

Tirtha Pratim Das, “The Tale of a Voyage to Moon”, organized by National Academy of Sciences, India
(NASI), 22 July, 2009.

2.
3.

Pradeepkumar. P., the Annual Management Conclave of IIM-K, Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode, 9
October 2009.
Pradeepkumar. P., “The mega techno-management event of NIT-C” “TATHVA 09”, National Institute of Technology,

4.

Calicut, 25th October 2009.
Shajahan M, ‘Latest Trends in Space Exploration’, LBS College of Engineering at Kasaragod, 21 August,
2009.

World Space Week, October 2009
Sreelatha P convened “All Kerala Essay Competition for High School students”.
Pradeepkumar P., gave series of WSW lectures at college, school and public library in Kozhikode district during
6 to 10 October 2009.

Orientation course for the doctoral students, April 2010
Mohankumar S. V, “Radar Signal Processing”
Pradeepkumar P., “Fundamentals of Data Acquisition system”
Dinakar Prasad Vajja, “Introduction to PIC Microcontrollers”
Sreelatha P., “Development of space-based instruments for atmospheric studies”
Shajahan M.,, “Atmospheric radars – an overview”
Tirtha Pratim Das, “Chandrayaan-I: The first step of ISRO for Planetary Exploration”,
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Tirtha Pratim Das, “The Lunar Atmosphere and Discoveries on Moon’s Dayside Atmosphere by CHACE in
Chandrayaan-I”
Tirtha Pratim Das, “Discovery of H2O on moon: The CHACE Experiment in Chandrayaan-I: The Physics and
Instrument Development”
Tirtha Pratim Das, “Avionic systems for Space Exploration: Addressing the Techno-Managerial Aspects based
on the science objectives”,

u]À]Ç
BTech Internship
46 BTech. students of 13 batches have successfully completed project work as part of their academic course work
under the guidance of ATD engineers.
Tirtha Pratim Das, A practical course on “Identification of Residual Gases in the Laboratory environment using
a Quadrupole Mass Analyser (QMA)”: This experiment (similar to what the CHACE payload accomplished in
the Lunar environment) has been included in the syllabus of the Applied Physics MS course of the IIST in the
list of physics practical. A course, comprising of a theoretical lecture and practical classes was offered to the MS
students of Applied Physics of the IIST.
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OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
Jayakumar S.*
Susheela P. R.
Geetha C.
Harikrishna Kishore
Watson
Vijayan T.K.
Trainees

Sisira
Salini M.S.
Arya S.*
Ajesh R. L.
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